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MEDIA VIOLENCE

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON JUVENILE JUSTICE,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, ,DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:07 a.m, in room
SD-226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Arlen Specter (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding. -

Staff present: Mary Louise Westmorelanti, chief counsel; Eva
Carney, counsel; Tracy McGee, chief clerk

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ARLEN SPECTER, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA, CHAIRMAN, SUBCOM-
MITTEE ON JUVENILE JUSTICE

Senator SPECTER. The Juvenile Justice Subcommittee hearing
will begin. This morningif I may have everyone's attention,
except the attention of the children, they need not pay attention.
[Laughter.]

The hearing this morning of the Juvenile Justice Subcommittee
is on the topic of alleged media violence as it may affect children.
This hearing follows a long line of hearings which have been held
by this subcommittee on a variety of related topics.

We have not taken up the question of media violence in the
course of the past 31j years because of our concern about the first
amendment rights and the aspect of chilling those rights and so

,forth, but finally, we have decided that we ought to take it up in a
more deliberate way during the recess period when we could study
it at a little greater length.

In 1982, the National Mental Health Institute study of all the lit-
erature which has explored the alleged connection between the
viewing of media violence and aggressive and violent behavior in
children concluded that there was a connection, and that a connec-
tion had, indeed, been,documented between media violence and ag-
gression in children.

In September 1984, the Attorney General's Task Force on Family
Violence concluded that, "the evidence is becoming overwhelming
that just as, witnessing violence in the home may contribute to
normal adults and children learning and acting out violent behav-
ior, violence on TV and movies may lead to the same result."

The task force further said that their networks and their affili-
ates and cable stations have, "major responsibility for reducing and,
controlling the amount of violence shown on television."

(I)
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This is obviously a very complicated subject and it is well accept
ed that ,television and movies have enormous influence in molding
the ideas of individuals and in motivating and in triggering a cer-
tain behavior pattern, and following the Attorney General's task
force report in September of this year, it seemed to this subcommit-
tee that we ought to be taking a look at this issue, and we are
going to be doing so today.

We would like. to call, first off, Ms. Mary Ann Banta, who is a
teacheNat. the University of the ,District of Columbia Early Child-.
hood and Learning Center, and she is accompanied hire by a
number of her students. Ms. Banta, you have suggested that two of
your students come forward to give us some ideas as to their own
sense of this subject. They are 5 and of tender years, obviously, but
if you would ask those two young ladies to come forward. It is dan-
gerous to call anyone a girl, however young.

We are pleased and honored to have with us today the famous
Captain Kangaroo, Mr. Bob Keeshan. If you would step forward,
Captain Keeshan, we would appreciate that. You have some very
pronounced views on this subject garnered from his experience on
television and also from his work and experience genei.ally.

Ms. Banta, I understand that you teach 3 to 6 years olds at the
University of the District of Columbia Early Childhood and Learn-
ing Center and have had substantial insights from what you have
observed the children react to from what they have seen on televi-
sion.

Without any further introduction, let me thankll'ou for being
here and tell you that your full statement will be made a part of
the record and we lbok forward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF A PANEL CONSISTING OF MARY ANN BANTA,
TEACHER, UNIVERSITY OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,
EARLY CHILDHOOD LEARNING CENTER, ACCOMPANIED BY
HER STUDENTS, WASHINGTON, DC; AND ROBERT J. KEESIIAN,
"CAPTAIN KANGAROO," NEW YORK, NY

Ms. BANTA. Thank you, Senator. I am happy to be here this
morning, and am sure the children are happy to be here with me.

The relationship between violence on television and aggressive or
violent behavior of children who watch television has been long de-
bated. Perhaps it is long debated because of how the topic is
phrased and who is doing the talking.

To date, it has been mainly carried on by researchers, by prestig-
ious scholars who have read the research and by the broadcast in-
dustry. I am here to share my experience as a teacher who spent
the last 20 years, up to 5 days a week, fihours a deg, with young
children, and the debate has been carried on on the level that is
not really wi:ere tie children are. I have the advantage of listening
to the children, listening to them for long periods of time.

Before we really start the discussion, though, you really have to
look at the scope of the problem; 213 billion hours were spent
watching television, 65 percent o" our people cannot even remem-
ber time before television. By the time the average child enters
kindergarten, they have watched enough television to have a B.A.
degree. They have a B.A. degree in television before they even start

6
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school, and Saturday morning television is the most violent time.
Researchers tell us that over 75 percent of what we !.now iF. associ-
ated with what we have seen. ,

Now, I am here to tell you that my children are not violent and
they are not even terribly agressive, but I cannot say the same
about the uninvited and unenrolled characters who show up in my
classroom. The list includcs "Bat Man," "SpUerman," "Wonder
Woman," "Superman," "Kung Fu," ."Evil Rhevil," "The Duke
Boys," "The Hulk," "The Smurfs," "Mr. T," "He-Man," and "Aqua
Dog." They are not necessarily lacking in aggressiveness and non-

.. -violence.
You have to understand this about children. An essential tool of

their learning is imitating behavior of those around them. They
learn by imitation and they practice their imitation in their play.
imitation and play are essential to their development.

It is through their play that the assortment of television charac-
ters invade my classroom and every other classroom where chil-
dren are free to play. It is because of the nature of these characters
who populate children's television that the children's play can

.become aggressive and even violent, and then I, as kind of an inno-
cent bystander, become a victim of that violence. Consequently, a
part Of my ,teaching time is spent combating the unnatural aggres-
siveiness in my children's play.

There are those who say that children are naturally aggressive.
Of course, they are. They imitate our behavior. The difference be-
tween the behavior of that kind of agressiveness and now is that it
is now being reenforced by the visual image of television over, rand
over, and over again.

As a result 9f "Bat Man," I had to deal with Pow! Barn! The re-
ceiver of those imaginary hits that were not imaginary did not
really think that they were imaginary. Young children have been
well known to climb. "Spiderman" had them climbing straight up
walls. "Wonder Woman" brought equality of the sexes. Little girls
started spinning around and flying up on and down on imaginary
foes, again, who might not have been imaginary. "Superman" had
people flying. "Kung Fu" had feet flying. My defense. keep your
feet on the floor.

"Aqua Dog" is one of my favorites. The children were swimming
around in imaginary water barking, growling, and snapping at one
another. "Evil Knevil" in retrospect was not so bad. At least they
lined up the cars neatly. They built the ramps and they flew the
cars over them. Suddenly solid wooden cars started to disintegrate
before my eyes. I was wondering what was happening. Mty team
teacher told me. It was called "The "Dukes of Hazzard. ' As a
result of the "Dukes of Hazzard," the driving skills in the block
coiner disintegrated completely so we had to introduce things like
losing your driver's license, impounding cars. I have a whole collec
tion of little cars in my pocket most of the time.

So each fall I await with eager anticipation "The New Fall
Lineup." What defense tactics am I going to have to plan this year
to conteract the activities o ur latest heroes?

But what happeis to the c dren? As they get order, the habit
of watching, replicating, and itating is well established. The

-..
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problem of adolescent violence is that the violence is real. It is not
imaginary. ,

Researcheis, broadcasters, and Government officials have diffi-
culty in decidin; if children learn behavior from what they view on
television. The ,eachers who carefully observe the behavior over a
period of years (....t see the effects of television on their children.

Why is it. that mothers, teachers, child psychiatrists who actually
work with children, and some pediatricians can see the link and
other people cannot? Perhaps it is because the way the question is
stated. "Study Links TV Viewing, Agression" or 'Study found on
evidence that television violence was causally related to the devel-
opment of aggiessive behavior patterns."

Think about the words: "violence," "aggressive The words
evoke strong feelings and they wave red flags. They allow people to
to l4 stands which sound relatively reasonable. The words move
inf the theater where the television industry is most comfortable,
body counts, crisis, disaster, horror, murder, and mayhem. Just as
the television industry chooses to emphasize aggression, violence,
and action!adventure, they have also centered on this in the re,
search. The fact is television affects hos we behave.

While it is relatively easy for me to chronicle the characters who
have a negative impact, it is much. much more difficult to point
out the positive things that happen because children watch televi-
sion. But believe me they really are there.

If television does not influence behavior, why are the broadcast-
ers selling time? How much does the time cost during the Super-
bowl or Saturday morning?, Why do politicians buy time right
before an election?

I think there aie lots of remedies. My favorite because I am a
teacher is to help children develop critical viewing skills. Edpca-
tion is a child's first line of defense. Children must,know what tele-
vision can do and what it cannot do. What it can do to them and
what th can do back to it. This is best done by television itself.
The broa cast industry creates problems in my classroom. It cre-
atqs problems for children, parents, and society. These problems
hate to be solved and they have to be solved with the industry's
active participation. Critical viewing skills are best taught on tele-
vision. If you cause the problem, please be part of the solution.

Obviously, there are lots of other partial solutions to the prob-
lem. Taken together, they may diminish the negative and accentu-
ate the .positive effects of television, but first, befdre this can
happen, we have got to admit and accept the fact that television
affects everyone's behavior. Having admitted that, then we can
productively discuss a national policy,ca television for children.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator SPECTER. Thank you very much, Ms. Banta.
Could you specify some child's activities which you think were di-

rectly related to w hat the child had recently seen on television? .

Ms. BANTA. I think the driving is probably the best example. The
way they see the driving on the "Dukes of Hazzard" and the way
the cars fly and jump is probably the best example.

Senator SPECTER. What do they do tb replicate that?
MS. BANTA. They drive like mad.

8
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Senator SPECTER. Now, you are talking abqut children oldei. than
5, of course.

Ms. BANTA. Pardon?
Senator SPECTER. What age bracket are you talking about?
Ms. BANTA. These are 3-, 4- and 5-year-olds. They have cars in

their block, corner and they drive them. Before the "Dukes of Haz-
zard," they used to build really nice roads and drive the cars on
the roads. Now, they have the tendency nut to build the roads, to
just drive like mad.

Senator SPECTER. How do they drive them? What do you. mean by
that? .

Ms. BANTA. Little cars.
Senator .SPECTER. They drive them with their hands?
Ms. BANTA. Right. Only now the tendency is for the car to leave

the hand and fly through the air. You can see the disadvantage,
that is, if you are on the receiving end of the car.

Senator SPECTER. Why coo you conclude that they are doing that
because they have seen' "Dukes of Hazzard"?

Ms. BANTA. Because the driving has changed since the "Dukes of
'Hazzard", and it was noticeable. I did not watch the "Dukes of
Hazzard" when it first started, and I noticed a change and asked
what is happening.

Senator SPECTER. Do the children ever mention "Dukes of Haz-
zard"?

Ms. BANTA. Many times, yes, because you see another thing is
that these' characters come to school in another Way. They come to
school on their lunch boxes. There are pictuies of these characters
.on their lunch boxes. So obviously, when they come in in the morn-
ing, they come with the character. At lunch time the character
shows up again on their lunch box.

Senator SPECTER. Give me an example of,a character on a lunch
box.

Ms. BANTA. Again, the "Dukes of Hazzard," "Knight Rider,"
"He-Man."

Senator SPECTER. And you had said in your testimony that the
, children kick because you think they have seen "Kung Fu"?

Ms. BANTA. Absolutely, ilecause, you know, there was a special
kind of kick that "Kung Fu" had. It is not a natural give them a
good kick.

Senator SPECTER. I ask you these questions in some detail, Ms.
Banta, 'because there are controversies as t,, what actually causes
behavior bnd whether, seeing this on television actually is a trigger"
ing factor, and you conclude that it is?

Ms. BANTA. Absolutely.
Senator SPECTER. What other illustrations come to your mind

where something has appeared on television and the child may act
out in that specific way?

Ms. BANTA. Let me give you a positive example.
SellatOT SPECTER. Fine.
Ms. BANTA. I came in one morning and the children were talking

about and making monsters. Now, monsters are usually negative.
They usually imitate them in a disruptive kind of way, and this
was terribly positive.
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I asked them what they were doing. They said they had serf
"Star Wars" and the ".Empire Strikes..Back' on television. They
had not. I.knew it was not on. It was still in the theaters.

I asked one of the other teachers, and she said they had aired a
program the night before that showed how the characters were
made, how the monstersthe children's interpretationhow the
monsters were made.

They were so very,. very interested in that that they copied the
things that were made and how they were made and they talked
about monsters in a way that I had not heard before. So as a direct
result of what they had seen, they carried that over into the class-
room, into what I concluded to be a very positive kind of way. So
,there was a direct link. ,

And the interesting part about it was that not all of the children
had seen the program. It only takes a few children to see some-
thing on television for them action or what they had seen to infil-
trate to all of the other children.

Senator SPECTER. So when only a few of the children have seen
it, you are suggesting that they pass it on to the other children
either by word of mouth or by example?

Ms. BANTA. Yes, which makes it very difficult for the par nt who
is effectively regulating television. At 8 in the morning, I can tell
who saw what program. By 10, the information has passed around.

Senator SPECTER. You talk about the positive benefits of televi-
sion as well as the negative aspects of television. Could you expand
just a bit more on what you have seen positive from television that
has been brought to your attention from your students?

Ms. BANTA. It is very difficult, and .-s,vill,agree with the resnrch-
ers on this, to know what is exactly the effect of television and
what is the effect of real-life experiences. Our children are tremen-
dously familiar with with all of the characters of this year's elec-
tion. They know them, not because they have ,seen them, but be-
cause they have met them on television.

They know who these people are, and I think that's important.
Most of the people in public life now are people young children
know and can talk about with some degree of interest in education.

Senator SPECTER.nd they have an awareness of the specific per-
sonalities of the Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates'

MS. BANTA. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. Do they go so far, and I am not asking you

what their opinions are, but do they go so far as to, have opinions
about the candidates?

Ma. BANTA. Absolutely. In fact, if I were running for office in 10
years, I would start with this crowd.

Senator SPECTER. 10g would not classify the debates as children's
programs, or would y b?

Ms. BANTA. Well, I will tell you that we have had long discuis-
sions about the Presidential debates. The children were very inter
ested in it.

Senator SPECTER. They. watched them and followed the action
generMly?

Ms. BANTA. They were on a little late, but most of the children
came in and said that they had seen parts of it or at leastagain,

ert



it-Tithe igference of seeing it really and then seeing the newsclips,
but yes. ar

And I think that is where there is'a difference. I see television as
3 wonderful source of information for young childie,. and it really
is because you have to bear in mind, my children cannot zead, not
because there is any problem with them, it is just that it takes a
while to learn,

So they cadnot pick up a book and get information: Apart fiom
their pareipt4, television is their major source of information.

Senator SPECTER. You have brought your entire class here. You
have about 20 students here? .

.

Ms. BANTA. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. And you have said that 'there are a couple of

your children, Courtney and Crystal Snowden, who are 5-year-old
twins, who have expressed themsel'.es on some of their own televi-
sion and Movie viewing habits.

Now, I am reluctant to put anyone on the spot but mor e so to
put 5-year olds on the spot, but I just had a word or two, Captain
Kangaroo and I have with Courtney and CryStal Snowden. .

Crystal, would you feel' comfortable enough in telling us what
you watch on television?

CRYSTAL.Yes.
Senator SPECTER:What do you watch on television, young lady?
CRYSTAL. The Dukes of Hazzard.
Senator SPECTER. Hoy., do you like it?
CRYSTAL. Fine.
Senator SPECTER. What do you find interesting about the Dukes

of Hazzard?
CRYSTAL. They jump.
Senator SPECTER. They jump, with their cars, you Mean?
CRYSTAL. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. What else do you find interesting about the

Dukes of Hazzard besides their jumping with their cars:
CRYSTAL. They chase.
Senator SPECTER. They jump and they chase. Anything else that

ydu like about Dukes of Hazzard?
CRYSTAL. And they find stuff.
Senator SPECTER. What kind of stuff do they find?
CRYSTAL. About papers
Senator SPECTER. lArhat kind of papers do they find?
CRYSTAL. Stuff that they write.
Senator SPECTER. Crystal, when you see this on television, what --

do you think about it Does that make you do anything like you
see on television?

CRYSTAL. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. You think it dces. What sorts of things do you

do that you see on television?
CRYSTAL. Sometimes we play when the Dukes of Hazzard come

on.
Senator- SPECTER. You play like the Dukes of Hazzard do. Do you

jump and chase like you see ,in the Dukes of Hazzard?
CRYSTAL. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. What do you do that with? Your cars, with

your model. cars?

4
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CRYSTAL. We do that on our grandma's sofa.
Ms. BANTA. That is where you are watching
Senator SPECTER. Do you learn things from television, Crystal?

Do you think television helps you out to learn things?
CRYSTAL. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. Can you think of any things that you learn on

television that you would like to tell us about?
CRYSTAL. YES.
Senator SPECTER. Like what?
CRYSTAL I do the 20-minute workout. [Laughter.]
Senator SPECTER. You learn from television how to workout. You

do exercise? Is that how you keep your slim young figure? [Laugh-
ter.]

Courtney, we db not want to leave you out, young lady. Do you
watch television very much, Courtney?
COURTNEY. Yes. e..

Senator SPECTER. What programs do you watch?
COURTNEY. Pryor's Place.
Senator SPECTER. What do you see on that show?
-COURTNEY. Pryor's.home.
Senator SPECTER. What sorts of things do you learn from watch-

ing telelision.
COURTNEY. Do not go to school. [Laughter.]
Senator SPECTER. Do you learn some good things from watching

television?
COURTNEY. No. %

Senator SPECTER. Do you talk to your classmatesyou are here
today with Ms. Banta and about 20 of your classmates from the
school room. Do you talk 'to your classmates about what you see on
television?

COURTNEY. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. Most everybody in your class spends time

watching television?
COURTNEY.No.
Senator SPECTER. Some do not?
COURTNEY. Some.
Senator SPECTER. About how many hours a day do you watch tel-.

evision, Courtney?
COURTNEY. I do not know.
Senator SPECTER. Crystal, how many hours a day does Courtney

watch television?
CRYSTAL. Twenty. [Laughter.]
Senator SPECTER. Thank you very much,' Courtney and Crystal.

You are really. very nice to tell us about your activities. We do not
want to press you unduly on that. That is very interesting.

I would like to welcome Mr. Bob Keeshan who has gained nation-
al and international fame as Captain Kangaroo. Mr. Keeshan has
had an extraordinary career on television. He started off with Bob
Smith on the Hoyvdy Dowdy program, and from that association
was born Clara Bell the Clown, a role that Mr. Keeshan played for
some 5 years, and then he perfected Corny the Clown, and in 1955,
Mr. Keeshan created Captain Kangaroo, and has been a very major
participant for children's,tglevision now for almost 30 years.

12
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We welcome you here, Mr. Keeshan. We look forward to your
testimony and your own insights as to the impact of television on
children.

at STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. KEESHAN, "CAPTAIN KANGAROO,"
NEW YORK, NY

Mr. KEESHAN. Thank yoti very much, Senator. I am$delighted to
have this opportunity and be with you today. I never thought I
would feel too old to testify before a Senate committee but I do this
morning, and it is a very difficult act to follow. Out of the mouths
of babes, and I think that certainly is confirmed this morning.

The most basic undertaking of any society is the nurturing of its
young. This springs from the instinct for survival, the strong in-
stinct in the individual and a strong instinct in society. A society
which intelligently attends to the nurturing of its young has a
promising future. The society which fails in this basic task will
spend its resources restraining its misfits and building detention
centers to warehouse its failures.

To be successful in the nurturing process, society must be con-
cerned about the many influences affecting the development of its
young. The family, our primary unit for nurturing, must have the
support of the total of society if it is to perform its task. We must
provide for the education of the young through the institution
dedicated to that purpose and we must calculate the effects of
other segments of society on the development of our children. All
of us in society must weigh how our private actions and our public
and corporate policies affect the youth of the Nation, and therefore
its future.

Television is a great influence on our young people. It provides a
wide range of experiences. It,provides more information for most
children than the public library. For some children, television pro-
vides more information than the schools. Television influences our
young in developing attitudes and is one of the Nation's most pow-
erful forces in the imparting of values to young people from toddler
toleen and beyond.

Many leaders in our society have called upon broadcasters to rec-
. ognize the impact of the total of their programming on the Na-

tion's youth and to accept responsibility for the effects of their
products upon our young people. I believe that broadcasters, com-
mercial and public, network and independent, must appreciate the
impact of their prbgramming on The Nation's young people, and
.therefore, on the future of the Republic.

This is not a responsibility which we assign to broadcasters arid,
not to °tilt rs. I believe every segment of our society government,
industry, business,, including broadcasters, must be accountable for
the effects of thejr actions upon the Nation's young. The question
is nut whether broadcasters be treated as trustees cf the airwaves
or as private enterprise in a public business. Everyone of us, indi-
vidual or corporation, public or private, is subject to the principle
of accountability. As an automobile manufacturer is held accounts
ble for the safety of his products soimust a broadcaster be held ac-
countable for the safety of his products. Children "are" special, and
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if we are tv nurture our young and provide for our future we must
recognize this special condition which obtains.

Having said that. I must also say to you that I would be dis-
tressed if the question of any connection between media violence
and agresgion in children was to be addressed simply as a question

broadc..ster responsibility. It is far from being a simple question.
The journalist, H.L. Alencken, told us that "to every complex ques-
tion there is a simple answer, and it is wrong."

There are many forcef in a child's life determining how televi-
sion is used by that child. How do we inform parents that each
child brings a special range of experibnce to a television program,
and they may be affected in a quite different way than another
child, even another child of the same age. We must educate parents
so that they may realize that values are imparted to a child
through television viewing and that programs must be as carefully
selected as real life friends and as carefully screened as other influ-
ences upon the child.

Perhaps the greatest danger in media violence results from what
I call the "immunization factor." A steady diet of television view-
ing exposes our young people to considerable violence, dramatic vi-
olence, some of it gratuitous, but much of it appropriate to the dra-
matic portrayal, and real-life violence as in the television news.
This diet of violence has, in my opinion, created an immunity to
the horror of violence in a nation of viewers over the last quarter-
centu ry.

Our young people whose view of the world is most influenced by
television viewing may ha -.e come to believe that violence is a
more casual part of life than, in fact, it actually is and accept vio-
lence and its effects as apart a our culture. The young child may
even come to believe that the use of violence is justified in problem
solving. It's a difficult lesson to unlearn, and we know that many
never succeed in that "unlearning" process.

If we have become immune to the horrors of violence, we
accept vicarious violent experiences, we may come to accept the
real thing with ease. Our nightmares will then inhabit our days.

I believe that these are proper concerns for an enlightened socie-
ty. The safety of our children will affect the quality of our future.
As the psychologist Alberta Seigel has said,

quality
have 20 years to

save civilization, the time it takes to raise a generation." We begin
the next 20 years with our concern today.

Senator SPECTER. Thank you very much, Mr, Keeshan. With re-
spect to your own activities and th.: kinds of programs that you put
on on television, would you describe for us the theme and what you
sought to accomplish in your own performance over the past 30
plus years?

Mr. KEESHAN. We have tried from a writing', production, and a
performance point of view always to treat the child as an intelli-
gent human being of potentially good taste to do what we can as

Jducers to cater to that intelligence, to help to develop that good.
caste.

Now, that is across a broad spectrum of human development. It
may have to do with something very specifically related to the cur-
riculum, something in terms of mathematical skills or litenzy
skills or it may have to do with living habits which I believe, par-
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ticularly with my audience of 3, 4, 5, and 6 years of age is particu-
larly important.

These children, as was pointed out by Ms. Banta, are great mod-
elers of behavior that they encounter in real life and in television.
In fact, it has been indicated quite clearly tha+ children of this age
have a great deal of difficulty distinguishing between television
and real life, and therefore, role modeling, we believe on television,
is extremely important. So the teaching of courtesies and the ac-
commodation that we all must learn as a well-adjusted human
being in our society come at this age. They do not come at 18 and
20 years of age.

Senator SPECTER. What is the earliest age that a child watches
television in your experience?

Mr. KEESHAN. Children are different. I do not think it is possible
really to say a child of 2 should be watching television or may be
watching television. There are 2-year-olds and there are 2-year-olds,
and they come with a wide range of experiences and different
stages of development. So tilt, chronologic age is always not an indi-
cator of the child's interest.

But I know from my experience that we do have children as
young as 11,i years or 14 months watching the program and gain-
ing something of ,it. Of course, obviously, a child of 4 or 5 years of
age is going to be much more involved in the program and gain a
great deal more than a child that young.

Senator SPECTER. Well, you had started and said that 3, 4, 5, and
six. I was interested to know, and you would peg it at perhaps as
early as 14 months some children are able to receive from televi-
sion messages which are developmental in their own character.

Mr. KEESHAN. I think that many of the scientists who have stud-
ied this problem have indicated that that is a fact and that mes-
sages are received very early on by television viewers.

Senator SPECTER. Mr. Keeshan you say that some of the things
you try to do would be to give some training in mathematics. Could
you illustrate how you have done that when you put your pro-
grams on?

Mr. KEESHAN. Well, you probably are familiar with my friend
the bunny rabbit. He certainly is very good at counting, carrots.
Mr. Moose is very good at counting piogpong balls, and many vari
ables on this exercise. I see your young staff smiling behind you
recalling days when they counted along with bunny rabbit and
they counted along with Mr. Moose. So those are obvious examples.

We had a series last year, for example, teaching language skills,
very, very fundamental, very rudimentary. We dealt with the
Spanish language and certain expressions end terms, asing famil-
iar characters, even characters like Santa Claus and so on, teach-
ing fundamental language to young people, not so much to teach
the language or to give them any kind of proficiency in the lan-
guage, but to make children aware at this age that there are lan:
guages, different languages spoken in this Nation and in this world
and that it is important that we be proficient in languages.

Senator SPECTER. So you have the languages for language skins
and you also have the languages for tolerance lines, to understand
that there are many different lines.

Mr. KEESHAN. Ohl absolutely.

15
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Senator SPECTER. Well, I wanted to start off with the positive
aspect as to what you have done on your programming before
asking you for your own judgment as to what you see as negative
aspects of television, if you see negative aspects?

Mr. KEESHAN. Oh, yes, I think I have been rather vocal in the
past in asserting that there are negative aspects to it, and : pointed
out before the difference in children and I think it is very irapor-
tant that we recognize there are differences in children.

Some children are differently affected by the same television pro-
gram, and that has to do with the experiences, the personal experi-
ences that they bring to the viewing of a television program.

An extreme case of that was a woman who told me that her chil-
dren were nit permitted to watch the Donna Reed program. The
Donna Reed program, if you recall, was rather sanguine, rather
saccharine almost, the sweet program, nice mommy, nice daddy,
nice children, and relatively affluent home.

She was a psychologist. Her children were waiting adoption in a
home, and they were 12 or 13 years of age. They knew they would
never be adopted. So when they brought that experience to watch-
ing this program, they were made aware-of all the things of which
they were deprived, and so through their personal experience, this
program, of all programs, led them to aggressive behavior.

My point is that it is more than broadcaster responsibility, and I
believe very clearly in broadcaster responsibility to close that circle
a great responsibility on the part of the parents and others who
have charge of a child's television viewing because they are the
ones who best know the child and can best interpret whether the
child is pusitively or negatively affected by viewing a particular
program.

Senator SPECTER. I want to come back to the parental aspect in
just a moment, but I would like to pursue, for just another moment
or twu, the question of negative aspects. You have heard Crystal
and Courtney talk about Dukes of Hazzard and as they character-
ized it, jumping, chasing, et cetera.

What is your professional judgment, your evaluation of that kind
of a show, not picking out Dukes of Hazzard specific "lly but that

,,kind of programming in terms of impact on young children?
Mr. KEESI!AN. Well, I think it has to have an impact. I think it

has to develop attitudes. I think it has a great impact on what I
refer to as the "immunization factor." I think that children are
watching violent behavior, watching violence used in the solution
of problems, and violence is not, something that is used in television
programs merely by the evil person, by the villian, but it is used
very often by the good guys.

The most viewed program in the United States today by juve-
ni:es is a program called the A Team. I am not talking about the
Saturday morning A Team which is an animated version. I am
talking about the program which was designed for adults in the
evening.

I do not think the producers of that program necessarily want
children to be watching it, but they are watching, and watching in
great numbers.

Now, I can wEktch that program, not too easily, but I can watch
that program with tongue in cheek and see the humor with which

16
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it is done because I have a developed sense of humor as most
people above 10 or 12 years of age would have.

But a child who is 7 or 8 years of age does not have the devel-
oped sense of humor and is going to walk away with an impression
of great violence and violence as a very effective and proper way to
react in situations. At the sandbox age it is difficult to learn to
solve problems with accommodation which we all must learn even
tually.

Those games of cooperation which are so important to the devel-
oping child of 3 and 4 and 5 years of age are as popular as the
games of aggression today. The games that children play today
seen; tc be much more aggressive, and I am side Ms. Banta, like
many, many teachers Or preschool children, has noted a more ag-
gressive behavior in so, ing problems, and I think that that is
probably the greatest influence.

And I think all of us have to be concerned about this period of
development on the part of the 3 and 4 and 5 year old which is the
greatest stage of human development. Never again in our lives will
we develop and learn as much as we do at this age.

And I think it becomes then necessary for us to unlearn a lot of
what we have learned.

Senator SPECTER. What time does the A-Team go on? 8 o'clock?
Mr. KEESHAN. I think it is 8 or 8:30.
CRYSTAL. 8 o'clock.
Mr. KEESHAN. 8 o'clock the experts tell me.
What do you think of Mr. T?
COURTNEY. I like him.
Senator SPECTER. What do you like about Mr. T, Courtney?
COURTNEY. The haircut.
Senator SPECTER. Courtney, would you like to have your haircut

like Mr. T?
COUPTNEY. NO.
Senator SPECTER. Anything else you like about the A-Team,

Courtney?
COURTNEY. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. Tell us about what you think of that show, if

you would, please.
COURTNEY. Murdock is crazy.
Senator SPECTER. Does that amuse you that he is crazy?
COURTNEY. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. What do you think about that? Would you act

crazy like he does or would that teach you how not to act?
COURTNEY. No.
Senator SPECTER. The problem with my question and answer was

that I violated the rule. I asked you two questions. [Laughter.]
Would you act like he does when he acts crazy?
COURTNEY. No.
Senator SPECTER. So that craziness teaches you how not to act?
COURTNEY. Right.
Senator SPECTER. Crystal, how do you like Mr. T?
CRYSTAL. I like his driving.
Senator SPECTER. What do you like about his driving?
CRYSTAL. He jumps.

17
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Senator SPECTER. Mr. Keeshan, coming, to the issue of parents
checking programming, and I think at 8 o clock hopefully, the par-
ents are in the house and they can regulate what the children see,
but what do you do with television during the daytime? So many of
our children are latchkey children, as we have had so many hear-
ings on, who come home by themselves and they turn on televisiOn,
network and see soaps, and it is practically like opening up some of
the X-rated magazines.,How do you handle that?

Mr. KEESHAN. I think it is a very great problem, and I think it is
a problem for parents. I think it is a shame that we do not have
programs that provide the kind of care that is more than merely
custodial, and unfortunately so many of our latchkey children
today, we have latchkey Children today becase we do not have pro-
grams for the children of working mothers. It is a very_great prob-
lem.

More than two-thirds of the women of this country who have pre-
school children are outside the home workforce today, and we cer-
tainly do need adequate programs because when children are
merely left with a key around their neck to turn the key in the
door, unlock the door and come home, what else is there for *hem
to do, really, other than watch television.

Most parents like them in the safety of the home rather than out
playing freely in a play area unsupervised under those circum-
stances, and actually it is not just the children of working parents.
There are many, many mothers who are in the home in constant
attendance with the children who find television a very convenient
babysitter.

As long as parents use it as a babysitter rather than selecting
the programs carefully, we are going to have a misuse of the
medium.

Senator SPECTER. Mr. Keeshan, you put it eloquently in your pre-
pared statement where you talk about the networks or television
generally being trustees of the airwaves or participants in a pri-
vate enterprise system.

Are the networks under a greater obligation than they assume?
Or stated more directly, do the networks do the right thing as
trustees of the airwaves in putting on the programming in the
afternoon which children have access to which depict in the most
specific terms adult bedroom behavior?

Mr. KEESHAN. I have always felt that networks and independent
stations have a greater obligation to supply programming for spe-
cial audiences of which children certainly are one group.

Unfortunately, the attitudes toward regulating stations and li-
censees has changed drastically in the last 5 years. Before this
present administration, the change began, and as a result, in es-
sehse, the marketplace operates today in making decisions as to
what programming is done and what programming is not done

And when the marketplace is the principal determinant of what
programming is done, we will never find children well served, be-
cause they are not an attractive audience for advertisers. They do
not provide the kind of revenue that stations with a limited re-
source, that is, hours in the day, can more effectively use that lim-
ited resource for adult programming and therefore provide a great-
er income for their stockholders.
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And I think that that is really what has occurred in the last few
years is that the marketplace policy of our Government has dictat-
ed a different kind of programming, and therefore, to the neglect of
young people.

Senator SPECTER. The marketplace is a fine determinant for
many aspects of our society. We try to find ways to express opin-
ions, but the marketplace hardly applies, as you say, to children
who are not of age or competency to make selections. The market-
place requires people to have the competency to make selections.

Courtney and Crystal, dO you watch television in the afternoon?
CRYSTAL. Yes. -
Senator SPECTER. Do you see the soaps?
CRYSTAL. What?
Senator SPECTER. Do yOu see the soapbox operas? Do you see the

love stories on television, Crystal?
COURTNEY. No.
CRYSTAL. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. What do you see, Crystal?
CRYSTAL. The twins on there.
Senator SPECTER. What is it that Crystal says she sees, Ms.

Banta?
Ms. BANTA. The twins, the ones that live upstairs.
Senator SPECTER. Do you see them on television in the afternoon

when you come home from school?
CRYSTAL. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. Is your mother home, or your father home in

the afternoon when you come home from school?
CRYSTAL. My mother.
Senator SPECTER. And does she regulate what you see on televi-

sion?
CRYSTAL. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. OK. That takes care of the soaps for you, Crys-

tal. [Laughter`]
Mr. Keeshan aside from the television networks, and, Ms. Banta,

I would like your view on this as well, what we now have is cable
television. And we now have x rated programs on cable television.

This subcommittee has held extensive heatings on the subject of
child abuse, pornography, and the effects of pornography on chil-
dren. We offered somg legislation which was signed by the Presi-
dent to tighten up the penalties and take out some of the loopholes.

But What do we do about the X rated cable where children come
home ,and can flip on, and it is not like the soaps, it is very differ-
ent, and here we deal with, though this entire question, some very*
fundamental issues of first amendment freedoms of expression.

Mr. Keeshan, how do we handle cable television and the X-fated
programs which are available for latchkey children who come
home 3.30 in the afternoon, flip on the channel and see the most
lurid kinds ofProgramming?

Mr. KEESHAN. You want me to tell you how to handle it?
Senator SPECTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEESHAN. WOW,
Senator SPECTER. Well, I am not looking for the final answer but

your suggestions.
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Mr. KEESHAN. Well, obviously this is a qestion which is a very
complex ques 'fion and which the committee is struggling with and
many people in this Nation are struggling with. I do not think
there is an easy answer.

I would tell :-ou that I think it is appropriate and there have
been suggestions that there be some way of locking out access to
the cable services. I think that would be helpful for parents wlio
want to exercise their responsibility.

The real problem is getting parents to exercise their responsibil-
i ity, A lot of parents simply do not. They simply say, "Go watch tel-

eyision," whether it be cable or broadcast television and use it as a
babysitter. t

So J think in this particular case it is very much a question of
.parental responsibility because there are many other influences
that are almost as accessible to young people that might be nega-
tive, pornographic materials and the like, and I think parents do
exercise respobsibility with respect to them, and I think they have
to exercise their responsibility with respect to these.,

Senator SPECTER. Ms. Banta, what is your sense of the availabil-
ity of pornographic materials on cable which children might be
able to see when they come home after school?

Ms. BANTA. Well, I agree with Mr. Keeshan that there needs to
be locks and that parents have easy access to these, and I think the
possibility of lo4ing out these needs to be just a bottomline.

This is something that the cable operators should make available
to parents as the bottomline of their subscription, that you
shouldn't have to pay extra to be able to lock out the things that
you do not want.

I also think that most of us have grown up assuming that we
learn to read and think about what we see, but I think we have
taken television for granted. We have n.4., really learned to look at
and make critical evaluations of what we see on television.

And when I talk to parents about critical viewing skills their
first question is what, is that. And. I think we have just assumed
that television is there and you mindlessly watch it, and I think we
need to have a very concerted effort to teach adults as well as chil-
dren,, how to be critical viewers, how to really look at something
and make those value judgments.

There are a lot Of parents who have just truly never thought
"about these things, and there has not been a lot of encouragement
to get parents to think about television.

Senator SPECTER. One fi.ial question or line of questioning before
we let you go and we appreciate all your time. Moving beyond the
parents to the role of Government, and here you face the tough
issues of first amendment rights, and by and large, television has
selfpolit.ed. They hav e taken care 42f themselves, established stand
ards in accordance with our concept of first amendment rights.

Now, as the first amendment is interpreted, television has less
rights than the print media, than the newspapers. There are ways
for the Government, under the existing cases, to have restraining
influences on television which you cannot on newspapers.

But, Mr. Keeshan, let us start with you. Do you believe that
there is any appropriate role for governmental establishment of
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standards or some government entering into this field or should
television. be left'to police itself entirely?

Mr. KEERHAN. I think Government has a role to play in this, and
I learned as a young child in a grade school civics class that with
each right that I had there was an accompanying responsibility,
and I think that is the missing quotient very often, the missing
factor very often, when we, talk about rights. There has been an
enormous amount of talk about rights, and I happen to be a great
defender of first amendment rights, but I believe that along with
those rights there are responsibilities, and I think that when the
Government of,the United States through its agency of regulation,
the Federal Communications Commission, did tell broadcasters
they had a right to serve the needs of special audiences and then
leave them alone to regulate within the industry how they best
served those audiences that was one.

I, for example, think the networks today would be delighted to do
more in the area of children's television, but they find it very diffi-
cult today because their licensees, the members of their network
organization no longer feel compelled to do that, because they have
been told by the Commission that the marketplace can be the-de-
termining factor.

And you know, they have vague, vague responsibilities to serve
children. They can look at the community in which they broadcast
and if they see that another licensee is, in their opinion, serving
children, they are relieved of any responsibility of doing anything
th emselves.

But any licensee who is in a marketplace being served by a
public television station has the opportunity to be relieved of that
responsibility. And so it is this pressure from ,affiliates that makes
it practically impossible for networks to provide the kind of serv-
ices that I believe they would provide under the old regulations.

Senator SPECTER. Ms. Banta, do you think the Government has
any role hem considering the constraints of the first amendment
and our efforts to be free and keep the Government out of the busi-
ness of newspapers, television?

Ms. BANTA. Well, r think that you have a role that we all have in
being concerned and caring for our children, and I think that the
broadcasters' first amendment rights are very privileged and very
special to me also.

Bu I also think that children have rights and they ha. a right
to information. They have a right to be told that the solution to the
television problem is not to just turn it off, not to just be regulated
out of market.

A lot of money is made off of children products that are sold on
television. I think children have a right to share in some of the
benefits of television, and I think we can only turn to you and ask
you to help us get those things for our children.

Senator SPECTER. Well, thank you very much, Ms. Banta. Thank
you very much, Mr. Keeshan, for your very enlightening testimony.
Thank you especially, Ms. Banta, for bringing us Crystal and
Courtney. Thank you.

I Would like not to call our next panel, Dr. David Pearl, Mr.
Philip Harding, Dr. John Murray and Dr Jib Fowles. Good morn-
ing, gentlemen.re very much appreciate your being here.

. N
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We would like to begin with Dr. David Pearl, who is Chief of Be-
havioral Science Research at the National Institute of Mental
Health, Rockville, MD. Thank you very much, Dr. Pearl, and thank
you for your very .excellent statement which you have submitted,
and it will be made* part of the record. in full. We would appreci-
ate your summarizing, leaving the maximum amount of time for
questions and answers.

STATEMENTS OF A PANEL CONSISTING OF DR. DAVID PEARL,
CHIEF OF BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES RESEARCH, NATIONAL IN-.
STITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH, ROCKVILLE, MD; PHILIP
HARDING, VICE PRESIDENT, OFFICE OF SOCIAL AND POLICY
RESEARCH, CBS/BROADCAST GROUP; DR. JOHN MURRAY,
SENIOR SCIENTIST AND DIRECTOR, YOUNG AND FAMILY
POLICY, THE BOYS TOWN CENTER URBAN PROJECT, BOYS
TOWN, NE, TESTIFYING ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN PSY-
CHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION; AND DR. JIB FOWLES, PROFESSOR
OF HUMAN SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES, UNIVERSITY OF
HOUSTONCLEAR LAKE, HOUSTON, TX
Dr. PEARL. ram pleased to testify before this committee on what

behavioral science, and mental health *search have learned re-
garding television s influences on viewer behaviors and function-
ing, particularly as these relate to aggressiveness, violence, and
antisocial acts.

I am a psychologist, and as you have indicated, have been'associ-
ated with the National Institute of Mental Health for some time.
The institute s research mission is to increase knowledge regarding
factors and processes which uaderlie mental and behavioral disor-
ders or which contribute to mental health.

Studies of the development, determinants, and maintenance of
behavior have been one major aspect of the NIMH Program. For
this reason, the Institute provided the setting and support during
the 1969 to 1971 period for the Surgedi General's Scientific Adviso-
ry Committee on Television and Social Behavior which assessed at
that time the relationship of television watching to the aggressive
and violent behaviors of young viewers.

The Surgeon General's committee in its 1972 report concluded
that there was fairly substantial experimental evidence for a short-
run causation of aggression among some children viewing televi-

'violence

specialists.

re-
garding television influences, and these have been conducted on a

direct it. t directed it with the aid of a small distinguished group of
consultants which included behavioral scientists, child development
experts, mental health researchers, and communications media

which was initiated at the end of 1979, and I was designated to

sion 'violence and less evidence from naturalist field studies regard-
ing

to the the . Surgeon General, Dr. Richmond, that it would be
worthwhile collect, review and synthesize this new vast expand-
ed knowledge and to determine its import.

ing long-term effects.

very broad range of behavioral topics. In 1979, researchers suggest

The National Institute of Mental Health undertook the project

Now, since then, there have been a large number of studies re-
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We started out by commissioning comprehensive and critical
evaluations of the scientific literature from leading researchers on
numerous aspects of television's behavioral influence. The update
project group then assessed and integrated these contributions as
well as additional pertinent data.

Most of the studies considered involved children and youth.
These assessments of the current state of knowledge and their
judged import were published in 1982 by the National Institute of
Mental Health in a two-volume report which was titled "Television
and 'Behavior, 10 Years of Scientific Progress and Implications for
the 1980's."

Now, only a part of the report is given over to televised violence
and potential influences on viewers. The unanimous consensus of
the advisory group consultants, reflected in the report, was that
there is a general learning effect from television viewing which is
important in the development and functioning of many viewers.

While television has a great deal of potential for positively influ-
encing socially desirable behaviors, the learning and expression of
aggressive behaviors or attitudes concerning these are also now
major aspects of its influence.

The unanimous consensus which was embodied in the report was
that there was a convergence of findings from a sizable number of
studies and that these studies, on balance, did support the infer-
ence that there was a causal connection between the viewing of
televised violence and later aggressive behaviors.

The conclusions reached 10 years before in the Surgeon Gener-
al's report .thus were strengthened by the more recent research.
Since 1982, there have been additional studies which are in further
support of the teaching or influencing potential of television in
general, and in particular, of the effect of the television violence/
aggressive behavior causal impact.

The research data are derived from both experimental and natu-
ralistic field studies. In common with experimental research, the
majority of observational field studies indicates that there is a sig-
nificant. positive linkage between the viewing of televised violence
and aggressive behaviors.

Most behavioral scientists who have studied the question agree
that this indicates a plausible causal relationship. Early studies
suggested it was mostly those individuals who initially preferred
action programs involving violence who were most susceptible to
its influence. More recent research, however, has pointed to what
we would call a bidirectional causal relationship in which heavy
viewing may engender aggression and that such instigated aggres-
sion, thereafter, in turn, instigates or engenders a preference for
violence viewing. So a circular effect seems present and it is not
just those who initially are aggressive and have a preference for
violent programs who can be affected by the content, by the nature
of the programs they watch. Those, who are heavy viewers of such
programs can be influenced with respect to both aggressiveness
and a preference for such programs even if they did not start out
that way.

It is important to stress here that the empirical support for a
causal relationship does not mean that all aggressive or violent be-
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haviors in the real world are influenced by television. This would
be overly simplistic.

Some critics of the NIMH report have misunderstood this and
have misrepresented this as one of the findings. The causes of be-
htivior are complex. Mr. Keeshan superbly outlined some of the
factors that influence behavior, that behavior determined by
multiple factors.

No single factor exclusively by itself probably mats a person se-
riously aggressive or antisocial. Under some psychological, social,
or environmental circumstances, television may exert little or no
influence But with other,conditions, it can, indeed, playa highly
important role in shaping behavioral style. when and how vio-
lence'aggresiveness or other antisocial behavior gets expressed.

Other critics have criticized research studies as revealing only
thqt the frequent viewing of televised violence merely instigates in-
civility rather than potentially influencing serious antisocial or vio-
lent behaviors. But there are research studies which do show' the
linkage to significant violent or antisocial kinds of behavior. It is
not just the natural buoyancy of youth that is involved in these
kinds of studies.'

Some critics also have discounted the potential effects shown by
past 'research on the grounds that even if these effects are real,
they are still not large enough to be meaningful in a practical
sense But it is appropriate to point out that even a comparatively
small effect- can have a major social significance. Even if only 1 out
of 1,000 viewers is influenced, and there may very well be a much
higher percentage, the huge audiences for many programs would
still generate a sizable number who were influenced in some way.

I wanted to join Mr. Keeshan in stressing that desensitization is
ap important effect that we do not think about as often as we
should. The fact is that violence may become accepted as part of
normal life. Heavy viewers of television may become apathetic with
respect to the occurrence of violence. Children may develop less
enipathy for victims of violence and that there can be a greater
appthy demonstrated in future behaviors with respect to helping
victims of violence.

I would like to conclude with a caveat, The research evidence is
based on studies of grEups and does not permit one to make a de-
finitive prediction that a particular individual is violence prone or
antisocial purely on the basis of the heavy viewing of televised vio-
lence.

We would not want to say that individual A who, because he
watches 6 hours or 8 hours a day definitely is going to be an ag-
gressive or acting out individual. Whether such a heavy viewer will
act aggressively or be anfisociisl will also depend on other`aspects
of his background and the ex;stence of environmental instigators
or restraints on his acting out.

The extensive watching of televised v iulence is an important con-
Aeration and cahnot be dismissed, but still is only one of several
factors in the equation.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Pearl follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. DAVID PEARL

.7
From its early days, television las increasingly become an

important part of the life of the viewing public, including

children. Television is now 4 socializing agent almost

comparable in importance to the home, school and neighborhood in

Influencing children's development and behaviors. Practically

every American hose has a television set; deny have multiple

sets. The medium is a formidable educator whose effects are both

pervasive and cumulative. Research findings have long since

destroyed any illusion that television is esrely Innocuous

entertainment and it can no longer be considered as a mere casual

part of dally'llfe.

A survey of a few months ago indicated that tte average

household had atelevision set on for 49 hours week, up from

what previously had beon believed. Surveys also have indicated

that each personv, on the ge, watches television for

approximately 25-30 hours per week. Some, of course, watch such

mar*. Viewing times for individuals may range from one or two to

many hours daily and some keep the set on all day long.

Children, women, older persons, and thole in the lower

socioeconomic strata of society view the most. A study last year

of the viewing habits of black school aged boys revealed that the

Average viewingtime was an astonishing 44 hours per week.)

Another survey has found that for large numbers of people

television ranked third among all activities (after sleep and

work) iu the number of hours devoted to it. The ge American

child, 9-12 years of age, will spend approximately 1000 hours in

the classroom over a year but will spend 1340 hours before a TV

sat. 8y the time an average child graduates high school, he will

have spent 22,000 hours of accumulated viewing tisa before the

television screen and only 11,000 hours of classroom time. ) The

1932 Nielsen report on television estimates than by the age of

16, a young person will have seen 18.000 murders on television.

Public interest and concern about the effects on children

and youth of televised violence began to be manifested in the

19508. Two governmental commissions 'constdered this problem in
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the late 1960

/
. Thefirst.2 the National Commission on the

Causer' and revention of violence concluded that the vievine or"

televised vitolence increased the liklihood of a viewer to behave

violently, this on the basis of a relatively small number of

laboratory studies. The second commission was the Surgeon

General's Scientific Advisory CoRmittee, set up in 1969. After

comeissionZng new research, the Committee in a widely publicized

report in 1%72 confirmed the pervasiveness of televipion. Its

major conclusion was that there was fairly substantial

experimental evidence for a short-run causation of aggression

among some children viewing televised violence and less evidence

from field studies regarding long term causal effects.5

Since then, a'large number of studies on the medium's

influence were conducted on a broad range of behavioral topics.

Over 80 percent of all publications df research on television

influences have appeared in the last decadeover 2.500 titles.

Most of-these did not focus on violence but dealt with other

potential of thn medium effects. Because of the outpouring of

research, leading investigators in 1979 suggested the timeliness

of an update of 4e 1972 Surgeon.Ceneral's Report thf'ugh an

ssss nt and Integration.of this burgeoning literature. The

Surgeon General and the Natio4r11 Institute of Mental Health

sifted and the project vas initiated in late 1979. The update

was conducted by key NIMH staff together with a small

distinguished advisory group. T4*se included child development

experts, behavioral scientists, 'Rental health researchers and

communication media specialists.r Comprehensive and critical

evaluations of the scientific literature were commissioned from

leading ceaparchers. The update group then assessed and

integrated these contributions as well as additional pertinent

data.' The import-of the group's evaluations as well as the

commissioned state of knowledge articles were incorporated in a

two volume report which vie published in 1,82.4.5 Only a part of

the report is given over to considerations of televised violence

and potential influences on viewers. The major part of the ,

report covers such other consideration: as television's health

promoting possibilities and such other aspects ass cognitive and

26
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4
o notional influences, prosocial or socially desirable behaviors,

creativity and fantasy, socialization and conceptions of social

reality, television and the family, educatipn 1 achievement, and

Critical television viewing skills.

The unanimous consensus of the NISH update group was that

there is a general learning effect from television viewing wach

is important in the development and functioning of many vi

particularly children. Viewers can be influenced by the programs

they watch in socially desirable ways as well as in dysfunctional

behaviors. This general learning influence, of course, has been

implicitly subscribes to by the broadcast indastry with respect

to the effectiveness of television advertising.

Moat learning is incidental and, derives from the watching of

television entertainment programs, particularly dramatic shows.

Television programs deliver 'mages to children, and others,

about the nature of their world. The medium provides this with

ideas about the Sky people are, how they live, believe, and

Interact. It gives children a framework for expectations - -what

0 expect from others and themselves. It expands their horizons

bringing them into symbolic contact with people and situations

that are unfamiliar to them. Television provides models through

whom children learn about role behaviors and what to expect

regarding such social and behavioral aspects as friendship,

cross -sex relationships, arciage, goals and aspirations, ,

.

achievement, the eehbol place, work. It also suggests what rmorks

in the real world. Through program plots and characters, it

portrays prohlims and conflicts, reveals how, these are solved and
0

how motivations are satisfied.

While the medium has a prosocial potontial, the learning and

C expression of aggressive behaviors or attitudes on these,

currently are major aspects of its influence. The Update croup

agreed unanimously that, on balance, the convergence of findings

from a-sizeable number of studies supported the inference of a

causal connection between the-viewing.of televised violence and

later aggressive behavior. The conclusions reached In the 1972

Surgeon General's Report were judged to have t'SCri strengthened by

the more rocent'research and the processes by which aggressive

behavior is produced were clarified further by such studies. The
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NIHH update group also concluded that television's influence or

effects on aggressive behaviors are not attributable solely to

its programmatic clntent but may, in part, be due also to the

structure or fora of the medium. This includes such aspects as
,

program pace, action level, and camera effects which stimulate

higher physiological and enotional arousal le/els in the viewer,

and thus a greater readiness to respond aggressively dhder

appropriate instigation or eyes.

The data are derived from both_experimental and naturalistic

field studies. In common m!l;th experimental research, the great

majority of observational or field studies and surreys indicate

also that there is a significant po;itive correlatitn between

television viewing and a variety of behavioral influences

including hat of aggressive behaviors.viors. The strength of this

relationship as clarified by 4orrelational, regression and

aCiructural equation frinalyses .offers between field studies on the

basis of diffetences in subject samplei and procedures for

ing both viewing and aggressive iehaviori. Soae of the

studies deal with community effects of the introduction of

television, others involve longitudina' followups over time; some ,

make cross-cultural comparisons. Rut there can be little doubt

shot experimental and field findings coalesce and indicate a

plausible causal relationship between the viewing of televised

violence and subsequent aggressive behaviors. _ _

Seveial of the earlier studies, prior to 1972, repqrted date

indicating that it was viewer preference for television action

programs Involving violence which was causally linked to later

aggressiveness. Hors recent research, however, has pointed to

the critical relationship berween the extent of television

viewing of violent Programming and aggressive behavior rather

than to the attitudinal preference for such programs. .Thus heavy

viewers of such programs can be influenced even though they do

not start out with a previous preference for violent

portrayals. Recent coordinated cross-national longitudinal

studies6 also have shown that this effect does flax occur only for

those who initially wore the most aggressive. The data indicate .

that attitudes and prefereiicus are subsequently affected.

Children who were influenced to becooe more aggressive then
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tended to develop an increased interest and preference for

programs with violence.

Such empirical support for the linkage does not mean, of

course, that all aggressive,or violent behaviors in the real

world are rnfluenced by television. Some critics of the NIMH

Report findings have misunderstodd this. The causes of behavior

are complex and are detetaines1 by multiple factors. The viewing

of televised violence i1 only one in a constellation of

determinants or precipitating faAtors involved in antisocial or

aggressive behavior. Probably no single factor by itself makes a

person seriously aggressive or antisocial. And certainly, under

some psychological, social or environmental circusatances,

television may .exert little or no easily discernible influence on

behavior. But with other conditions, it may play a significant

role in shaping behavioral style, when, and how violence,

aggressiveness or other antisocial behavior gets expressed.

Television viewing also may function as a triggering or releasing

mechanism for overt behaviors which otherwise night be inhibited.

Some critics also have discounted the antisocial effects

shown by past research on the grounds that such effects or

relationships while statistically significant nevertheless are

not large enough to be meaningful in a practical sense. But even

if it were so, that theextensive,watching of televised violence

had only a comparativily small overall effect on viewers, that

effect could still be of major social significance. Consider the

situation if even only one out of thousand viewing children or

youth were affected (there may well be a higher rate). A given

prime tine national program 'whose audience includes millions of

children and adolescents would generate a group of thousands of

youngsters who wore influenced in some way. Consider also the

cumulative affects for viewers who watch such programs throughout

the year. Even if only a small number of antisocial incidents

are precipitated in any community, these often may be sufficient,

to b.. disruptive and to impair the quality of life (or citizens

of that community.

Furthermore, we know that television presentations of

various antisocial or violent acts instigated imitations or

what some have called 'copy -cat` behaviors. This has occurred
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for airplane hijacking, and more recently, in an increase of

poison threats involving tampering with over-the-countEzdmugs_._:

Documentary of semi-fictional presentations. as well as fictional

dramatic programs and movies on television, have stimulated

imitations of antisocial acts or threats of violence. One

documented illustration 7 involves reports by airlines in various

cities and countries on extortion threats to blow up aircraft

through an already implanted pressure sensitive bomb. There were

imitative threats which systematically and quickly followed the

showing of the television play, "Doomsday Flight," in these

cities at different times. Prior to the showing of this

television drama Which involved a similar plot, there had been no

extortion tt' ats of this kind in Any of these communities.

Numerous self-inflicted deaths and wounding. involving both

adults and adolescents also have ben reported all over the

country at different times following the showing in the victims'

communities of the movie on television of the "Deerhunter." This

has a prominent "Russian Roulette", episode.

And just this past week we read and heard about the grisly

news story of the man who doused his wife with gesolenc and set

her on fire after he had seen the television movie, "The Burning

Bed."8 This portrayed a long abused battered wife who finally

dealt with her spouse by setting his bed and his afire with

gasolene while he slept. Nov I do not want to imply that

television programs necessarily should be completely sanitized in

an abstract fashion from all aggressive or violent elements.

This would be unrealisitic. But this story illustrates again the

extraordinary behavior %l and psychological influence the medium

can have. In this insiance, some other aspects of the dramatic

portrayal could be uonidered as positive in that the real

problem of spouse abuse was publicized and some viewers were led

to inquire of communiti, agencies about counseling for themselves.

Some critics have also criticized research studies as

revealing only that thelfrequent viewing of televised violence

merely instigates incivility rather than dangerous aggressiveness

or violence. This, holt/sr, selectively ignores particular

studies or various deveopmental considerations. When young

children are studied fo television's influences, one does not.
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expect immediately to find major effects that can be classified

as dangerously aggressive or violent. The developmental stages

of such children and their often restricted environmental

opportunities initially set limits on the acting out engaged

in. The increased interpersonal and object oriented

aggressiveness that some studies have reported, though less than

immediately violent, does have implications -for future

behaviors. Data now exist that show that certain aggressive DT

deviant acts. in early childhood or early adolescence are related

to later-inlife antisocial behaviors and that the more

aggressive school boys tend to become the tore aggressive and

antisocial youths and young .adults.

There also are several studies which do link the heavy

viewing of televised violent programs to violent and antisocial

behaviors. Two will serve to illustrate. In a noteworthy study

by Ielson9 1,650°London teenage boys were evaluated through

interview data f or vio lent behavior attitudes, background and

exposure to television violence. They were divided into two

groups on the basis of the extent of violence viewing, equated on

certain variables, and then compared. Belson reported strong

evidence that heavy te leas! on Viewing increased the degree to

which boys engaged in serious violent behaviors such as burglary,

property desrruction, infliction of personsl injuries, attempted

rape, sec.

The second .31 tudy is longitudinal and has been engaged in by

E.ron and his colleague,s.° Subjects, first seen in 1960,

included the entire third grade of '41 Now York State county. They

were seen in classrooms for a series of tests and

questionnaires. ,Personal interviews were also conducted with

parents to determine 'aiming conditions in the home which would

relate to aggression of children in school as rated by peers. In

1970, subjects now about 19 years old were again interviewed, and

retested. The best single prediction of aggressiveness at 19

years of age turned out 'to be the violence of the television

programs the 'subjects preferred when they were eight years ol,d.

This finding was a major basis for the conclusion in 1972 by the

Surgeon General's Scientific visory Committee that televised

violence seemed causally linkit,.sto,children's aggressiveness."
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A third phase of Eron's study has now been completed. Over 100

of the subjects we're reinterviewed ten. years later in 1980 at age

10. Heasures.of peydrpathology as well as interpersonal skills,

competence and television habits were given. Hospital and-

crimimal justice data were gathered. Spouses and children Of the

original subjects also were interviewed. Dr. Eron's analyses

indicate that the peer rated aggressiveness on,acting out

behaviors at age -8 do predict over 22 years to the number and

seriousness of criminal arrests, number of traffic accidents and

moving violations, convictions for driving while impaired, and

extent of spouse abuse. The data also show that the violence of

preferred television programs at age 8 continued to be an

important variable, being correlated significantly with subjects'

self ratings of aggression, alcohol us4, and with several of the

above public record violations.I2

Four kinds of television related effects can be

identified. The first involves the direct imitation of observed

violence. This is the effect that first springs to mind when one

think; about television violence. There are mans examples of the

learning and overt imitations of viewed violent or aggressive

actions. The medium often has provided tutoring or training on

how to do it--how to burglarise, physically manhandle an

opponent, and so forth.

A second type of effect occurs when the television violence

serves to instigate or trigger off avert acts which are not

imitations of what had been immediately observed but rather

relate to earlier learned aggressive or violent tactics.

The other two effects concern the paycholog4cal effects on

vi f a diet of heavy watching of televised violence. These

influences are subtle an,. Insidious and should be of concern.

Viewer habituation or desenAitixation to the occurrence of

violence is one of these two potential outcomes. Children

especially, but youth and adults teo, may learn that violent

behavior or aggressive tactics are appropriate under many

circumstances. Soma who spend significant amounts of time

watching programs with.high action, violenC'e and antisocial

behaviors may begin to assume that these are reflective oe a

similar rate of such occurrences in the world. Such vi
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would learn gradually to accept a higher level of violent or

antisocial behavior as being normal. A number of studies with

children- s4'.13,14 have provided data which suggest that the

developaent of this frame of mind or attitude may result in a

greater tolerance of violence when it occurs, a decrease of

empathy tovard others in distress, or an increase in apathy

relative to the helping of victims. A number of recent studies

with'adults provide a clear indication of how exposure to films

nay influence attitudes of greater acceptance of violence against

women. Zilmann and Bryant IS have found from an experimental

study that the more extensive the viewing of-erotic films, the

bore significantly affected and the attitudes of viewers on

sexuality and dispositions toward women. Viewers of such films,

in contrast to comparable control subjects, becalm more calloused

and less compassionate to hypothetical rape victims. Extensive

viewing of these erotic films trivialized and shifted attitudes

so that rape became perceived as a less serious crime.

. Studies by Donnerstein16 and Malamuth17 concerned the

'effects of films on viewers. Donnerstein found no increase in

violent or sexually violent attitudes by sen toward women when a

neutral or an explicitly sexual film was shown. But both a

violent film and even more so a sexually violent file resulted in

a considerable Ind" in viewer willingness to administer pain

to women and to report an increased likelihood of raping a

woman. Hal:muth, on the basis of several studios, concluded that

violent, non-sexual films of the kind often appearing on

television did increase the acceptance of aggression against

women.

The fourth type of influence involves the impact of

televised violence or antisocial acts on viewer fearfulness.

There is considerable evidence that the medium is influential in

the learning of behaviors other than aggression and in the

shaping of viewer knowledge and attitudes. As one aspect,

children along with other viewers nay learn to identify with

`portrayed victiss of televised violence. The violence profiles

issued yearly by Dr. George Gerbner and his colleagues1B.19'have

indicated that a disproportionate percentage of television-

portrayed victiss are the powerless or have-not individuals in
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our society, including children and older citizens. Viewers then

may eXperience fear and apprehension on the basis of

identification or perceived similarity to such victims. Cerbner

has reported generally that heavy viewer., as contrasted to light

vieuers, tend to overestimate the aliment of violence and danger

focing'them To the extent that this is a valid finclitfb, it

should have pertinence for many viewers, particulary the

v, elderly. Surveys typically indicate that older persons are heavy

users of television for entertainment, as time markers, and for

contact with vhat is going on in the world. ,This, in large

measure, is due to their decreased physical mobility and to their

0:ten restricted incomes. Crime statistics.reveal that there IS

a realistic basis for anxiety concerning possible victimization

for large numbers of older citizens in cities, many living

marginally. Television progressing which exacerbates

expectations of violence and trauma thus could be considered as

having unwanted mental health effects such as heightening anxiety

over being victimized and increasing the fear of being away from

one's hose. With growing number of elderly in our population,

Much effects increasingly will demana attention.

'7A number of studies, mostly experimental, have delineated

those viewing circumstances where televised violence was most

likely to Influence behavior. Aggressiveness is most likely to

be emulated when:

(1) it pays oft: that Is,.the actor or model solve his

problem, achieves his goal, or satisfies his need;
I

(2) it is not punished: there is no retribution, censure, or

Unfavorable consequence to the actor as a result of the use of

violence;

(3) it is shown in a justifying context; that la, the

violence, ,rarest or injury meted out is justified by the events

and the victim merited such behavior. This typically

characterizes police shows;

(4) it is socially acceptable: the aggressive behaviors are

presented as acceptable to the portrayed TV players in the

context of the social practices and attitudes characterizing the

setting and plot of the program. An example would be the hanging

of a rustler in a wild west program;
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(5) it appears realistic rather than being seen as a aegeent

of a fictitious prOgram;

. (6) it.appears motivated by a deliberate intent to Injure

the victim;

(7) It Is expres;ed under conditions, cues, or circumstances

similar to those experienced or lived In by the vieVer; and,

(8) it Is perpetrated by a model who the viewer,percelves as

similar to himself.

Just as media influenced behaviors can be facilitated, there

also are aspects which frequently serve to Inhibit acting out.

(1) retribution and punishment following violence - -a clear

Indicator that crime does not pay;

(2) a sequential showing of the destructive, painful, and

often enduring consequences of aggression; and

(3) reminders that much behaviors are contrary to ethical or

moral principles.

A number of field studies of the last decade Involving

children and youth deserve special attention. Some have been

compitted since the 1982 NIMH Report. TheEron et al. longi-

tudinal study, mentioned earlier, 001,12 has been a key study.

Singer and Singer20 In two sh,.t-ter longitudinal studies

followed middle-class and lower-socioeconomic class three and

four year olds and asessed both their televls...A viewing and

behavior wt four different times. Multivariate analyses led the

researchers'to conclude In both studies that watching violence on

television was a cause of heightened aggressiveness. Longi-

tudinal followups of these children continued to show the same

relationship three to four years Iater.21

McCarthy and colleagues in 197522 came to the same

conclusion as a result of a five-year study of 7)2 children.

Several kinds of aggressive behaviors, Including conflict with

parents, figh,ing, And delinquency proved positively associated

with amount if television viewing.

Greenberg in 197'523 found correlations betveen violence

viewing and aggressive behaviors in a sample of London school

children to be very similar to those reported for American

children.
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In Canadian study reported by Williams,24 aggressive

.behaviors of primary school children in a small community were

assessed before and 4fter television was introduced. These data

were compared with that,for children of two other' towns which

already Had access to teavisAipp. Increases in both verbal and

physical aggression occurred /fier%television was introduced and

were significantly greater here4than in the two comparison

communities.

Huesmann, Lagerspetz and -Eron collected data on 758 first

and third grades for each of 3 years through an overlapping

longitudinal design which then provided data for grades 2 to 5.

Similar data was collected on 220 children in Finland. Analyses

revealed that violence viewinf was related to concurrent

aggression and significantly predicted aggression levels several

years later for boys in both countries and for girls in the

United States. Both the frequency with which violence was viewed

and the extent of violence in the programa watched contributed to

the causal relationship.

A further study by Huesmann and colleagues25 involved 169

first and third grade children who had a high exposure to

television violence. Experimental techniques aimed at changing

children's attitudes about the realise of television ,iolence and

whether watching television violence WAS harmful resulted in a

significant reduction in the propensity of these children to act

aggressively. This did not occur for stealer children who did

not receive these interventions. The investigators conclude that

the success of these interventions could not have occurred if the

violence viewing-aggression causal relationships were spurious

due to some third factor.

Adolescents were the subjects of a study reported by

Hartnagel, Teevan, and HcIntyre.26 In this, they found a

signficant though low correlation between vidlence viewing and

or

aggressive behaviors.

Reference has been made earlier to the study by Belson of er-m'q

1,650 London youth.9'27 Belson reported that boys with heavy

exposure to t.levised violence were 47 percent more likely than

boys with light exposure to commit acts such as burglary,

property destruction, personal injury and rape and were eleven
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percent more likely to commit violent acts in general. The

reverse hypothesis that violent boys were sore, likely to watch

violent television programs was, tested and did not hold up.

Belson also found that the viewing of certain proves typis

seemed more likely than others to lead to serious behavioral

offenses. Thee, In luded programs involving physical or visual

violence in cl..e personal relationships, programs with

gratuitous violence not germane to she plot, realistic fictional

violence, violencec,in a good cause, and violent westerns.

In striking contrast, Milaysky and his colleagues Ln a

National Broadcasting Company panel study28 concluded

differently. They collected data at several points of time over

'a 3 year period for 2,400 elementary school children and from 800

teenage high school boys in two cities. Peer nominations of

aggression were collected for the elementary school children

while the teenagers gave self reports. The results obtained

through the use of a recently developed model for causal analysis

(Liarel IV computer program) showed that.there were short-term

small positive correlations between viewing measures and

aggresaiv behavior taken at the same point of time. They did

not find any long-ter effects and they concluded that short -ter

effects did not cumulate and produce stable patterns df

aggressive behavior in the real world.

The seeming excellence of this study's data and analysis

would seem to pose i serious challenge to the conclusions of the

NIMH report regarding a causal influence. However, this study

was considered by the NIMH update group which concluded

unanimously that, on balance, the r aaaaa ch evidence supported the

causal inference. The fact that a negative finding regarding the

existence of a phenomenon or a relationship customarily is

accorded less weight than are positive findings was

considerationassuming that the studies generating positive

findings were well designed and rigorous. Logically, one cannot

YT .definitively prove the 'null hypothesis.' There may be various

roasons for a study's negative finding other than the non-

existence of what is t:.ing studied. Indeed, the full

sppropriatluss of the analytical model used in this study has

been questioned. A reanalysis by Cook" led him to conclude that
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/the NBC study conclos4ons were faulty and that a core tenable

conclusion from the data was that television violence may well

increase aggression, along with other factors, in children from 7

to 16 years of age. S 1 other ethodologises have made the

same point.

A recently published svody" involving a different approach

provides an additional finding which is consistent'with the

thesis that television is a potent influence on viewer

behaviors. This study used interrupted time series dens to

examine how the introduction of television in American cities at

different tines affected FBI crime indicators. The res./itch was
s

possible because telpvision reception by communities throughout

the country began at different timem. This artificial staggering

resulted from a Federal Communications Commission freeze on new

broadcasting licenses between late 1449 and mid-1950. Areas

receiving television before the freeze could then be compared at

different tiees for levels Of crime with communities only

provided television after the freeze. Sophisticated analyses did

not reveal a consistent effect for all crimes but did show that

the introduccrop,of television conclusively increased larcenies

and lest definitively, auto thefts. The author- believed that

these increases were probably largely due to atritud.nal and

motivational changes. Their analysis of early television

programming indicated that these ,were cost likely due to the

arousal of consumption appetities for many young viewers by the

portrayal of middle class life styles and the heavy advertising

of consumption golds.

A caveat is in order as I conclude this sampling of

/aperient &&&&& rch studies. The h evidence is based on

studies of groups and does not permit one at this time to make a

definitive prediction that a particular individual is violence

prone or anti-social just.on the basis of heavy viewing of

televised violence. As indicated earlier, behaviors are roeplez.

and ultidetermined. Television influences are important but

there axe other potential influences at work. Whether a

particular her)y television viewer will act aggressively or be

antisocial will also depend on other aspects of his background
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and the existence of environmental instigators or restraints on

his acting out. The extensive watahing of televised violence has

significant influences on many viewers and is important, but yet,

is only one of several factors in t.1 equation. 11
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Senator SPECTER. Thank you very much, Dr. Pearl.
, I would like now to call on Mr. Philip Harding, director of spe-

cial projects research, CBS/Broadcasting Group, who will preide a
contrasting point of view on a matter of balance here this morning

Mr. Harding, thank you fc- joining us. '

...., STATEMENT OF PHILIP A. HARDING
Mr.. HARDING. Thank you, Senator. I have tried to edit nay re-

marks, the full copy of which you have.
Senator SPECTER. Your full testimony will be made a part of the

record and we do ask you to summarize within the time limits if
you can so that we can have maximum time for questions and an-
swers:

Mr. HARDING. Just one correction. The name is right. The-title is
now vice president, office of social and policy research in the CBS/
Broadcast Group.

Senator SPECTER. Thank you very much.
Mr. HARDING. I want to say that we welcome the opportunity to

participate in this morning's discussion of an issue which has been
the topic of considerable debate for more than 30 years, the extent
to which depictions of violence in television entertainment pro-
grams may contribute to violent or otherwise antisocial behavior in
the real world.

Television, like earlier media which were the subject of similar
concerns, does, of course, deal with crime and violence both in its
journalistic and entertainment functions. But I would submit that
there has been very little scientific research which has meaningful
ly addressed the social conseqences of such depictions. Let me
elaborate.

The fundamental question before us is whether television's por-
trayals of violence are likely to induce in viewers a greater likeli-
hood of themselves engaging in violent or other forms of seriously

antisocial behavior. What must be clearly understood, however, is
that the word adopted for this discussion by much of the scientific

. community is aggression and not violence, and it is aggression, not
violence, that the great mass of the studies have sought to meas-
u re.

The fact that so much of the research literature bears upon ag-
gression rather than violence has been emphasized by us and by
other observers who have questioned the social importance of the
behaviors studied.-

Some critics of the research, including ourselves, go further and
ask whether many of these behaviors are even aggressive in any
destructive or hurtful sense.

In short, the types of behavior measured in so much of the re-
search on this question simply do not enable us to reach a scholar-
ly conclusion as to whether violence on television leads to crime or
violence in the real world.

Now, in the full statement I prepared which will be inserted in
the record, I have argued for the use of rigorously objective and
empirical research as the most fruitful approach to questions of
television's social effects. I also expressed my own p.7ition and that
of CBS that the research done to date has simply failed to impli-
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cate television as a contributing influence in socially meaningful
acts of crime and violence.

But how does all of this reconcile with the occasional but tragic
instances in whicn acts of violence committed in real life appear to
be directly imitative of or at least modeled upon content presented
on television or, .for that matter, content presented in motion pic-
tures or in the print media.

First of all, it will not do to deny that such things ,have hap-
pened, happened rarely when one considers the many millions of
persons exposed to the same media content who did not engage in
such behavior but happened nonetheless.

Now, my background is social psychology, not criminology, not
psychiatry, but my own interpretation of this so-called "copy-cat"
violence is that there exists among certain individuals a level of
emotional pathology which, given the appropriate trigger, necessar-
ily manifests itself in violent and destructive ways.

To the extent this trigger is an external one, it might be literally
anything in the disturbed individual's environments And that
would include but certainly not be limited to the content of televi-
sion, movies, books, newspapers, or any other medium.

But because we are dealing in these tragic cases with what is es-
sentially an irrational and idiosyncratic process, there is, to my
knowledge, little that helps us to identify, in advance, what aspects
of theme, visual content, characterization and so forth might be
considered risk factors.

But even if there were, I cannot believe that the rage and self-
hatred that so often are the root causes of these destructive acts
would not still become violently manifest in any case.

I want to point out that there is a unit of the CBS/Broadcast
Group which is responsible for maintaining standards of taste and
overall suitability in all of the entertainment programming and
commercial advertising carried on the CBS television network.

This is the program practices department, whose total staff of 80
is distributed between Los Angeles and New York. These are
trained, experienced professionals who continually evaluate the
content of our broadcasts to insure the maintenance of appropriate
standards of acceptability.

It has long been our practice that before we acquire new series,
theatrical and made-for-television motion pictures, miniseries or
any other programming, program practices must first approve the
proposed dramatic treatment of their respective themes.

Once such programming is on the schedule the department then
reviews each story outline or script in terms first of acceptability of
overall theme, and then individual scenes and script dialog. Where
revisions are required, these are conveyed both to the production
company and to our own CBS entertainment division people in
Hollywood.

I am not a member of the program practices staff, and so I am
not prepared to explain the review process in detail. As regards its
application to portrayals of iolence, however, I am aware that a
basic distinction is drawn between violence judged to be necessary
to the development of the program's character or plot and acts
which are plainly gratuitous and serve no such function.
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In the latter case, more moderate alternatives are negotiated
with the creative people and substituted for the material originally
judged unsuitable. The process is different for different programs
and is, to a large extent, determined by the unique set of character
and story-line expectations that individual series have engendered
among their audiences. This is why no single set of standards, no
written guidelines could be applied across the board.

Let me close by observing that after years of hearings and offi-
cial Government reports there is still no convincing evidence that
television violence creates criminals or increases crime in our socie-
ty The lack of such evidence makes it all the more imperative that
our concerns about societal violence not lead us to actions aimed at
narrowing the freedoms of expression which we have so long en-
joyed.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Harding follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PHILIP A. HARDING

My name is Philip hording, and I am Vice President, Otfice of Social

and Policy Research in the CBS /Broadcast Group.

lie at CBS welcome the opportunity to participate in this morning's

a, discussion of an issue which has been the topic of considerable

debate for more than 30 years: The extent to which depictions of

vadence in television entertainment programs may contribute to

violent or otherwise anti-social behavior in the real world. "

In the IS years since I pined CBS, my hurt, has been directly

concerned with questions of television's social effects. And I have

often observed during that time that such questions have generally

been approached at two quite different levels. The first is the

level of opinion, where the positions advanced are not based in any

rigorous sense upon facts.

There is, however, a second, more scieirific ,evel from which one

can address questions pf this nature. The approach here is in terms

of that which is empirically observable and measurable. And if

there is not yet sufficient factual evidence on which to base valid

conclusions, we recognize that and continue to apply the tools of

disciplined research inquiry.

Given a choice between these two levels -- opinion on Or one hand

and objective empirical inquiry on the other -- most of us, I'm

sure, would opt for the second in approaching issues as complex as

television's effects on behavior.

It's worth keeping in mind that questions as to the relationship

between media content and anti-social behavior are by no means new.

Half a century ago, in the 1930's, the Payne Fund was supporting
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resmarch on whether movies influenced their teenaged audierces to

engage in criminal behavior. in the intervening years,,comic books

and even radio programming became the subjects of similar

inquiries. With the arrival of television, the focus shifted

again: in the past 20 years, CBS has been represented at some seven

Senate or Muse hearings held to explore whether television might be

causally implicated in real-world violence.

There is, then, a considerable history to this issue. Television,

like the earlier media wdch were the subjects of similar concerns,

does of course deal with crime and violence -- both in its

journalistic and entertainment functions. But 1 would submit that

there has been very little scientific researZh which has

meaningfully addressed the social consequences of such depictions.

Let me elaborate. The fundamental question before us is whether

television's portrayals of violence are likely to induce in viewers

a greater likelihood of themselves engaging in violent or other

forms of seriously anti-social behavioi. What must be clearly

understood, however, is that the word adopted for the discussion by

much of the scientific cool:unity is "aggression" and not

"violence." And it is aggression, hot violence, that the great mass

of the studies have sought to measure.

The reason for this is pragmatic. As Krattenmaker and Rowe observed

several years ago in the Virginia Law Review:

A normative definition of violence agreeable to
all and fairly objectively determinable can be
derived: the purposeful, illegal infliction of
pain for personal gain or gratification that is
intended to harm the victim and is accomplished
in spite of social sanctions against it.
Whether viewing such behavior simulated on
television tends to cause its occurrence in
real life seems to be the question about which
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researchers, regulators, and the public care.
Such violence, however, is precisely the sort
of behavior that no researcher in a laboratory
may seek to cause and that no "real world
observer" can hope to witness systematically.

The fact that so much of the research literature bears upon

aggressiol rather than violence has been emphasized by us and by

other observers who have questioned the social importance of the

behaviors studied. Some critics of the research, including

ourselves, go further.and ask whether many of these behaviors are

even "aggressive"'in any destructive or hurtful sense. By way of

example, one of the studies has as its subjects nursery - school

children whose behavior was observed and rated during free-play

periods. 3p-,(he extent that this study turned up a Ip!haviors its

authors considered aggretsive, these were limited very largely to

instances in which a child may have carelessly knocked into other

children's toys or disrupted games. Another study considers it

aggressive for third -grade children to stick their tongues out or

scowl. Dr. Thomas Cook and his colleagues at Northwestern

University, in a published evaluation of the 1982 N1:11 report

Television and Behavior,, has suggested that many of the aggression

measures arc not clearly slated to a anti-social behavior. lb.

notes that "Imlany readers understand 'aggression' in terms of

physical violence with intent to harm or as criminal behavior, and

not as the "incivility' that the majority of past measures of

aggression costly tap into."

1 have no wish to review all the behaviors measured an all of the

studies. But 1 think we can agree that, while some of these

behaviors do represent some form of aggression, wo must always

rect.gnize that very few of them could be meaningfully characterized

as violent.
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Ana if so few of the available studies have dealt with violence,

even fewer have focused on real-life crime. In short, then, the

types of behavior measured in so much of the research on this

question simply do not enable us to each a scholarly conclusion as

to whether violence on television leads to crime or violence in the

real world.

In my statement this morning, I have argued for the use of

rigorously objective and valid research as tto most fruitful

approach to questions of television's social effects. In addition,

1 hive expressed my own position and that of CBS that the research

done to date has simply failed to implicate television as a

contributirgrinfluence In socially - meaningful arts of crime and

violence. But how does all of this reconcile with the occasiondl

but tragic instances in which acts ot violence committed in real

life appear to be directly imitative of, or at least modeled upon,

content presented on television? Or, for that matter, content

presented in motion pictures or the print media?

First of all, it won't do to deny that such things have happened --

happened rarely, when one considers the many millions of persons

exposed to the same media content whe did not ergage in such

behavior, but happened nonetheless. Hy background is social

psychology, not criminology and not psychiatry. But ay own

interpretation of this so-called "copycat violence" is that there

exists amorg certain individuals a level of emotional pathology

which, given the appropriate trigger, necessarily manifests itself

in violent and destructive ways. To the extent this trigger is an

external one, it might be literally anything. in the disturbed

individual's environment.

That would include, but certainly not be limited to, the content of
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television, movies, books, newspapers, or any other medium. But

because we are dealing in these tragic cases with what is

essentially an irrational and idiOsyncratic process, there is to my

knowledge little that helps us to identify in advance what aspects

of theme, visual content, characterization, awl so forth might be

corsidered risk factor But even if there were, I cannot believe

that the rage and self-hatred that are so often the root causes of

these destructive acts would not still become violently eanifest in

any case.

I want to point out that there is a unit of the CBS BFoadcast broup

which is responsible for maintaining standards of taste and overall

suitability in all of the entertainment programming and commercial

advertising carried on the CBS Television Network. This is the

Program Practices Department, whose total staff of 80 is distributed

between Los Angeles and New York. These are trained, experienced

professionals who continually evaluate the content of- our broadcasts

to ensure the maintenance of appropriate standards of °acceptability.

It has long been our practice that before we acquire new series,

theatrical and made-for-television motion pictures, mini-series or

any other programming, Program Practices must first approve the

dramatic treatment of thaIr respective themes. Once such

programing is on the schedule, the Department reviews each story

outline or script in terms, first, of acceptability of overall

theme, and then individual scenes and script dialogues. filvire

revisions are required, these are conveyed both to the production

company and to our CBS Lntertainment Division people in Hollywood.

I am of course not a member of the Program Practices staff and so am

not prepared to explain the review process in detail. As regards

its application to portrayals of violence, however, I am aware that
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a basic distinction is made between violence judged to be necessary

to the development of the program's characters or plot and acts

which are plainly gratuitous and serve no such function. In the

latter case, more moderate alternatives are negotiated with the

creative people and substituted for the material originally judged

unsuitable.

The process is different for different programs and is to a large

extent determined by the unique set of character and storyline

expectations that individual series have engendered among their

audiences. This is why no single set of standards. no written

guidelines, could be applied across the board.

Let me close with a few general observations. While the causes of

crime and violme in our society are complex, we may all agree that

among the-major contributing factors are a variety of deeply-rooted

social conditions. nose conditions, however. are notoriously

difficult to eradicate. It therefore becomes all too easy to point

the finger of blame elsewhere -- frequently at the media and

particularly at television. CBS believes, however, that after years

of hearings and official government reports, there is still no

convincing evidence that television violence creates criminals or

increases crime in our society.

The lack of such evidence makes it all the more imperative that our

concerns about societal violence not lead us to actions aimed at

narrowing the freedoms of expression we have so long enjoyed. Crime

and violence appear in the media -- both in the form of dramatic

entertainment and in our daily newspapers and news broadcasts -- for

the simple reason that they are part of the world in which we live.

It is difficult to imagine any role for the government in this area

which would not be fundamentally at odds with our traditional

freedoms of speech and press.

Those are issues, however, which can be better disCussed by others.

What 1 have tried to suggest to you today is that the SOC131, effects

of media Content is an area of enormous complexity. and we are still

far from fully understanding it.
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Senator SPECTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Harding.
I woull like now to turn to Dr-John Murray, who is senior scien-

tist and director of youth and family policy at The Boys Town
Urban Program in Nebraska, testifying on behalf of the American
Psychological Association.

Welcome, Dr. Murray.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN P. MURRAY

Dr. MURRAY. Thank you, Senator Specter. I would like to briefly
summarize my statement. I am honored to be here on behalf of the
72,000 members of the American Psychological Association. While
my testimony will be based on my research and that of others of
the American Psychological Association, the conclusions do not
necessarily represent the official policy of the association.

In summarizing, I would like to address three questions. One, are
viewers of TV violence more aggressive? Two, does viewing televi-
sion violence produce or cause this aggression? Three, if so, what
can be done about it?

During the past 30 years of research on this topic, we have accu-
mulated sufficient evidence, I believe, to warrant some policy rec-
ommendations. We have known for at least 15 years or so, as moni-
toied by a research team at the University of Pennsylvania, that
the level of violence on commercial television has remained at
about 5 violent acts per hour of prime time television, and at about
20 acts\ per hour in children's television on Saturday mornings. The
types of \violence portrayed on the screen range from destruction of
property to physical assaults or threats that cause injury or death.

The first, question raised the issue of whether viewers of televised
violence are more aggressive than other people.'On the basis of re-
search evidence, I conclude that the answer to this questidn is em
phatically yes. Children and adults who more frequently watch vio-
lent programs tend to hold attitudes and values which favor the
use of aggression to resolve conflicts. They also tend to behave
more aggressively. That does not necessarily mean that television
causes this aggression but at least these studies show that there is
a link between the two. '

The second question is. "Does television violence produce aggres-
sive behavior? The answer to this question, again, seems to be
yes -based on studies conducted bah in laboratories and in natu
ralistic settings observing preschool children, school, age young
sters, college students, and adults. The experimental evidence
seems to support the notion that viewing violence does lead to ag-
gressive behavior in these settings and that there seems to be a
long term relationship between viewing violence and behaving ag
gressively.

Referring to Mr. Hai ding's testimony, studies conducted by Leon-
ard Eron at the University of Illinois over the past 22 years follow-
ing up youngsters from age 8 to now age 30 find that there is a
consistent relationship between early 'violence viewing ataige 8 and
not only aggressive and antisocial behavior but also involvement in
the criminal justice system and prosecution for criminal offenses
through the age of 30.
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In summary, I believe that the most reasonable statement of our
knowledge about the impact of televised violence is the principal
conclusion contained in the National Institute of Mental Health
report whidh Dr. Pearl has just provided for you.

And in that regard, with your permission, Senator, I would like
to introduce for the record, a statement of 44 senior researchers in
the area of the impact of television, on children, strongly support-
ing and endorsing the conclusions of the National Institute of
Mental Health report that TV violence. does cause aggressive be-
havior among viewers.

Senator SPECTER. It will be made a part of the record.
[The following was received for the record:]
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Degree of Support for the Principal Conclusions of the
NIMH Report Concerning the Impact of Telortised

Violence on Children and Adolescents`
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Type of Response (a) .
-Strongl) Agree 24 1 . 10 12 47

Moderate Is Agree 4 I 4 9
Strongly Dixagree 1 3 I 1

Moderately Disagree 1 1 2
No Opinion
Unable to Decide I I I 1 4

(7. Agreement on the impact
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posaise In Magnitude, telcolon uuknte riaastiongi, soireLsted with aggresuse bchasioi as any other
behasioral %amble that has been measured The rescarth question has motet, from asking v. hethel tat
not there is an effect to seeking explanations for the effect
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Dr. MURRAY. Thank you. If I could turn to the third and final

summary question. "What can be done about this influence?" Last
month the Attorney General's task farce on family violence issued
a report that included suggestions forthe media.

I agree with the task force's spggestion that the networks, their
affiliates and cable stations should be responsible for reducing and
controlling the amount of violence shown on television but I also
believe that parents, educators, and researchers should work with
policyr.,akers to encourage television executives and advertisers to
reduce violence un television programming and increase the sort of
programming that enhances the intellectual and emotional devel
opment of children.

The question then is how can this he done. The answers, I think,
are tentative but reasonably clear. Legislation has been introduced
in Congress earlier this year that would increase the number of
children's programs by providing tax incentives for corporations
that invest in the production of children's programs.

Other legislatioi. has been introduced in Congress which would
impose legal obligations on the networks to provide 1 hour of edu-
catiJnal programming each day, 5 days per week, year around.

I believe that those two pieces of legislation are worth consider-
ing.

Finally, one other innovative approach to this problem of tele-
vised violence is a draft piece of legislation proposed by various
consumer groups which has not yet been introduced in Congress.

With your permission Senator I would like to introduce a copy of
this draft bill, entitled ''The Response Time for 'Violent Promotions
Act of 1983," for the record.

Senator SPECTER. It will be made a part of the record.
Dr. MLRRAY. This suggested legislation proposes an amendment

to the Communications Act of 193-1 which would essentially require
broadcasters .tu provide response time fur public service messages
that would warn viewers about the potentially harmful effects of
viewing televised violence.

In this instance, whenever broadcasters transmit three commer-
cial announcements for violent te.evision programs that also in-
clude violent acts, one public service message warning of the dan-
gers of the televised %iulenee must be made available in that same
time period.

Whether any of these measures ranging from proposed legisla
tion to increase parental awareness such as the one just mentioned
ur others designed to encourage ur enhaince educational program-
ming for children will succeed remains to be seen.

However, I believe that these measures are an important way in
which we may begin to solve the problems caused by television vio-
lence.

Thank you very much, Senator.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Murray and the text of the pro-

posed bill follow)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN P. MURRAY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, : am honored to be invited

here today to testify on the impact of television violence on children's

attitudes and behavior. I Ai Dr. John P. Murray, Senior Scientist and

Director of Youth and Family Policy for the Boys Town Urban Program. Ian the
. -

author of numerous books and articles on the topic of television's impact on

children. I am here today on behalf of the 72,000 members of tae American

Psychological Association (APA). While I an testifying on behalf of the APA,

it should be noted that the specific data an conclusions presented in my

statement are based on research conducted by self and others and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Associa ion. In my testimony, I will

describe some of the major research findings n the impact of televised

violence and the implications that can be drawn for both public policy and

individual action.

Concern about the potentially harmful effects of viewing televised

violence was oue of the first issues to surface during the early days of

television's history. This week narks the 29th anniversary of the first

Congressional hearing on the topic, which was conducted by the Senate

Judiciary Committee. In the last 30 years about 900 studies, reports, and

conmentaries have been published concerning the impact of televised violence,

and I believe that we have sufficient information to provide recommendations

for public policy.

We have known for sane time that television programs include a great deal

of violence. Indeed, the results of more than a decade of studies conducted

b) a research team at the University of Pennsylvania have shown that the

average level of violence in prime-time television has remained at about 5

violent acts per hour, while the level of violence in children's Saturday

turning programing is much higher, about 20-25 violent acts per hour. The

types of violence portrayed on the screen range from destruction of property

to physical assaults that cause injury and death.

Of course, the key question is. Does the violence seen on the screen make

viewers more aggressive? :n my supplementary written submission, I have

provided a detailed description of the research findings that address this

important question. Therefore, in this testimony I would like to simply

highlight scree of the important issues.

The first question which needs to be asked is: Are viewers of televised

v'olence mire aggressive than other people/ On the basis of research
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evidence, I can conclude that the answer to this question is yes. Children

and adults who more frequently watch violent programs tend to hold attitudes

and values which favor the use of aggression to resolve conflicts. They also

tend to behave more aggressively. That does not necessarily mean that

television is the cause of these aggressive attitudes, values, and

behaviors. It could be that those who are more aggressive just prefer more

violent television programs.

So, the next question that must be asked is: Does televised violence

produce aggressive behavior? Here again, the answer seems to be yes. Studies

conducted with pre-schoolers, school-age children, college students, and

adults confirm that viewing violence on television does lead to increases in

aggressive attitudes, values, and behaviors.

Studies showing a clear link between viewing violence and behaving

aggressively tend to be conducted in the highly structured settings of

university laboratories and research centers, and one might ask

whether findings from the laboratory are applicable to real life

circumstances. So, the third question that we need to ask is. What happens

in natural settiii1 Once again, we find that children and adults who watch

televised violence more frequently tend to behave more aggressively.

For example, a study conducted by Aletha Huston, when she was a 2rofessor

at Pennsylvania State University, showed that pre-school children can be

influenced by cartoon violence. In this study, the pre-schoolers watched

either antisocial, pro-social, or neutral television programs over a --week

period. The antisocial programs consisted of 12 half-hour episodes of Batman

and Superman cartoons; the pro-social programs were 12 episodes of

Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood, and the neutral programs consisted of children's

films which were neither violent nor pro-social. Psychologists observed these

pre-schoolers in the natural settings of the classroom or playground over a

nine-week period. They found that the youngsters who watched the Batman and

Superman cartoons were more likely to hit their playmates, start arguments,

disobey the teacher, and be more impatient. On the other hand, the youngsters

who had viewed the Hr. Rogers' Neighborhood programs were much more willing to

help others, to express concern about others' feelings, to share toys, and

play cooperatively.

In other research, William Belson, in a study conducted for CBS, and

Leonard Eron and his colleagues at the University of Illinois, in their

longitudinal studies, found that viewing televised violence in early childhood
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was related to children's increased aggressive behavior during their teenage

,ears. In addition, Leonard Eron and his colleagues, continuing their 22-year

longitudinal study, have found an impressive relationship between television

violence viewing at age 8 anddcriminal behavior through age 30.

In surcary,I believe that the most reasonable ste.ement of our knowledge

about the impact of televised violence on children is the principal conclusion

contained in a recent report of the National Institute of Mental Health: "The

consensus among most of the research community is that violence on television

does lead to aggressive behavior by children and teenagers who watch the

programs. This conclusion is based on laboratory experiments and on field

studies. Not all children become aggressive, of course, but the correlations

between violence and aggression are positive. In magnitude, television

violence is as strongly correlated with aggressive behavior as any other

behavioral variable that has been measured. The research question has been

moved from asking whether or not there is an effect to seeking explanations

for that effect.'

Of course, the final question that must be asked is: What can be done?

Here, the proposals are maqy but the options are few.

In the recent past, the proposals have ranged from establishing a "fanny

viewing period" during tne early evening hours in which only programs deemed

suitable for family entertaiment would be broadcast to calls for boycotts

against advertisers who support programs containing high levels of violent

action. Both oc these proposals have been tried and have led to considerable

controversy.

Therefore, I think we must devote our attention to various ways of

encouraging broadcasters to increase the pro-social messages in television

programs and reduce the level of violence, and alert parents to the

potentially harmful effects -- especially for children - -of viewing televised

violence.

Last month, the Attorney General's Task Force on Fanny Violence issued a

report that included suggestions regarding the media. I agree with the Task

Force's suggestion that the networks, their affiliates, and the cable stations

should be held responsible for reducing and controlling the amount of violence

shown on television. However, I believe that narents, educators, and

researchers should work with policy makers to encourage television executives

and advertisers to reduce television violence and increase pro-social

programing.

There are various way to accomplish this task. For example, public

57,
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hearings such as this serve to remind broadcasters that there is indeed

community concern about televised violence. Also, public statements by

responsible professional and scientific organizations such as the American

Medical Association, the American Academy of Pediatrics, and the American

Academy of Child Psychiatry serve to highlight these concerns about the

potential ham caused by TY violence and inform the television industry about

the serious nature of this problem.-

However, I think we also need to encourage parents and teachers to become

actively involved in monitoring and discussing the content of programs viewed

by children. Similarly, we need to make more effective use of the recently

developed curricula designed to enhance children's ability to become

discriminating, ranLer than passive, television consumers.

legislatitli has been introduced in Congress that would increase the number

of children's programs by providing tax incentives for corporations or

imposing legal obligations cn networks. I would go a step further and

recommend that the emphasis should be on programs that enhance children's

motional and intellectual development.

Finally, one rather innovative approach to this problem of televised

violence is a draft piece of legislation, proposed by various concerned

groups, which has not yet been introduced in Congress. This suggested

legislation, entitled the "Response Time for Violent Promotions Act", proposes

an amendment to the Communications Act of 1934, which would essentially

require broadcasters to provide time for public se.vice messages that would

warn viewers about the potentially harmful effects of viewing televised

violence. In this instance, whenever broadcasters transmit three promotional

announcements for violent television programs, they must provide one

equivalent time period for the transmission of a public service message

warning of the dangers of viewing televised violence.

Whether any of these measures, ranging from the proposed legislation to

increase parental awareness of the harmful effects of televised violence to

public en,ouragement of self-regulation by the television industry, will

succeed remains to be seen. However, I believe that these measures are an

important way In which we may begin to solve the problems caused by television

violence.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify here today on behalf of the

American Psychological Association on the impact of televised violence on

children. If I can be of any further assistance to the Subcommittee, please

feel free to call upon me.
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A BILL

To amend the Communstations Ast of 1934 an order to establish procedures 111 require responsrce announcements

-,topromottonal advertising containing violent acts

Be at enacted by the Senate and House of Representatises of the Lnited States of Amerata in Congress

assembled.

SHORT TITLE

SECTION I This Act may be cited as the ''Response Time for Violent Promotions Act of 1983;

DECLARATION OF POLICY

SECTION 2 The Congress heteby finds and declares that

tA) II Is the pithy of the Congress that an effertare method of ameleorating the negatrse effests on the public

health of televised siolente is to provide testrInsible person, the opportunity to educate the public about these

health hazards, especially as they relate to the promotion of Iggressise behastor by children

(BI It ss further the polity of the Congress that nothing herein shall be tonsil uett to census or resists& the right

to transmit any content otherwise lawful. but rather to increase publis informotton

(CI It is further the poll.. y of the Congress that pru..cling response time as an the pubis.. Interest by ingendering

the fullest public debate on this important issue of public health

RESPONSIVE ADVERTISING

SECTION 3 Part I of Tale III of the Communitations Art of 1934 as amended by adding at the end Thereof the

following new section.

"RESPONSIVE ADVERTISING FOR k IOLENT PROMOTIONAL ADS FRTISING"

Sec. 331. (a) Definitions:

For purposes of this sectlon-

IAl Vtolente or 'soslent at means the deliberate and hostile use of °seri foite, or the immediate and

detect threat thereof, by one individual coercisely against another individual.

(BI Inenset ..,eans any telesision broadtast station updating on a channel tegulatly assigned to its tom.

munity by the FCC..

it.) table system opeiatot means OW i01.41 business entity is huh otters tor sale set sates of a table television

system in the system community

(Di network means a national wpm/atom dna ibuting programs all interstate summette tot a substantial

part of each broadest day to telesision stations an all pats 01 the Limed Slates. genet:it!) by interconnection

systems, satellite, or other tele- communications medium.

(Ei piumudonol adset toement means a spot annountement advertising future ptogramming, and a spot an

nountemem lot non itleifiVII Ciller1IrIMCM. such as theater unties, but dots not sntiude adsetasements for

commercial products,

J. loran, ploduted or originated means promotional adseitisemenis subject 0 the eatlusr.e tonttot of the

Inensee or cable system operator.

trat ,able piugiammet means an entity mosiding pr ortamming and promotional adseitssIng on a nattonat

of regional basis to local table systems. generalls by satellite transmission

See.331 (b) Response Time

I TELEVISION NETNORKS

(A) Whenever a network itansmit, to Its al Notes a promotional adsettoement graphically deputing and, ot

orally describing one or more siolent ails, it shall resold the date. time and length of the adsettisement in a
log maintained for that purpose.
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ill Vtithin 15 days of the end of eash salendar month, the netwotk shall file anti the ( oMmission a sopy ol

the log and a summary u1 the log showing the number ol announsernsnts tiansmitted dulinyt the pmeedtng

month. satagorieed by the length el the announsements, whish filing shall be made ayailablr lot publis inspes

Oen within 24 hours of reseipt

tC) Based upon thew flings t he network shall make asailable upon I cosiest to a iesponstbls indisidual or otganita

lion response time in the following manner

of The broadsast day shall be dtsaded into three day pails 5 p sit midnight. midnight ' a an and' a in c
pm,
in) response iinte shall be made asailable um a ratio 01 at least one t espvme of the sans length lor Cash

three promotional advertisements.

MO the tespunse time shall bs made ayailabls during the saute Jo pan, as the pioinsitninal adseitissineht

war transmuted.

psi the iesponsise adsertascment shall he in the nature ul maul nation and it edusaininal material about

the effests of stolen acts on the publis health, but shall not be used to promote any indIsadual or mganita

non. to solicit funds. or to make negnise comments about the network or a spesilts program.

1st Af more than one responsible indlsidual of organization req tests response ante, the network shall.

the reasonable eneisne of its dissreinin. make a good faith determination 01 an equitable allosation 01

the response rune.

tsq a request for response ow must hs made within !Oda.. alto the 'way!). liking ol it s log 01 promo

Donal ads eitoing is made publis, of the right IV I espouse tins lot the salendar month sosei ed hs the log

shall expire

ID) II a network 1.111, to maintain col the a log ol piornottonal adseitisements lads to inslude An this log a pro-

motional adsertisentent sontaining a salient as t, tails to maker espouse time .1,11/.11)1e, or in 411, whet t espet

fails to sompls with the pros mons of this sesiton. alter being unable to resole the mallet dil,11. with the
network. an indisidualor orgaintation may lily a complaint with the ( timmosion, undo poaseJutss estabitsh

ed by the Commission through rulemaking under c U S ( Sc. sit

2 LOCAL PROMOTIONAL AD 1. ERB WM,
IAI Whenevet a licensee broadcasts a loins piodused 01 originated promotional ad.eithrment iaphtsails

depleting and or orally des, ribing one in snore smarm J.I, within 24 hoots it shall resold the date, tone and

length of the athertoement an a leg maintained for that putposc. whnh shall he asailable bin pubhs inspcstion

during normal business home

tlb Based upon these logs the litensre shall make asarlable upon w Nu:. to a iesponstble mdo.dual of oiganuation

response time in the following manner

ta) The broadsast das shall be dooded into Once day pails s p m midnight midnight ' a m and 7 a or S

p ny

(ill response time shall be made ayadable on a talk, kit at least one tcsporne ol the same length lot cash

three promotional ads ertisements,

tint the response time shall he made asailable doting the same sta. Nit as the promotional adseitasement

was transmuted.

toe dm I tparit.ist ads...1...1011 shill hs ilk iht uauus 01 ilk1.11.11.10011 Mid ow Cdt1411.1011J1111.11C114/ at10111

the ellests ul Yttiltmasts on the puhlts health. but shall not be used to piotntne any indiodual or oigantea

twin, 10 soh. it funds ot to make negatise somments about the licensee or a spcsifis program,

tyl of more than one responsible indishlual 01 VI pnuJiwn t equests t esponse tame. the lisensee shall, sit

the IC.1,011.1tkIC ClC14.1se 01 Its dissiehonk make a good I arth deteimonation of an equitable allosation ol

the lesportse time

011 a request Ism response time must be made althat .30 days alto the end 01 the salendar month in whish

the pr emotional .11.1self Iller11C111 was bisodsast. or the right to response time 10e that salendar month shall

mite
II a Its eD>ee 1.1.1,10 maintain a lug sit pt imotional adt.eitisements lads to inslude in the log a promotional

adset tisement containing s iolense I ails to make t espouse time asailable. of in any tither r espest lads to temp

Ic with the pros owns VI dm. sestion. Oki being tunable 11. I ts01se the mallet elites it, with the lisensee, an in

k.1011lisill vi tilganization may the a 4.0Mr1.1ifil with the I. ornmismon, undo ptosedui es established by the Cont

mission through rulemaking tinder 5 1. S ( Ses sit
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3. CABLE PROGRAND.1bR PROMOTIONAL ADVER ISOM.,
(A) Wheneser a cable programmer transmits to a cable system operator a promotional

adsertisement giaphical.Iv deputing and, ot orally describing
one or more siolent asts, it shall record the date. time and length Of theacheinsernent in a log maintained for that purpose

(B) Rhin 13 dabs of the end of cash calendar month, the programmer shall file
with the Commission a copyof the log and summary of the log showing the number of announsements transmitted during the pteceedmg

month, catagonzed bs the length of the
announcements, \shish filing shall bemade asailable for public stispeclion within 24 hours of reseipt

((I Based upon these lamas. the
programmer shall make asailable upon request to a responsible indisidual

or ottani/anon tesponse time in the folio manner.
(1) The broadsast das shall be disided it tree da)aits 3 p ni midnight, midnight 7 a m and 7 a m .5pm,
pit response time shall be made asa.lable on a ratio of at least one response of the same length for eachthree promotional adseitisements,

pis) the response time shall be made asailable
during the same daspart as the promotional advertisementwas transmitted,

(is) the responsise advertisement shall he in the nature 01 information and or educational material aboutthe effects of siolent ash on the public health, but shall not be used to promote an) indisidual or orgamta.non, to solssit funds, or to make negatise
comments about the programmer or a specific program,(s) if more than one responsible indisidual

or organization requests response time, the programmer shall,in the reasonable esersne of its discretion, make
a good faith determination of an equitable allocation ofthe response tune.

toy a request for response tune must be made within 50 days after the programmer filing of its log of pro.motional adsertiong is made public, or the right to response time for that calendar month cosered by thelog shall mut
(D) If a programmer fails to maintain or file a log of promotional achertisements, fails

to include in the log
a promotional adsevosement containing a siolent act. fails to make response .une asailable or in any otherrespect fails to comply with the provisions of this

section. after being unable to r e the matter directly withthe programmer, an indisidual or
organization ma) file a complaint with the Commission, under proceduresestablished las the Commission through rulemaking under 3 U S C Ses 353

4 LOCAL CAUL PROMOTIONAL ADVLRIISPM,
(A) Vs henes er a 10,41 cable operator transmits a local!, prodused or migrated promotional adsertisementgraphically depicting and or orally describing

one or more siolent acts, It shall retold the dale, time and length
of the adsertisement in a log maintained for that

purpose, whn:h shall be as astable for public troptstion eluting
normal business hours

(B) Based upon these logs, the local sable progtammet shall make asailable upon request to a responsible tn.
disidual or orgainization tesponse time rn the following mannet

0) The broadcast das shall be clouted into three das
parts 3 p m midnight, mtdiught,7 a in and 7 a.m"5pm,

110 response time shall be made asallable on a ratio 1 at least one response of the same length for cashthtee promotional adserniements,

pit) the response time shall be made asallable during the same das.part as the promotional adsettisement
was transmitted,

us r the responsne adsertisement slut, he in the nature of inhumation and or eclu,anonal material about
the Mt.'s of siolent acts on the public health, but shall no( he used vopromoteans indistdual or ofganiza
non. to soll.it funds, or to make negatise comments about the operator or a spc,A; program,
Is) ii mote than one responsible indisidual or

organization requests response tune the operator shall, in
the reasonable esercose of its discretion make a good faith determination or an equitable allosahon of theresponse.

(sty a response time must be made within 1(l lass alter the end of the ,alendar month in which the pronto
tional adsertisement was transmitted, or the right to tesponse time for that calendar month shallexpire,
Ohl the response must ye carried on the Same sable shannd as the promotional adserusement

(DI If an operator fails to maintain or file a log of promotional ad,ernsementt. tads to include ri the log a
promotional adsetlifeMenT.ntamni. a siolent 3,1 fails t, make response time asadable.ot inan. other respell
fails to comp!) with 'he prosisions of this moon, alter being unaNe to miss's e the matter direst!) with the
operator an indisidual or organization ma, Idea complaint 'ant, the ( ornmisston, under procedures establish
eel b) the Commission through rulemating under 3 1. S ( se,
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See. 331(e) Commission Action

1 %%Mon 45 days after enactment. the Commission shall publish a notise of proposed lulemaking, seeking sornments
on mooted rules cosenng the following topics

(A) logging and filing procedures for netssorks, lisensces, sable progiammeis and losal sable operators,

(B) procedures for administratis el) processing complaints receised under this Act.

(C) sanctions against parties %lush the Commission finds base 'slated this Asr, shish mas oislude imposition

of additional response time requirements. sonsideiation oldie .tolAtten Juung wnstdclittion of lisense renessal.

placing a record of the complaint in a lisensee's file, sisil fines, and such other sanctions as are sontained in

Title 1%. section .101 et seq , and Title %., sections ,01 et seq . of the Lommunications Act of 1934. as amended. and

(D) any other matters necessary for the carrying out of this Act

2 Within I$0 days of enastmein, the Commission shall make puhlts final wits. shish shall become el testise upon
being published in the Federal Register

3 The Commission shall deem as lintels filed somplaints filed dosing the l$u JO period alien enactment, and t. urn

mission shall act on them prompt!) after rules become effectise

See, 331(d) Federal Reports Act

The provisions of the Federal Reports Act shall not apply is the logging and tiling requitement. wotaIncd herein

Senator SPECTER. Thank you very much, Dr. Murray.
Our next Ng, itness is Dr. Jib Fowles, professor of human sciences

and humanities at the University of Houston, author of a book
"Television Viewers Versus Media Snobs."

Thank you for joining us, Dr. Fowles.

STATEMENT OF DR. JIB FOWLES

Dr. FowLEs. Thank you, Senator. I am going to take a slightly
different stance from everything that has been said so far. I have a
5-year-old daughter, the same age as Courtney and Crystal, and she
suffered one of life's little disappointments recently when the
"Dukes of Hazzard" was taken off the .air in the city of Houston.
That was her favorite show.

Her grief disappeared, however, when she discovered and em
braced the "A.Team." Why do children like her by tens of millions
seek out action-filled, even violent television programs? What does
the content do to them or for them?

To answer questions like these, we first have to distinguish be-
tween children's leisure hour viewing taking place at the end of
the day and on weekends, and their weekday morning viewing.

A child's week is not unlike an adult's week in that weekdays
are times when the child s work so to speak goes on. He or she is
learning the thousands of things needed to mature into our cul
ture.

Several morning television shows, "Captain Kangaroo," in the
past, "Sesame Street," "Mr. Rogers," oblige this by teaching as
they entertain. However, at the end of the day on weekends, chil-
dren are looking for the same things that adults want from the
medium, shows that help them rest and repair.

A recent and ingenious study by a University of Chicago sucial
scientist has demonstrated that television is, indeed, the great re-
laxer for Americans. He outfitted 104 adults with beepers and had
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them paged at random times during the week, and I gather up to
the hour of 10 in the evening, to ascertain their activity and mood.

He reports, "Most notable among the findings is that TV watch-
ing is experienced as the most relaxing of all activities." My con-
tention is that children seek and get the same results from their
leisure hour viewing.

The fantasy mayhem on the television screen, sometimes in the
form of cartoons and sometimes not, helps the child to discharge
tensions and animosities. The child identifies with the characters
and action and vicariously vents accumulated stress..

Although people tend to look back at their own childhoods as
carefree times, the truth of the matter is that the socializing pf a
child is frequently a trial for all involved. It is unavoidable that the
child experience some degree of frustration and resentment.

Fantasy aggression via television action can be the antidote to
the child s real world pressures and constraints. Just as adults turn
to action adventure shows and football games to discharge some of
the mental strains in their lives, so children turn to the explosive
shows which they sense will help them maintain psychological bal-
ance.

Children learn early in life the difference between what is just-
pretend and what is not, between fantasy and reality, and after the
ages of 6 or 7 infrequently confuse the two.

The fantasy violence on their favorite programs very rarely
translates into inappropriate or aggressive acts. When we stop to
consider the enormity of the audience, nearly 100 percent of Amer-
ican children, and that vast volume of leisure hour programming
that they watch, then the amazing fact becomes how relatively
little negative influence this exposure produces. The benefits of
television fantasy action come virtually without adverse social
costs.

These views, as I am sure you know, about the benefits of televi-
sion flintasy action for children are uncommon among my col-
leagues in the academic world. Their agenda, I believe, is not to un-
derstand why children are drawn to television at the end of the
day or the end of the week, but instead to revile a medium which
they see as plebian when they want to think of themselves as patri-
cians.

My colleagues have generated an enormous amount of research
on television effects over the 30-year history of the medium, the
greater bulk of this research supposedly demonstrating the evil ef-
fects of television viewing. I have elsewhere referred to this litera-
ture as "one of the grandest travesties in the uneven history of
social science." In my judgment, it is consigned to oblivion.

But there is one study that I wish to call to the committee's at-
tention. This study was conducted by Mr. Seymour Feshbach, head
of the psychology department at the University of California at Los
Angeles, and was published in 1971 as the book "Television and
Aggression."

Given the size and rigor of that study, I find it puzzling that it
goes unnoticed in the National Institute of Mental Health I, rt .it
"volume," Television and Behavior, edited by David Pearl.

Briefly put, Feshbach took several hundred semidelinquent teen-
age males who were living in boys' homes and randomly assigned
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half of them to a television diet of violent shows and the other half
to nonviolent shows.

After 6 weeks of exposure, it was determined that the boys who
had been watching violent action adventure programs were less
rowdy than their friends who had been on the nonviolent diet. Fan-
tasy violence had reduced real world violence. I believe this study
captures the true role of television fantasy in the lives of the
young.

Permit me to summarize my testimony today by quoting from
my book "Television Viewers versus Media Snobs."

To relax and recover that is the purpose television serves for children just as it
does for adults. The most striking feature of children's television is not how differ
ent it is from adults', but how similar. In both cases the fantasies which often cov-
ertly or overtly deal in aggression help to reduce the viewers' mental strains by
allowing tab ...) indulge in bursts of laughter or vicarious plummeting. Children s
minds are very much like ours, and so are their needs.

Thank you for allowing me to testify, before this committee and
to bring in these divergent viewpoints.

Senator SPECTER. Thank you very much, Dr. Fowles.
Well, the score is 2 to 2 now in extra innings. [Laughter.] Dr.

Pearl, let us give you the chance at first rebuttal. The first ques-
tion before the house is does television stimulate acts of violence
which move toward antisocial or criminal behavior.

Dr. Fowles says not too gently, Dr. Pearl, that the studies on
your side are the gravest travesty. What do you think or what
could you prove?

Dr. PEARL. It is fortunate that in this country everyone is enti-
tled to their opinion even if they ignore the existing facts or inter-
pret it in a way which is idiosyncratic.

I would have to say, to start out, that the NIMH report did dis-
cuss the theory of catharsis. I should mention that Seymour Fesh-
bach, who was referred to by Dr. Fowles as the author of the study,
stressing the catharsis effect, has since essentially changed his
mind with respect to the catharsis theory and the potential influ-
ences of television.

Not a single major study conducted in the last decade or so
really support:. the catharsis theory in any significant fashion. Re-
search has indicated that rather than draining children and others
of their tensions, that aggressive fantasies actually are associated
with increased aggressiveness.

Now, the point was made in the last presentation, that children's
minds and needs are very much like ours, that is, adults. As a clin
ical and research psychologist with a background in developmental
psychology, I say that these various assertions runs very much
counter to what developmental psychologist generally know and
understand with respect to the needs of children and their develop-
ment.

Senator SPECTER. Dr. Pearl, if you had to give the strongest evi-
dence at hand about a causal connection between violence on tele-
vision, antisocial or criminal conduct by children viewing it, what
would you say.

Dr. PEARL. Well, I can, of course, come out with, anecdotal ac-
counts as Phil Harding indicated. We do have those. There are
many of those.
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Senator SPECTER. Specific cases where there is criminal conduct
by a child following viewing of television violence?

Dr. PEARL. Yes, but I prefer to go to studies rather than to anec-
dotal accounts. I &n cite those if you wish. We can talk about the
Eron study which was mentioned before by Dr. Murray. This study
has found that subjects who 22 years ago were the heaviest viewers
of televised violence, as contrasted to those who watched relatively
little of such programs at that time, have a much higher New York
State public record for such things as spousal abuse, drunken driv-
ing, and involvement in a number of other kinds of criminal acts.
That is one kind of study.

Another study reported in 1978 was the well known Belson study
in England, actually supported by CBS. The study was of 1,650
youths and compared heavy and light viewers of television violence
with respect to their own accounts of their behaviors.

Belson reported clearcut evidence that those who were heavy
viewers of television violence had a much higher incidence of seri-
ous antisocial action such as assaults on others, attempted rapes,
robbery and such.

And he determined that this was not likely due to the reverse
hypothesis, that this relationship occured because the initially most
aggressive and violent boys were more likely to watch violent tele-
vision.

Senator SPECTER. Let us turn to Mr. Harding at that point be-
cause that picks up one of the lines which he stressed where he
made the statement that TV is not implicated, to the extent that it
does happen that these copycat violence figures would have been
motivated to engage in that conduct in any event.

Mr. Harding, the thrust of what you have said, as I view it is, is
that there is no research on the social consequences of violence and
antisocial behavior which directly links it. Your position more is
the case has not been established one way or another, that the evi-
dence is inconclusive.

Mr. HARDING. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. But if you had to give a judgment, very fre-

quently the Congress has to decide matters having two witnesses
on one side and two witnesses on the other. We have got to decide
whether to act or not to act.

If you had to give your professional judgment with the evidence
nut necessarily being conclusive as you have characterized, what do
you think? Does television violence have any significant factor in
causing antisocial or criminal conduct?

Mr. HARDING. I have not seen evidence of it. I have been in com-
munications research and, un and off, have been involved with the
television-violence issue, fur the past 15 years. i simply have not
seen persuasive data on this issue.

I am talking here as a professional researcher and not ai a
member of the television industry. The body of research, as pres-
ently comprised, for reasons expressed in my statement and fot
other reasons as well, simply dues not provide support for making
tbat kind of a policy decision. It just. is not there.

Senator SPECTER. What should we do to gain the necessary re-
search data to make a final judgment?
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Mr. HARDING. Well, in my view, I think what has to be done is
more rigorous and more valid kinds of research, the kinds of stud-
ies that CBS did, in fact, begin to fund in' the late 1960's.

Senator SPEcTER..What happened to it since the late 1960's?
Mr. HARDING. Well, it was long-te-rm research. It continued for a

period". years.
Senator SPECTER. So it is still in process?
Mr. HARDING. No; it was completed and we will probably start

more of it again. These things tend to go in cycles. A

Senator SPECTER. The conclusion was what? That the evidence is
inconclusive? .

Mr. HARDING. We funded four major studies essentially. Two in
conjunction with an industry committee, called the Joint Commit-
tee for Research on Television and Children, and two on our own.

One of the four studies was the Feshbach study that Jib Fowles
talked about. Another was a replication of the Feshbach study
which is never found in the literature, but which was even or more
expensive and elaborate than the Feshbach research. That was
done by William Wells who was then at the University of Chicago.
It was a replication to see if Feshback's findings would come out
the same way, and one does not come across references to that
study very often.

The other two were the Milgram and Shot land studies on the
imitation of violent content in television programming and the
fourth was the Belson study. .

In each case, the investigators were given full rights of designing
the research, implementing it and interepreting and publishing
their findings. CBS expressly relinquished all rights of interposi-
tion so the researchers were able to go on and do it as they wanted
to.

That was the procedure under which we funded the research,
and to come back to your question, we really found nothing in
those four studies to implicate television's depictions of violence in
the forms of'antisocial behavior measured.

Senator SPECTER. Dr. Fowles, let us come back to you on the
Feshbach study which you had used as a basis for your contentions,"
and you heard Dr. Pearl's statement that his group studies had
taken into account the catharsis theory and that Dr. Feshbach had,
in fact, recounted his views. Would you care to respond?

Dr. Fowl. Es. Yes. David Pearl must know another Seymour Fesh-
bach than the one that I know: I have interviewed the man and
published that interview. It is on the record. The man, to this day,
stands behind that study. That is all I can say to that matter.

As far as the Eron study goes, which is another large and impor-
tant study, the problem with the Eron studies, plural because they
are very exten ive and they have gone on over a long period of
time, is when comes to try to explain the correlation between
television view g, violuice viewing and subsequent violent behav-
ior, it is clear that this does exist, that people who see a lot of vio-
lent television when they are young become violent when they are
older.

The question is, is this a cause and effect relationship. I do not
believe it is. I think most probably there is an intermediate vari-
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able of the harshness of the child's family life, and in fact, Eron
points to this in his writing.

Senator SPECTER. Let us move on to the next question, that if
there is a role for the Federal Government or let us put it differ-
ent. Is there really a governmental role? Given our very high value
on first amendment rights or freedom of expression, should the
Government participate at all here, recognizing that the courts
have drawn a distinction between the print media and television
and radio, electronics media?

Dr. Murray, you have outlined a series of alternatives in your
testimony, the suggestion which comes from the Attorney Gener-
al's task force, the tax incentives which is the way of dangling a
carrot, so to speak, a positive requirement that there be an hour of
educational programs or positive requirement of response time. Do
you think that the Federal Government ought to step in here, and
if so, what should the Federal Government do?

Dr. MURRAY. Yes, I think in each of those instances there is
really no threat to first amendment protections. The tax credit pro-
vides inducements for enhancing and expanding programming for
children. Moieover, if you expand educational programming for
children, what is called social or nonviolent programming, you may
reduce the level of violence on television simply by displacing the
more aggressive cartoons or other kinds of violent programming.

The same thing is true with the response time to violent com-
mercials legislation. It in no way infringes on the telecasting of vio-
lent programs, and it deals directly with the sensitive issue of gra-
tuitous violence, violence that has absolutely no purpose in the pro-
gramming and is not central to the plot. It is hard to argue that
violent acts in a station promotional announcement are intrinsic to
the development of a plot of a particular program or the drama
that is unfolding.

So I think there is a role for government to play in all those
areas that I have outlined.

Second, let me just say that I think the arguments that havp
gone back and forth about whether there is or is not an effect of
violence on television tend to turn on one person saying, "Well,
like this stu4 and my reading ,of this study shows this and my
reading of that study shows that."

You cannot do that. Over the past 30 years, the one thing that
we have learned is that we must look at the whole pattern of stud-
ies. There are %0 or so reports and papers published on this issue
over the past 30 years. You cannot single out aii individutl. study
and say, "Well, this one proves it. This one disproves it," becautp
each will have its own strengths and weaknesses.

But, taken as a whole, I andother colleagues who are knowledge-
able in this area conclude that violence on tele% isiun dues produce
or is involved in the production of aggressive behavior in children.

Senator SPECTER. Mr. Harding, I suspect I know your response.
Do you agree with Dr. Murray that government has a role in limit-
ing what television can do?

Mr. HARDING. No, I do not agree with that for various reasons,
some of which are better discussed by lawyers, but also as a re-

'searcher and as a citizen who values the freedom of expression we
have had for so long in this country. But suppose we suspend first
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amendment arguments and say, yes, the Government can come in
and mandate an hour a day of educational programmini for chil-
dren.

You then have the situation in which the child decides not to
watch that hour of programming and instead turns to another
channel. So you better not have anything else on the other chan-
nels that might appeal to him.

Senator SPECTER. Well, suppose you mandate the child as well as
the television network?

Mr. HARDING. You really would have to do that. I have gone
through this kind of analysis repeatedly in which you have so-
called quality programming-- and the definition of that varies with
the observer such as the educational material on public television,
"Sesame Street," the "Electric Company" and so on. I have looked
at situations in which those programs have been up against virtu-
ally anythingit could be children's programs. like "Tom and
Jerry," and "Woody the Woodpecker," the 5 o'clock news, it could
be anything. And whenever there is some other choice, the other
choice seems always to draw a much larger child audience.

The audiendes to the children's educational programs, 2- to 5-
year -olds, 6- to 11-year-olds, are very, very small compared to the
audiences to program* that really entertain children. So it is one
thing to mandate an hour, or any amount of time, of educational
programs and quite another to get the child to watch such pro-
gramming when there is some other alternative available to him.

And I would submit that as time goes by, and we have been
seeing more and more that basic cable, video cassettes, i.ty cable
are all providing additional viewing choices for children, even
beyond what is being offered on conventional broadcast television.

Senator SPECTER. Let me pick up on cable and ask one final ques-
tion. I would ask each of you gentlemen to respond to it and that is
on the question of pornography and the X -rated cable programs
which are available, and given the tremendous number of latchkey
children and given the availability of cable on a broad basis and X-
rated cable programs, what response, if any, should the Federal
Government make to that particular situation?

Let us start with you, Dr. Fowles, and go right across.
Dr. FOWLES. Well, this is a very difficult situation because it gets

us right ill the middle of all these first amendment issues and so
forth. My own feeling would be that incentives ought to be in place
to help the cable industry not show that program during daytime
hours. That is a personal point of view.

So I do believe in this one instance that some pressure and some
legislation is in order.

, Senator SPECTER. Dr. Murray.
Dr. MURRAY. I think the cable operators should be encouraged to

restrict that programming and to provide lockout options for par
ents.

I should say in passing that research in that area is fairly conclu-
sive. In fact, it is Dr. Feshbachthe same Feshbach that Dr.
Fowles thinks he knows, and apparently does not knowthat has
shown conclusively that violent Sexual behavior does increase. the
likelihood of holding attitudes favorable toward rape or phytkal
abuse of women.
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Senator SPECTER. Dr. Pearl.
Dr. PEARL. Essentially I would agree with what Dr. Murray said.

It is very difficult to come up with any kind of a solution to this
problem and will satisfy every one and will not run into first
amendment rights.

But we do need to do something and I would suggest that our so-
lution will have to proceed along the lines mentioned by Dr.
Murray.

Senator SPECTER. Let me put one little bit of dimension extra on
it for you, Mr. Harding, and that is, the network soap shows, which
have explicit bedroom scenes, as well as the cable, which are in the
clearly X category. Do you think that there is any role for the Gov-
ernment in either categories A or B?

Mr. HARDING. There exists, as I indicated in my statement the
networks' program practices departments, whose people review the
game shows, the soaps, prime time, everything in terms of overall
suitability and taste and have been doing so for a number of years.

I think the assumption is madeand I think it's a realistic one
that the bulk of that audience is adult. This is not to say that there
are not some children in the audience, but it is very largely adult.

And I think that the existence of such a mechanism obviates, to
a large extent the need for a Government presence in this area.

Senator SPECTER. Gentlemen, thank you very much. I regret the
limitation on time. We very much appreciate your coming, and we
know that many of you have come from long distance, from Texas
and Nebraska, from New York, and we are grateful, and we regret
the v e ry shat p limitations on time which we have. We just cannot
really get into this as fully in the hearing.

Your statements are very helpful and you have referred to a
number of additional Rurces which the subcommittee will go into.
It is my sense that we are going to be hearing a great deal more
about this subject in the 99th Congress, and I think that will come
to pass significantly as a result of the Attorney General's report
and significantly as a result of what we have seen on a sharp up-
surge of child molestation for whatever reason you have across the
country in the day care center problem.

It is very difficult to establish causal connection and really no
action it with sufficient precision in a legislative sense, and even
where causal connection is established, the very important first
amendment rights which we are very much concerned about in the
Congress. There are a number of legislative options which are
open, all the way from simply holding hearings like this which
bring some public attention to the problem, and the networks are
concerned, and the cables are concerned, and there is a response
when these hearings are neld and your words ...re all gauge.. and
networks are here and cables are here, X-rated cables we do not
qualify, but there is attention paid just to this kind of a hearing,
and it has an impact as congressional hearings have had over the
years without anything more or whether the level ought to be
simply as the Attorney General has done in his task force report
and made suggestions or whether there ought to be tax incentives.
We ought to get the Internal Revenue Code invoked in influencing
behavior.
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Again, the issue of causal connection, or whether it ought to go
beyond some mandates and some forceful action by the Congress
and if So, whether that would be constitutional.

My own sense is that the networks have to take a very hard look
at the soaps in the afternoon. I am not about to tell the networks
what to do, but I think that is an area that has to be examined.

Having done quite a number of hearing, om the question of
pornography and juveniles, there is a very sharp line of proof
whicf. is very strong about adverse consequer ces on juveniles from
seeing pornography, and Dr. Murray touched on it in his closing.

To the extent that the cables are available on X-rated materials
that latchkey children can see, that perhaps is the clearest area of
demonstrable or documentable problems on causing antisocial con-
duct of a wide variety, in forming psyches leading to acts of sexual
aggression.

I would be hopeful that there would be some industry response
among the cables on the X-rated line which would eliminate the
need for any congressional action or any FCC action. But I think
that is an area which we are going to be taking a very hard look at
immediately in the 99th Congress.

These are not easy questions, t.ny of them, on a variety of lines,
and we are very grateful to you for the very extensive thought that
you have put into your statements, your research before and we
intend to continue the dialog and we thank you all for coming.

[Whereupon, at 11.54 a.m., the' subcommittee adjourned at the
call of the Chair.]
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APPENDIX

GRATUITOUS VIOLENCE AND EXPLOITIVE SEX WHAT ARE THE LESSONS,
(Including Violence Profile No 13)

Prepare() for the Study Committee of the Communications
Commission of the National Council of Churches

hearing in New York on September 21, 1984

By George Oerbner
The Annenberg Lchool of Communications

University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia. Pa 19104

I appear in the capacity of an individual her and not as a

representative of our School. University. or any organization The

research I am reporting comes from our ongoing project called Cultural

Indicators designed to investigate the nature of television programming

and its relationship; to viewer conceptions of social reality.

We have conducted the longest-running and still only comprehensive

and cumulative research on what it means to grow up and live with

television The project mmft originated in 1967 It has been supported

by funds from the President's Commission on the Causes and Prevention

of Violence. the Surgeon General s Scientific Advisory Committee on

Television and Socia! Behavior. the National Institute of Mental

Health, the White House Office of Telecommunications Policy, The

American Medical Association. the Administration on Aging, and the

National Science Foundation It is a team effort conducted by my

colleagues Drs Larry Oro's. h.chael Morgan. Nancy Signorielli and

myself

In this report I will highlight our Violence rrofile No 13.

summarize our research on viewer conceptions of relevant aspects of

reality, and discuss findings related to sexual portrayals and

conceptions Detailed tabulations, figures. and bibliographies can be

found at the end of the report
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Violence Profile Up..

Our measures of violence are based on the reliable observation of

clear-cut and unambiguous episodes of physical violence (in any

context) on network dramatic programs aired in prime time and during

weekend daytime (children s) program hours These measures include the

prevalence of violence in the programs. the rate of violence per

program and per hour. and the involvement of major characters in

various types of violence as violents or victims (or both). The

measures are combined into composite indicators of violencm and

Violence Index to facilitate comparisons over time and across

programming hours and network.. The Violence Index meets the

statistical and empirical reeuirements of an Index. The separate

measures and indicators that compose the Index are also included in the

tabulations attached to the report so that they may be examined

separately. The findings since 1967 are reported in Appendix Tables

1-15 and illustrated on Figures 1-4 These results include new data

for the 1982-83 and 1903-84 seat,ns, and comprise Violence Profile

No 13

The overall Violence Index for the last two seasons remained close

to the average of our monitoring results since 1967 Nowe,er. while

prime time violence fell slightly below the 17-year average. weekend

daytime (children's programs) violence rose far above it. including a

record high in 1982-83 The three major networks tended to

converge, differences for the last two seasons are negligible

The relatively lower level of violence during tto prime time

"family hour" that persisted during the '70s vanished in the '80s. In

tact, the "family hour" when must children are in the audience. became

more violent For example, the rate of violent incidents on programs

aired 8-9 p m was 5 4 and 6 0 for the last two seasons. respectively.

while comparable figures for 9-11 p m were 4 1 and 4 2 (See Tables 1-5

and Figures 1-4)

Violence in children's weekend programs reached a record high in

1982-83 and remained above the 17-year level in 1983-84 The ra.a

during the first period was 30 3 violent incidents per hour. The rate
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for the second period was 25.3 per hour. The 17year average is 20

vio.lent incidents per hour,

The saturation of children's programs with violence (consistently

5 to 7 times higher than in prime time) comes at a time when the

rlgulatory mechanisms of public participation and public interest are

bring dismantled and funding for public television -- the remaining

source of quality programming for children -- is severely cut.

Television certainly did not invent violence, it just put it on

the assembly line Only television reaches virtually all homes with

the LIMO pattern of images and gels. Unlike other media.

television is used relatively nonselectivecy. It is a ritual. a

common sysOolic environment into which children are born and whose

inescapable messages help shape and maintain common conceptions of

life. society. and the world

Video mayhem pervades the typical American home in which the

television set is on an average of 7 hours day. Cable seems only to

increase the penetration of its patterns into everyday life (Morgan and

Rothschild. 1983) For the past 17 years. at least. our children grew

up and we all lived with steady diet of about lb entertaining acts of

violence (2 of them lethal) in prime time alone every night. and

probably dozens. if not hundreds more for our children every weekend.

We have been immersed in a tide ,of violent representations that is

historically unprscedentd And shows no real sign of receding.

What are the lessons,

Th.e. finial Role It Violence

Even more significant than the sheer amount of televised violence

is fts role on television and in the lives of viewers Defining that

role as only Jr primarily related to inciting aggression and potential

threats to low and order has been th, great media game that tended to

make most violence studies. reports. and hearings the social and

political dead ends they have been We have concentrated our studies
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of the past few years on exploring All the potential lessons that mignt

be related to exposure to violence laden television and have come to

conclusions very different from the conventional concerns.

Our research suggests lessons more far-reaching than the

instigation of occasional acts of violence. no matter how disruptive

and tragic they might be We have concluded that violence is one means

of distributing power in the symbolic (and real) world While the

convergence of research on the subject indicates that exposure to

violence does occasionally incite and oftin desensitize. our findings

indicate that for most viewers television's mean and violent world

tends to demonstrate and cultivate pattern of inequality and

domination

Humans threaten to hurt or kill. and actually do so. mostly to

scare. terrorize. and impose their will upon others Symbolic violence

carries the same message It is a show of force and demonstration of

power It is the quickest and most dramatic demonstration of who can

get away with what against whom

Violence as a scenario of social relationships reflects the

structure of power in society and tends to cultivate acceptance of that

structure If we take a particular social group and divide the number

of those who fall victim of violence by the number who victimise

others. we can obtain relative indicator of risk and vulnerability

for that group For example. for every 10 American men characters who

commit violence on television. 11 American men and 12 foreign men fall

victim to it But for every 10 American women hose roles call for

inflicting violence on others. 13 American women and 23 foreign women

suffmr violence A fuller indication of the reverse pecking order of

the e. Id of prime time drama (the groups whose ratio of victimization

to .iolenke is highest on tele,ion) can he seen in the following
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Por every 10 violents in each of these groups.
the number of victims in the same group is

Foreign women

Nonwhite women

Older women

Girls

Young women

White women

Older men

Boys

23

22

19

19

18

16

15

14P

It is clear that women. young and old people. and some minorities

rank as the most vulnerable to victimization on television We have

also found that symbolic victimization on television and real world

fear among women and minorities. even if contrary to the facts, are

highly related (Morgan. 1983)

Heavy viewers are most likely to express the feeling of living in

that sell reinforcing cycle of the "mean world " Our analysis of large

scale surveys (reported in detail in the articles cited in the

bibliography) indicates how the cycle works Responses to questions

about chances of encountering violence, safety of neighborhoods, fear

of crime. etc . have been combined into an Index of Images of Violence:

Table 16 and Figure 5 show that most heavy viewers in every education.

age. incomy, sex, newspaper reading and neighborehood category express

greater eons, of insecurity and apprehension than do light viewers in

the same groups (Previous results also show that heavy viewers are

more likely to acquire new lo:ks. watchdogs and guns "for protection ")

The data show sizable group differences, reflecting inequalities

of risk and power Even though most heavy viewers feel more at risk

than light viewers, the most vulnerable to the "mean world' syndrome

are women, older people, those with lower education and income. those

who do not read newspapers regularly, and those who live in large

cities
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However. on some questions some groups respond differently.

Television viewing may blur some distinctions and bring groups clos4

together into what we call the television "mainstream " Viiwing may

also leave some groups relatively unaffected while making others

extremely responsive to the television image.

Figure 6 shows the "mainstreaming" implications of viewing Those

who live_ in suburbs and nonmetropolitan areas are so convinced that

"crime is rising" that television adds little or nothing to that

perception But those who live in cities (small and large) express an

equally nearunanimous belief in the rising crime rate only if they are

hem'vy viewers.

Similarly. high and medium income (but not low income) respondents

overestimate their chances of becoming involved in violence if they

are heavy viewers The more affluent heavy vi hare the violent

"mainstream' with lower income respondents.

These group differences illustrate the complex interplay of

demographic and real world factors and television viewing On the

whole. the most general and prevalent association with television

viewing is a heightened sense of living In "mean world" of violence

and danger

I believe that an unequal and corrosive sense. of insecurity and

mistrust invites not only aggression but also exploitation and

repression Fearful people are more dependent, more easily manipulated

and controlled. more susceptible to deceptively simple. strong. tough

measures and hardline postures --- both political and religious They

may accept and even welcome repression if it promises to relieve their

insecurities That is the deeper problem of violenceladen television

g:Diottiv. au

It should come as no surprise, at this point, that sex, as much as

violence. is an expression of social relationship Although they are

opposites in that violence is conflict while sex is for should be)
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cooperative. they are similar in their demonstration of either

inequality or the struggle toward equity and mutuality.

Our own monitoring and studies by others (see "Journal of

Communication Articles on Sex in Violence" in the bibliography) show

that more explicit and more permissive sexual references (and

occasional portrayals) have increased since the mid 70's. However.

while television may have become more sexy. it has all, become

significantly less sexist The combination of the two trends makes for

exploitive sex as'a nightly staple of prima time entertainment

Most nudity and other forms of explicit vulnerability depicted on

television is female, most assertion of power is male Although the

proportion of female leads has increased. men still outnumber women 3

to 1 in prime time television drama. and most women are still cast in

more restricted and dependent roles than in real life.

The lessons? We have constructed "Sexism Index" from responses

to National Opinion Research Center General Social Surveys that

indicate a sexist orientation These express beliefs that women are

not suited to politics. should not Wort outside the home, if their

husbands can support them. and should take care of running their home

but leave running the country to men Those who subscribed to all

these propositions were grouped into demographically matched low,

medium., and high television viewing groups The results are given in

Table 17 and Figure 7

The more television viewers watch the more sexist their

orientation In the typical "mainstreaming' fashion. the least sexist

groups (young people and those who call themselves liberals) exhibit

the greatest differences between heavy and light vi Furthermore.

while most viewers become more sexist. one group of lowincome viawers.

the most traditional and sexist as light viewers. approach the

television mainstream from the opposite direction the heavy viewers

among them are lens sexist than their light viewing counterparts So

while selfstyled liberals and moderates join the more sexist
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television mainstream, for the most traditional and bigoted viewers

television seems to be a relatively "liberkaking" exp4rience.

L4.T. Politics 12.f. EIL21111tiY1 violence in fix.1.

The television experience Blurs many traditional distinctions,

cultivates realtively insecure and anxious attitude toward others and

the world, and tends to maintain or even enhance feelings of inequality

of place and power The-mechanisms of representation and cultivation

are resistant to substantial and lasting change (and tend to cultivate

similar resistance to change) because they work well for the

institutions producing it and because television is relatively

insulated from public participation by either the ballot box or the box

office.

The dramatic ingredients of mechanical violence and exploitive sex

are produced on the cultural assembly line for groat corporations The

conventional construction of the issue is both ironic and deceptive

It asks grail if media violence and sex are the CAUSE of aggression or

immorality Of course, while complex behavior is not "caused" by a

simple exposure; frequent and massive doses to media violence and

brutal pornography can desensitize and incite But that is only the

tip of an iceierg of different complexion

Explorti,ie symbolic violence and sex may not be threats to the

social order as much as mechanisms of exisitng inequalities and of

social. control The research shows both incitation of the few and

integration of the many into the prevailing hierarchy of powers. That

ezplainti why conservative industries keep producing it de,pite protests

and pressures. and why any attempt to explore existing economic

constraints and to channel the flow into a freer and more humane.

direction moots furious political resistance

About eight years ago, the networks successfully defeated the

efforts of legislators, citizens, and public organization to look into

the structural causes of their manufacturing of violence as a chap but
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effective industrial ingredient of masscultural production The full

story of that counterattack has never been told

briefly. congressional investigations in the late 50's and early

60's, resulted in the first round of network promises. but no action

The National Commission of the Causes and Prevention of Violence in the

late 60's. which sponsored the first of our violence profiles. came to

the same conclusion as investigations before and since. and with the

then existing evidence behind it The Surgeon General's Scientific

Advisory Committee launched the most ambitious program of media studies

ever undertaken, and confirmed the same verdict pr viding ample

scientific support for a broad movement of citizens' organizations.

That movement led to a series of congressional hearings. first in the

Senate under the leadership of John Pastore. and then in the House

under the guidance first of Torbert Macdonald and then Lionel Van

Deerlin Finally. in 1977. after many years of investigations and

hearings. all pointing in the same direction. the House subcommittee on

communications drafted report which instructed its staff to explore

fully the structure of the broadcasting industry in order to enable the

Subcommittee to better evaluate (a) whether the present system of

commercial network broadcasting which dominates viewing habits

arbitrarily restricts program choice or is in 'any way prinserily

responsible for the high levels of violence on television. and (b)

whether consideration should be given to altering the structure of the

broadcast industry by legislation designed to increase competition and.

perhaps. choice "

Needless to say. when that draft was leaked all hell broke loose
. ..

Members of the subcommittee told me that they had never before been

subjected to such relentless lobbying and pressure Major campaign

cantributors were also contacted The report was delayed for months

The Subcommittee staffer who wrote the draft was forced out -- fired

The day before the final vote was to be taken. new version drafted by

broadcast lobbyists uas substituted It ignored the evidence of the

hearings and gutted the report, shifting the burden from network

structure to the families of America When the networkdictated draft

came to a vote. members of the parent committee who had never attended
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hearings were mobilized. and the watered down version passed by one

vote

The movement to reduce violence and sexism on the airways has not

yet recovered from the defeat. and both cuntinue at nigh level The

c ventional definition of the problem insulates sex and violence from

their, full symbolic and social functions and narrows the issues to an
1

easily refutable single-cause model Dy focusing on the tip of the

icliberg rather than its base. on the symptoms rather than the

underlying social pathology. this framing of the issue invites its own

refutation fit also adds to public paranoia and strengthens powerful

rpressiVe mechanisms asp d every day throughout our culture

Commercialized violence and exploitive sex are but the most overt

manifestations of pattern of inequities and exploitations of the

weaker and More vulnerable groups of our po,741ation The pattern is

endemic in the structure of our institutions and is not easily changed

-- nor impermeable Focusing on the most overt manifestations alone

may simply channel energies into more repression and h aaaaaa mint and

distracts attention from the larger symbolic world in which men have

most of the values and power. in which both young and old suffer from

symbolic deprivation or annihilation, in which women and minorities

have less than their share of values and dignity but more than theta

share of risk. ridicule. and victimization

We need an effective mobilization of parents. educators. religious

and political leaders. and other citizens for liberation, not just to

combat symbolic violence and exploitive sex as such but the larger

str cture of inequity and injustice behind it We need an

environmental movement to address pervasive discharge into the

mainstream of the common environment most vital to our humanity -- the

environment of symbols -- that constrains and hurts too many of us

Censorship is not the issue as the market far television

production is not free in any sense of the word A handful of

production companies create the bulk of the programs and sell them to

broadcasters, not to viewers The cheapest and least offensive

programming is the most profitable
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The system operates on lucrative but restrictive basis of

advo;tising moneys, The law that makes these advertising expenditures

tax-deductable business expense is the foundation of the television

-industry The cost of advertising is included in the price of the

products we buy Unlike other business costs, but like taxation

(without representation, to be sure), the cost must be paid by all

whether or not thliy use the service According to report compiled by
4

ProadcastIno magazine (August 10. 1981, pp 80 -82), the television levy

per household in 1980 ranged from abous $90 in Atlanta to $29 in

Wilkes- Barre -- Scranton, Pa In my city of Philadelphia it was S89 39

That is what the average Philadelphia household paid for television,

included In the prici of.praducts they bought, whether or not they

watched You pay when you wash. not when you watch

The only way to reduce exploitive television Content and, more

importantly, the price we pay for its saturation of the life space of

most Americans, is to allocate these and perhaps even addition

resources to that end In other words, it is to extend the legal ano

economic support for a broader view of the social and cultural mission

of television Such move would not infringe on First Amendment'

rights On the contrary, it would extend the First Amendment's

prohibition of abridgement of the cultural marketplace to also cover

corporate restrictions of control, purpose, and function

Clearly, such institutional adjustments will take time and study.

as well as determined effort rhos. who would want to move television

toward more open system should know what they are up 4^aintt e

Nevertheless, the effort is in the long-run interest of the

Industry as well as of our society The rigid imperatives of

television production will have to give way to a freer Nartetplace of

Ideas, problems. conflicts, and their resolutions Freedom, time, and \

talent are needed to create greater diversity of human scenarios and

thus reduce exploitive violence and sex to legitimate and equitable

dramatic functions The resource base for television will have to be

broadened to liberate the institution from total dependence on

advertising monies. purposes, and ratings ''-'
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The Study Committee should recommend mechanism that will finance

freer commercial system. one that can afford to present a fairer.

more peaceful. and more democratic world of television That is tne

on legitimate and effekti%e 1.11, to ledu,e, if not eliminate.

exploitive sex and violence The mechanism should also help protect

creative TV professionals from both governmental and corporate

dictation Only then will they be free to produce the diversified and

entertaining fare they know how to create but cannot under existing

constraints and controls
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Involy.4 In 11111 14 ..51 20 3 73 74 12 3 II 14 4 30 0 3 4 0 2 6 3 72 0 2

Vilont Victim Retie -1 10 1 13 -I 04 1 20 -1 20 -1 05 -1 02 -1 50 1 03 1 00 I 1 1 09 1 32 .1 14

Itiller R lllll R.tlo 2 2 2 20 .2 20 .1 DO 0 00 .0 00 14 00 10 00 1 00 1 7 -0 00 1 33 0 00 2 09

INDICATORS OF VIOLENCE

Program llll
PS 11.P1 218/P) 21R,H1

l
CO . (zva (1111

V lllllll
VI PS CS

94 730 923 770 0 00 072 733 940 940 994 SO 0 932 220

04 0 33 4 37 4 3 3 30 0 54 3 2 1 43 0 1 3 37 2 40 3 64 43 7 50

104 4 127 2 149 133 3 104 0 143 4 149 3 114 4 154 2 133 2 139 9 133 154 9 143

TI. ripurs gluon for 1973-74 IncIud4 q.ing 1973 Nqi. end llll pr 1970InVud. UPIn5 197 sample

er)



67,40 9.70
.

71 72

71. 4

73.734 14734

1474P1.411 110011 N V N PI N

17417 .4 141e1 6. 47 i 12 44 41 73
on4l4se1 49 0 30 3 43 3 93 3 79 V1.Ins t4 7.,1111 133 144 270 377 247

i'
PACVALIMCC X 8 X

,,,,, a*. 4114 violleng ilta
114 v1Ienc

11844

72 3
42 7

N

73 0
42 9

N

73 1
43 9

N

74 7
44 t

PI

2 2
40 0

N

Haa., 0 vl ,,,,, 17 10 334 301 979 9321t pot 4741,4* MU 0 4 3 4 3 4 7 444 Per hour win 3 u 3 4 40 I 49
041117v114411 4114 1670 54 37

40L211 IX LEwatho C748.118C111101 8 8 I 1 X

41817414 78 43 4 34 40 3 49 94 341411.14 lar %%%%% 44 I 46 3 46 7 34 4 39 1InvIvot In v141.ne j5I 41 9 34 2 37 I 62 3 84 4

10 4 40 15 7 170 144 62 41 91 4314vs141 In 1111114 WU 12 12 3 IC 21 1 1

V141.41 VU111111. 1 05 1..20 1 IS 1 10 -I 0114111., 11114 .2 33 1 44 .2 20 1 04 I 75

1/601CA10114 d VICI,ENCSP 47 47 0 91 4 91 4 94 III 2P IV) 3111171 21112,4)

V. ttttt 14 1 7 73 7 43 11 3CS (WI IUD

111414414 14441 161 4 134 1 147 A 143 2 202 7VI 7$ Cl

/ 111ur1 lion 4.7 7173-74 14e174 777144 1473 *44414 444

Air 4.11 Oh 847

1474 1977 147 1471 19130 1441 1102 1403 10781.

N N N N 24 N N N N

34 34 34 33 39 31 42 3 42334 3 34 4 42 9 33 0 34 9 34 7 31 2 34 7 447 7103 .133 112 122 124 140 131 12 2034 ,

8 8 8 X X X X X X

04 1 44 7 4 1 4 7 74 3 71 3 37 1 73 7 74 441 75,3 41 7511 2 IVO 1 70 7 21 1 4 I
N N N N N N N N N

24, 213 303 170 171 244 163 164 34329 3 4 9 3 2 5 1 2 3 4 4 5 511 39 44 32 32 I 41 42 3 3
25 11 1 2 10 14 IS 14 'N-222

1 X 2 1 X 2 1

.4 0 42 3 41 1 47 5 37 l 37 4 33 1 30 1 44 742 1 3/ 91 44 40 3 34 3 31 1 40 3 4779 7 31 a 43 3 34.1 44 2 43 7 41 7 31 37 4
133 11 4

44
97 40 1 0 0 1147 24 0 0 1 2 1 3 0 2 4 9 4IV 4 12 2 10 7 3 7 4 7 I II I 14 2

.1 04 .1 04 -1 24 -1 02 -1 04 .1 10 100 ^I Oa -1 072 00 .4 67 1 00 .0 00 .2 30 .3 33 .3 00 .4 00 .2 13

113 5 10 3 104 1 40 1 44 1 104 1 73 1 40 4 16 9

49 1 43 4 73 2 94 34 0 92 44 3 42 7 71

204 4 133 7 140 2 750 I (45 136 4 121 4 793 HA I

ttt 147 1475 1411701 4410.11 1476 144414Or

CO



1

016 3 41414.4-041144 1C111111.n.6) 971701.

7.411 69-70 71n72 73-43. 1973 197 1977 19711 197 1900 10111 12 4453 10141-

114LII 110011

40070. end. 2 107 VI 114 2 4 53 45 04 1 44 34 01
99411940 ..... 74154 14 3 27 2 301,3 31 2 32 4 13 1 16 3 14 3 16 3 13 1 13 0 10 1 13 7 271 2

.44441.1 th0P...... 4104 113 233 310 333 110 141 107 163 412 IN 120 142 2701

PACVALENCC 3 3 1 3 X

11795744. 41114 yllento Mt 03 3 17 2 00 V 03 10 2 10030 0 7 VI 17 0 VI 3 17 7 12 3 0
rrrr IAn 0111 0000000 3 I .4 90 4 03 2 SO 4 100 0 Si 1145 57 9 7 2 'PI 4 9113 2 7 43 I

NAYS N N N N N N N N N N N N N N

44940.1 60 0101341 4461 323 04 043 130 216 31 266 407 410 304 330 1317

Re per 00000 ss 111121 32 3 0 3 3 1 9 40 73 4 2 4 1 . 2 3
46. 6, 0.9, mati 22 3 23 3 16 0 12 14 2 22 4 12 4 23 0 17 2 2 30 30 3 25 3 IV

0.,66164-41614161 1116 00000 7. 3 1 1 2 1 1\ 1 3 0 1 2 1 4 0 1 4 14 3

SILOS IX LEADING C/4/51ACT1IIIII % % X % % I I , % I % % %

41141 thstrt 7 II 70 4 30 0 3/ 3 30 44 34 5 37 0 33 2 43 0 43 4 P 7 34 2 30 7 IND

411011 4r 0.1/ 110 0 sa I 3 7 45 70 0 79 7 64 2 00 4 0 7 711 5 71 3 53 0 73 4 72 3
Involved In 011414.4 au 54 3 130 7 73 3 73 I 1 53 77 2 04 0 74 4111 7 . 4 3 3 SO 3 I
41111 43; 13 0 00 00 s r 00 00 00 0 00 00 00 07
4111611 ,3 3! I3 12 03 0 00 00 00 00 0 00 00 00 0
14051041 In 0111145 144. r4 4, ,122 12 13 0 23 00 00 00 12 00 00 00 1

VI. L,1 V1411. Motto -1 -I IP -I 34 -1 3 .1 30 -I VP -I 21 -I 34 -I 10 -1 33 -I 15 -I II -I 3 -1 27
00000 r 411114 4.11. -1, 1 00 -2 00 I 30 -0 00 2 00 0 00 0 00 0 00 1 00 0 00 0 00 0 00 - 0
INOIC41011 Df ,VICLCNCC

0000000 II.,. 140 2 gel 3 133 0 130 3 all 1311 7 131 4 162 0 131 4 163 2 161 3 172 1 ISO 444

Pe 4111 31111) 211HI

Cb01 ter V-11114 3 VI 74 7 71 1 10 0 66 g 77 2 IN 0 74 6 SO 63 1 0 3 03 0

C r, IXV1 1541

010141M Ind.. 242 4 233 3 207 7 203 4 210 314 5 200 240 5 210 3 234 1 249 2 36 2 320 327
VI PS CV

044 p111.766 alyen for 1973-74 1,61.44 wing 1971 simple ene these ter 1926c1,44 sprint 1.176 sasp.11



7-0 -70 71-72 73-734 14714 197 1077 1,78 1474 1900 1901 1402 1403 TOTAL

1lA11LE1 1100%1

Proros ..Ivied 97 100 70 44 77 34 45 43 63 68 4 33 11.0Preorem hew. .n.loced 13 25 3 24 3 40 7 22 0 7 7 13 1 13 1 17 3 16 3 13 3 10 13 2 212 2............ ctere .11.10ie1 10, 201 1341 320 182 77 123 100 167 174 111 120 137, 2033

PREVALENCE

Reim.* ulth violence LIE) 4 7 7 I 2 43 3 5 100 0 3 3 7 0 90 4 7 I VI 3 5 7 2 3 45 1rrrrrr hour§ ult 000000 ce 3 4 4 4 4 : 2 6 VI 100 0 2 4 90 7 0 7 4 l 3 7 2 4 4
RATE

Number el 0000oo cte 313 44* 447 342 423 243 263 344 222 45 410 313 345 516714041 'or oo0000 (R/P1, 5 5 4 5 4 4 6 2 5 5 7 7 5 8 '7 5 1 7 1 4 4 6 3 2440 per hour CRilp 22 3 26 3 10 2 14 18 7 34 0 20 1 26 2 IS 27 30 30 0 26 1 22 2

pyat111-41010 140 thrill 2 4 l 0 9 II 13 10 13 1 3 II 13 13 4

1.1CLES 12 LEADINO CHARACTERS/
tO

V1.11n2e (hurt oooo
Victl l4r. hurt)
Involved In violence LIY_L

69 7 70 8 34 7 39 7 32 7 77 41 6 30 0 38 7 43 S 2 4 73 0 34 0 59 1SO 7 80 71 2 67 2 73 8 83 1 72 6 81 0 64 1 76 2 71 0 67 4 75 74 7
83 3 09 0 00 74 4 83 2 80 82 4 11 0 74 84 1 83 2 2 80 3 83 3

4 1 4 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 74111.4 99 14 14 0 II 0 0 0 0 0 0 gNo 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0involvel In lllll no MX 101 2 4 14 1 4 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 II 0 0 l 0 0 1 4

Violent VIctlo Rtl -1 16 -1 14 -1 30 -1 6 -1 44 .1 07 -1 1 -I 40 -1 0 -1 22 -1 15 -1 II -1 40 -1 24Killer R Retl -1 20 1 00 -2 00 1 50 -0 00 0 00 0 00 0 00 0 00 1 00 0 00 100 0 00 -1 21

INOICATOIS OF VIOLENCE

PS CEPI 21111,1 2011N1

CS MI (IA)

VI.lnc
VI PS CS

150 7 162 6 142 1 133 2 141 183 5 143 I 163 3 143 163 7 163 3 140 7 137 7 151

43 4 91 4 82 0 73 84 3 11/ 82 4 114 0 74 40 2 63 43 8 00 3 84

24 I 23, 0 224 1 211 1 no 1 273 1 227 3 231 3 222 5 233 244 2 242 5 230 0 234 0

Th. ploure liven Per 1471-74 inCi444 4,1n1 1473 'matte n4 llll for 1475 Inclot lllll 1476 14401

9 7 )



Alt ABC Prgr..4

47-64 64-70 71-72 73-73 1973. 1976 1977 1970 1979 1400 1901 1902 14183 TOTAL

8A1IPLIII 11000/

PP A10.1 37 nO 44 100 77 32 37 33 34 43 41 33 29 641

000000000000 39 3 43 7 44 4 77 3 30 3 21 2 23 4 24 3 23 3 24 2 22 I 21 3 20 438 4

1..41.4 c8. rrrrrrr 1.14441 144 203 192 324 223 7 114 92 113 147 123 102 VS 1981

PREVALENCE 0 % 0 0 0 0 0 X X ; 0 ; 3 X

.....

rr with vsolnt. 10P/ 89 3 73 0 73 4 74 0 74 2 93 0 70 4 le 4 70 01 4 03 4 71 09 7 74 V

rrrrr 80441 with v1 000000 92 4 6 1 04 0 00 02 3 92 79 7 84 8 74 3 74 4 114 8 70 3 92 7 62 7

NATe N

We., , v1.14.1 4114 304 341 310 32: 474 104 ink 149 151 247 193 132 101 3300

Rote 64, pragro .111/1.1, 3 4 4 3 3 0 3 2 3 3 5 4 8 3 7 4 4 3 7 4 7 4 I 2 3 I

R4t. 0. hour (R /N7 7 7 7 0 a 7 84 0 7 3 01 6 4 10 2 87 1 87 7 7

Dorat1-vlolent acts 00000 3 2 3 14 II 11 I: 0 I 0 11 l 15 2

ROLES 10 LEADING 01.44ACTE*;/ 0 % 2 0 0 % % 0 L 0 0 0 0 0 ED
J=4

V/olonte (hurt ther,/ 39 7 43 0 34 4 40 It 47 1 61 9 42 1 43 5 44 2 43 3 49 46.1 40 0 43 I

V1411.5 1or. 4.411 45 30 2 42 7 34 0 39 I 44 30 0 39 0 46 0 53 7 52 0 :2 30 0 53

Involved In v1o1onco 75 4 30 1 31 0 30 6 71 I 74 3 40 66 3 32 2 64 a 63 0 ND 0 39 2 62 4

RIIIIrs
R111.41

13 4 3 4 O 4, 4 4 4 I

3 4 2 0 3 7 4 3 3 3 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 .1 3

0: i i.i 0 0
1 4 0 2

2 9 2 0 2
3 4

1nvolv41 In IIIIIng UM, all I 4 10 II 0 7 6 7 2 0 0 3 3 2 4 3 2 7 2

Violent V1,11. 11611 ^I 10 -1 13 -I 24 -1 32 -1 23 -1 03 -1 19 -1 30 -1 04 -1 23 -1 06 -1 13 -1 22 -1 20

8 11111.4 Ratio 2 30 1 73 1 53 2 07 1 23 .1 33 0 00 0 00 0 00 .2 00 .2 00 1 47 4 00 1 96

INDICATORS CV VIOLENCE

Prgr 84.r.
PS 10P1 2111/P1 2111.10

-Scare
C1 w 101// 11.711

Vlolenc Indel
VI PO CO

113 7 94 1 97 1 99 107 2 123 4 103 0 116 2 92 3 113 2 112 2 92 3 114 3 103 3

+41 0 63 I 42 0 64 6 70 7 3 5 60 3 64 6 53 I 66 4 1.0 2 447 40 d 69 6

204 7 162 2 134 1 169 3 113 204 163 3 105 0 143 4 174 0 180 4 137 0 187 175 1

Th. IIIurH 11v.n W. 1973-74 in/lud. . 1973 46.61. and 0000 101 1475 00000 00000 I 1976 ...pi 98



oooo a AC Pr1.0-11.44 Programs

7-411 49-70

SAMPLES 1100%) N N

71'72

N

73-73) 1975.

N N

1976.

N

1977 197 197

N N

14001

N

1.11 1712
.

N N

1913

N

TOTAL

N

ea 1 . 40 44 43 '41 41 14 21 .4 23 24 24 10 402
hours a lllllll . 35 0 33 0 34 II 4,39 3 40 0 17 0 10 0 20 2 19 0 19 9 IC 2 14A 16E: 354 9

llllllll rs n 113 23 1.3 20 136, 60 44 43 01 9 73 79 1315

PREVALENCE 2 % % 2 3 2 2 2 % 2 % 2 2 2

llllll es with v1siOnC LILL 43 0 3 V 43 1 47 2 73 2 09 3 44 7 *3 3 60 9 46 1 21 3 63 S3 3 71 1

It/ vl l 91 4 2 1 02 3 70 6 S2 3 91 2 73 0 117 71 1 74 4 09 0 74 94 0 SO 4

RATE N N N N N N N N N N N N N

Nueor of lllllll .141 210 131 174 347 229 110 901 94 00 115 101 04 IOU 1702
Rote per llllll a Isa41 0 3 3 0 4 1 3 2 7 0 5 4 3 3 9 3 5 4 II 2 3 .4 0 4 1
Rate per hour Mu 6 0 3 7 4 5 3 7 5 3 9 0 4 6 4 2 5 5 3 4 4 4 5 2

Du vl lllll tsi (firs) 2 7 14 II 0 7 0'4 0 7 0 9 0 00 13 10

ROLES (1 LEADINOCNA7AYLAI) % 2 2 2 2 A X 2 2 2 2

CD
. Violent. (hors sta.'s. 44 0 .22 1 33 II 43 3 49 3 43 3 33 3 32 3 30 9 33 4 37 3 43 0 25 V 41 1

Victims lore hurt) 42 6 37 4 29 9 51 2 34 4 .1 7 34 S 30 3J 3 33 4 37 3 44 40 43 El

Involved In vllonce ilV4 73 9 43 1 49 3 33 44 2 73 0 47 0 0 0 ,,E1 3 44 50 7 34 4 51 54 0

14 1/4 3 3 7 10 II 13 0 7 4 33 00 46 1 2 2 1 2 7 3 12 9 7 0
XIllod 1 3 3 40 3 5 1 3 3 0 0 00 0 0 1 0 1 3 3 3 1 3 0
Involve. In n1 11111- 21 7 1 13 3 13 9 II 0 3 7 0 0 4 6 1 2 3 1 4 0 7 14 1 10 1

Violent Victims -1 04 -I 15 -t 10 1 70 -1 10 1 03 =1 04 -1 37 ..1 0 1 00 1 00 -I 09 -1 13 -1 11

X 4111.1 (2 71 1 73 (1 0 2 00 1 43 1 00 0 00 .0 00 (0 00 (2 00 (2 00 I 67 .4 00 (2 04

'INDICATORS or VIOLENCE

00000 so Score 10/ 0 4$ 2 02 9 OW 3 161 7 114 0 115 3 100 3 74 2 07 4 102 7 00 0 Ire 1 VI 1

Pg (17.) 2(14P) 24114141

Chancier V-Ocer. 43 7 51 2 42 71 5 77 9 01 7 47 0 64 4 31 5 34 0 54 7 42 0 45 7 44 9

CO (14) (XXI

VIlonce In414 703 2 119 4 145 7 159 0 979 7 193 7 132 3 143 0 115 0 137 9 137 4 142 0 173 11 134 0

VI PS CO

The rrrrrr g1von tar 1973-74 include spring 1975 saale and tor 1973 Include spring 1974 000000
a,

99



fr

ASC 41 000000 IC dddddd

6745 4-70 71-72 73-73 11173. 1174 1977 1976 1979 1110 1411 1402 1413 TOTAL

11840411 110081 N N H H N N N N N M N N N N

Pro0r.e. on 000000 17 3 21 11 34 13 14 11 ts lip 17 10 11 221

Priors. 0000000000000 4 3 S 7 11 7 17 0 10 3 4 2 3 4 4 0 4 3 4 3 3 D 2 2 3 4. 133

Lo.dIns 00000000 t. .n aaaaaa 34 SO 44 119 II/ 37 46 27 32 31 40 23 34 444

PREVALENCE 8 8 8 8 x k x

P resroas wit% 000 ilja 100 0 97 4 90 3 04 7 N. 1 soo 0 93 0 100 0 90 9 100 0 I10 2 VO 0 100 0 93 4

P rior.. 00000 .114 9141.n.. 100 0 97 1 04 7 00 I 02 3 100 0 93 3 100 0 DO 1 100 0 93 4 92 100 0 92 3

RATE M H H H N N N N N H N H 4

kwHor of violent ect. 46 213 42 204 137 79 S4 103 71 132 42 4.111 73 1471

Rat* 'or Prose.. WEL 5 4 3 6 0 3 2 30 41 3 4 9 3 4 3 69 3 4 0 6 3 7

Rote 'or hour ZI 3 24 6 14 7 11 13 0 14 0 16 0 24 3 I' t 30 3 24 0 21 3 IS S 17 7

O - 0000000 Ihr.1 C 4 0 0 3 0 4 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 4 0 3' 0 3 4 3

ROLES IX LEADINO CHARACTERS)

V1 000000 Wort 000000 1 58 II 1 2 34 4 34 I 43 II 31 3 34 2 70 4 70 I 311 40 0 34 3 30 0 32 9

Victim. (ore hurt; 74 3 70 0 32 3 30 0 64 3 70 3 70 111 DI 3 70 I *0 2 77 I 73 9 47 84 3

1...1444 In ololonco Llya ' 112 4 SI 2 34 0 43 4 70 7 76 4 79 2 SI 3 67 3 VS 0 11/ 73 9 7S 3 77 3

Kt 00000 21 0 0 2 3 I 7 0 0 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9

A 2,1 0 0 2 3 OS 11 2 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 0 0

/nrolood In 00000 ns 132U 3 9 0 0 't 3 2 3 11 SI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 5

victto watt. -1 30 -1 14 -I 44 -1 3 -1 31 -1 10 -1 31 -1 14 I 00 -1 30 -1 12 -1 31 -1 35 -1 31

41114r K 1o11. 1 00 0 00100 v2 00 -0 00 2 00 0 00 0 00 0 00 0 00 0 00 0 00 0 00 1 70

INDICA/045 OF VIOLENCE

Proses. leer. 134 0 137 I 133 4 123 I 1'4 0 150 1 134 171 131. 4 174 11 147 0 142 2 130 II 140 2

PO 180.1 2111/1) 21mt.,

V.5.1e Oa 2 VI 2 311 I 48 4 71 0 06 3 71 2 DI 3 17 3 VS 0 09 73 9 73 3 74 0

CS MI 1214)

o 2n42. 242 2 239 0 112 3 114 3 111 234 213 0 4k3 I 222 9 277 II .236 4 214 I 224 3 219 2

VI PS CO

14. Olron for 1973-74 1 000000 Win, 1973 tomplo and 00000 foe 1473 INC1444 00000 197 000000 100

to
Cr5



lllll 10 All CIS Prurses

67-411 64-70 71-72 77 -77. 1973* 1476 1477 1478 1,74 14110 1111 19112 11113 707/411,

sAmPLIs tioox; N N N N N N N N'
67 113 711 43 00 41 32 40 34 31 20 44 41 SOO

3/ 3 41 0 44 0 73 1 50 2 24 0 32 2 26 0 211 3 26 3 23 7 24 4 27 2 475 4
L .. 132 190 104 334 232 101 143 122 132 144 143 130 124 2111

PAEVNANCE % % % % % % x % % z % % %

71 77 6 74 4 74 7 67 3 12 4 71 2 13 4 17 3 14 3 114 0 73 3 77 1 77 2
. 1 73 3 74 4 74 7 80 4 72 1 12 2 73 0 03 2 11 SO 8 00 3 72 2 72 4 78 6

RATE N N N N N N N 8 N N N N N N

NAN, or nt acts 24 384 376 33? 320 194 248 263 214 2112 334 2211 221 245
Rate per prow,. iitak, 3 7 4 3 4 5 3 7 4 0 4 4 3 1 3 3 3 1 3 3 6 11 4 6 4 7 4

Rote per hour /R /N! 4 3 1 0 7 7 7 4 4 0 2 3 4 4 4 10 6 12 2 4 2 1 4 1 2

Durollen-v1 lllll acts 14,11 -- -- -- 3 3 14 10 11 11 13 12 12 13 0 4 14 6

ROLES IX LEADINO CHAAAC711/18, I I i i I X

V (hurt llllll ) 40 1 31 0 42 4 3? Q 34 2 50 3 49 6 41 33 9 52 3 37 4 32 2 44 2 44 2
1,sr ours) 4! 3 36 6 31 4 30 4 47 1 54 4 49 34 37 4 58 4 34 3 52 2 33 6 53 1

llllll l In ololonc ilyi 34 4 63 6 60 2 40 I 33 4 47 2 la 43 44 64 1 47 1 44 9 41 4 43 2 42 3

lllll s 79 40 3 , 6 60 50 77 25 77 74 07 07 40 04
3 3 3 0 2 6 6 0 4 2 1 0 0 7 0 0 7 2 0 0 7 1 4 0

Inver 5,. 11 2 66 10 1 12 2 4 1 3 0 7 7 2 3 77 74 07 22 06

VIM. 116110 -1 23 -1 II -1 21 -1 31 -1 22 -1 12 1 00 -1 25 -1 07 -1 11 1 04 100 -1 23 -1 13
111111r 111404 natl. 1 50 .1 33 3 60 Al 43 1 40 3 00 11 00 43 00 .3 00 1 67 1 00 -2 00 .6 00 .1 97

INDICATORS Of VIOLENCE

PS m UP/ 201/P, 2111/11

Scarf
CS 4 1%V/ 1%A)

V
VI PS CS

-
41 6 102 7 41 4 100 0 011 3 101 2 TO 0 114 0 117 3 116 3 126 0 103 1 103 2 103

67 8 70 2 70 4 72 64 7 72 2 8 3 e7 2 72 4 71 2 67 6 43 70 4 64 2

154 4 172 4 164 7 172 1 132 4 111 3 144 3 113,3 119 4 1117.7 113 6 166 4 174 2 172

V

The Ileum lllll for 1473-74 1ncIulo spring 1473 simple an) these rer 1973 Include spring 1476 simple

101



7-4111 0-70 71-72

sktirtzs moxl N N N

Tsblie II C08 Prlas-Tine r

73-73 1073 1076 1977 1470 1070

N N N N N N

1000

Of

MI 1942

N N

1113

N

rrrrr sna 44 4 42 .3 40 2 31 22 3 22 24 33 22

rrrrrr hours ono rrrrr 34 3 34 3 37 7 37 6 37 IN 5 23 20 3 22 0 20 2 21 5 21 22 0
rrrrrr g rrrrrrrrrr. slvzsd 113 122 123 21 113 1 VI 3 73 70 SO 3 63

14

I REVALENCE 7 X 7 7 % 7 X, 2 X X X

1/c rrrrr al$6 violncs iirl 'V 1 63 op 44 7 63 7 50 0 70 111 1 3 60 2 7V 2 60 2 79 2 43 6 63
1' rag Ito violence 72 3 73 3 77 3 74 3 43 77 71 0 77 111 79 7 77 3 00 4 3 70 4

qATE OP. N N N N N N N N N N N N N

1* Weber of vielont 4cto 127 1 124 176 323 140 84 173 0 121 S2 140 107 60
late per rrrrrr. 2 2 7 4 2 3 1 3 5 3 5 3 4 0 3 4 3 7 2 3 2 ' 3 1

Ws per sour imam 3 7 3 4 4 7 3 7 4 5 7 7 4 4 7 4 0 4 04 3 I

3uration-vIelent acts (11111 2 6 I 1 0. 00 0 3 1*1 0 0 4 0 0 6 5

SOLES 10 LEADING CHARACTERS/ % 0 X X

VIelsnts (ort rrrrrr ) 27 4 33 6 37 4 33 30 7 42 41 0 33 50 7 34 40 0 34 0 34
Victl.s larohurt1 36 3 30 3 42 3 42 36 6 37 7 39 36 53 4 33 30 7 36 11 42

Involood In violence jui 45 1 43 1 40 44 9 42 7 34 1 40 4 44 44 4 44 50 0 45 3 77 1

Killers 00 77 1 120 2 02 121 .6 71( I 2 10 7

4 4 41 41 /1 1 11 15 14 3 12 21 /
Invelosd In ^II LIEU 10 00 15 IS 3 13 1 02 121 2 0 31 12 32 III

Vielont VIctla Rtls -1 32 -1 13 -1 13 -1 21 -I 1 1 13 .1 03 -1 01 -1 03 41 04 1 03 1 00 -1 23
Killer 011110 Ratio .2 00 1 40 .3 (-0 .1 40 1 56 3 00 11 00 .3 00 5 00 1 33 1 00 -2 00 A 00

INDICATORS CV V1CLENCE

r 72 2 77 2 04 4 05 1 43 67 2 05 S3 1 101 03 105 4 7V 11 76 0

PO (XI 2101/PI 24X/M)

33 0 34 1 3 0 7 1 33 2 3 61 3 50 0 71 2 50 0 51 2 48 5 48 2

CO - lxvr .11:7

%/Wen" Ind. 120 0 121 3 1 3 152 2 121 7 1 5 147 4 133 0 172 130 154 128 3 144 2

VI PS CS

Th. figures 'loon Is. 1073-7 include spring 1973 soul. nd rrrrr Is, 1775 Include spring 1074 smile

TOTAL

N

445
377 0
1336

.

, 7

4 3
74 7

' N

177
4 0
4

3

34 13
all 4

5
4 1

106

-1 II
2 OS

01

59 0

140

102



4

A

Table 12

10

Cos Ke1h1n0-2.41t.1 ICIllirel's) Prop.

67-60 69-70 71-72 73-73 1173e I176 1177 1970 1171 moo aves 11.2 looa TOTAL

SAMPLES 11000) N N N N N N N N N N N N N N

Prst** enaltmoli 23 31 36 32 32 s 17 21 2 32 21 zo ai 26 333Prow,. aaaa anolymer 7 0 II 3 It 7 IN 1 12 4 & 0 6 3 & 3 6 3 & 2 4 2 3 0 5 2 100 &
L oodIng n111100 31 76 4 117 79 40 52 37 71 71 63 43 1 045

1314111VALENCE T T 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 0 Tr.

Orermes with v ilea 13 7 94 9 83 3 76 9 0 100 0 03 7 100 0 13 0 96 12 3 100 0 SO 3 13 3Prep.. haute with v1o:ence 93 0 14 2 07 5 16 9 417.0 100 0 S3 3 100 0 00 3 TO aa 2 100 0 03 7 13 2

RATE N N N N N N N N N N N, N N N

Number of violent acts 121 260 200 216 132 113 13 174 133 200 III 121 160 ..2140Rate per presto. 2(21 2 3 & 7 3 &I 4 68 4 3 & 7 40 & 1 7 3 7 & 1 & 1pat. pl., hour MUM,
,... 24 2 72 & 17 4 13 12 2 11 2 13 2 26 0 23<7 32 0 44 / 40 3 30 3 21 1

Duration-violent Ante Ihro) -- 0 a 0 7 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 7 0 3 0 3 3 3

ROLES t% LEADING CHARACI(1115) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 %

Violent* thurt rrrr s) 76 9 70 7 33 0 43 3 33 7 2 3 43 3 50 9 37 0 71 8 SO 0 ao 0 34 1 2 4
Victim* tars hurt/ 07 2 83 3 NI 7 63 0 NI & 83 0 47 3 78 9 2 0 03 1 73 8 06 0 41 7 74 I
Involved In violent* 11M, 0/ 7 13 4 00 3 II 2 St 0 07 3 00 8 04 0 73 4 13 0 07 7 17 7 77 84 3

ItIllors 5 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 &K 7 7 1 3 0 0 0 0 I 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 &Involve* in no Mt 12 0 2 0 0 0 I 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2
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The Role of Fantasy in the Response to Television

Seymour Feshbach

The University of Cmlifornia, Los Angeles

An impressive 'mount of daily cognitive activity is fantasy in nature. people

dream, daydream, engage in reverie, read novels and attend the theater. the CONiCS

and view television. The world of "orals- believe" and imaginative play is central to

their lives as. children; and, as adults, they may also participate in dramatic play

and perhaps construct stories s an avocation or vocation, or in response to a class

assignment or a Thematic Apperception Test card, The principal thesis of this paper4

Is that an understanding of the functions of fantasy activities is critical to an

understanding of the influence of television and other media upon behavior.

Despite Inc frequency in which fantasy behaviors are visaged, it is only within

recent years that they have begun to receive systematic attention (flinger, 1971.

Singer, 1966, 1973). The discovery that dreams can be monitored through Eye movements

and electroencephalogram waves (Dement. 196S.Kleitman, 1963) has undoubtedly contri-

bated bnth to the scientific respectability of the investigation of fantasy and. mare

importantly, to the dejilopment of methods that permit the assess rent of some components

ef fantasy activity. The resurgence of interest in the role of imagery in learning

(Pelvic. 1971), the use of fantasy in behavior desnesitization procedures (Lazarus,

1971). work on right brain functions (logen, 1973, Gazzaniga, 1967), and, more geme.allY,

the increasing importance of cognition in contemporary theorizing and research (Weiner,

1972) also proyide a stimulus and contest for the study of the amorphous, private

imageries and associations which characterize fantasy activity.

These developments foster a change in approach to the study of tantasy behavior- -

from asking what fantasies.mean or signify to questions of the psychological role or

functions of fantasy behavior. Psychologists, by And large. bays utilized fantasy

expressions such as TAT stories. ayths, dreams and doll play for_assessment purposes,

as indirect indices of responw; tendencies and motivation which the story teller,

the d:eaner or child st play may be unable or unwilling to reveal. Fantasies were

utilized as a 'window" to the unconscious. revealing feelings and desires that were

otherwise inaccessible. The principal empirical issue was the relationship between

fantasy content and actual social behavior - -the degree to which fantasy content was

representational of or compensational for overt actions (Kagan i Lesser. 1961).

There are, of course, Implicit in the use of fantasy for assessment or diagnostic

purposes. a.surptions regarding the functions of fintaly, particularly the psychoanalytic

hypothesis of wish fulfillment. However, neither the psychoanalytic Conception of^

fantasy as mote of substitute satisfaction, or the theory that fantasy is a mechanism

for the dissipation of surplus tension or the more cognitive views which emphasise

its mastery functions are clearly articulated from a theoretical standpoint or have,
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as yet, ouch in the way of empirical support. Research and theory in this area ate

not sufficiently well developed to specify the properties of a fantasy activity that

are necessary in order for that activity to have a particular effect or function.

The term, " fantasy," embraces vide range of behaviors that vary along a number

of significant dimensions. At the, descriptive level, what they appear to have in

common is a quality of unreality. They are activities which are not in any obvious

sense perceived by the subject as problem solving or goal directed (Klinger, 1971).

However, whether the fantasy experience provided by observing a half-hour television

shay should be functionally similar to the fantasy experience provided by a halt-hour

of playing with toys is not theoretically apparent. Yet, it is quite likely that the

degree of eotoric involvement in a fantasy experience probably has a significant

influence on the effect of that experience. Related variables which are also likely

'to be of some importance are 'the degree of activity-passivity and the extent to uhi,h

the fantasy is self-initiated. Fantasies also vary in their degruo of elaboration,

In their richness, in the extent to which they go beyond the properties of stimulus

that may have initiated the fantasy. And, as we will attempt to demonsrrate, a

particularly critical dimension is the extent to whicn the fantasy is construed a,

a reality experience.

It 13 noteworthy that, by and large, research and theory on media effects have

tended to neglect the fantasy aspects of the transaction between a program and a

rePpondent. Television studies, for example, rarely exam, , the fantasy components

of a stimulus or a'response. Yett.from the perspective of the student of drana, the

fictional nature of dreams la essentiwl to the dramatic experience (Olsen, 1951).

Uhile the view expressed by Coleridge when he said that the proper response to fiction

requires a "willing suspen..14ms..o.f,disbellef" is not altogether descriptive of the

behavior of audiences mho are all tooquick tv notice improbabilities in plot. at inctuent

(Olson, 1961), it does convey the coepicx1t, of the cognitive mechanisrainvolved in

the response to dramatic experience. The viewer is somehow able to act at one level

as if the presented material were real, bile "knoNang" at another level that it is

actually fictional.

There is an important sense, of course, in which all communication lack. reality.

The written symbol is not the object it represents nor is the television newscast the

same as the real event it is intended to depict. Nevertheless, there is a different,.

in the impact of pictorial representations which are perceived to be real and those

whin_`, Jr, fl.c.cd a, fanta,, y inta-in the tern et plas anj

t Ifl In .1 r IN, esp ra y17.1 and Uhl, h,r tia rttr,t

Anther not e, 4 ,,,f441 me,pen, 1011 t,. thil lin in lest rrn

to nut, s rind In ilit t.t t+, Sr,n rind tho

dent, het »ran tinolivht t run 1., t, 1 1,1rvL t,,

se, this discrimination and sometimes the line between :antasy and reality is ambiguous.
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However, when the difference between fantasy and reality 12 discrimlnable, it should cake

a profound difference in the character of the response. Tell child who is watching

an aggressive sequence that what he or she thought was A drama actually happened, and

note the change in response.

The depiction of reality, as in television news reports, describes the wo-ld as

it Is. It serves as a direct source of information about how people behave and about

the kinds of behavior that are reinforced and socially sanctioned. Probably, for many

children, television news programs or dolomentaries cannot easily be discarded when

the
they leave 'm television set forrreal" world, since they have been exposed to a

clearly labeled mirror of the real world. When watching a fictional program, however,

the child can more readily restrict the experience to the television viewing situation

and, in some circumstances, can freely engage in vicarious aggressive expression with-

out 'fear of punishment. These considerations lead to the expectation of important

qualitative ditterences in the response to the depiction of actual

aggression by the media as compared to fantasy aggression. In general,

the depD.tion of tantasy aggression should tend to lower or leave un

atftt.ted a child's action out of aggressaye tendencies. the depiction of

seal aggres,ion, especially when that aggression is reintorceu, should

tenl to facilitate ligz,ressite for through such processes as imitation,

instruction and kilts inhibit ion.

The Differential Effects of Reality vs. Fantasy Depiction of Oppression

In an initial effort to obtain evidence bearing on the hypothesized functional

difference between the observation of real and fictional violence, the effects of

observing newsreel and dramatic depictions of similar content (e.g., war) on children's

aggressive behavior in a laboratory situation were compared (Feshbach, 1972). Those

experimental comparisons yielded ambiguous findings, in part because of the fact that

dramatic and fictional presentations of a similar therm will vary along many dimensions

besides the level of reality of the depicted content. Because of this difficulty an

alternative experimental approach was undertaken in which the same violent film was

employed but under clearly different set conditions such that in one experimental

treatment the subject believed that the TV filo was of real event, while in another

treatment, the s Abject was shown the sane film but was led to believe that it was
fictional (Feshbach, 1972).

The subjects were children, drawn fret a reality set or fantasy set. Children

assigned to the Reality Condition were told "We are going to show you a newsreel

of a student riot which was photographed by ta5c gevt photographers wno were right on

the scene. You might have seen some of this on the news bnNtelevision before." In

contrast, children assigned to the Fantasy Condition were told the following.

"We are going to show you a film ttat was oade in a Hollywood studio. The story is

awout a student riot. You might have seen some of the actors on television before."

loth Fantasy and Reality Set groups saw the same film--a six - minute sequence combining,
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elements of real and movie version of campus riot. This six-minute filo combines

elements of real campus riot and a television story about a campus riot. It opens

with part of a scene shown in the news-police violence segment, showing arrests and

a sassed police line facing the demonstrators. Leaders of the demonstration attempt

to control and direct the crowd, urging them to avoid confrontation with the police

The police march in formation to attack the demonstrators with their clubs. The

fila cuts to a scene from the carpus violence mule Whole World is ,atching. The

demonstrators have established a "sit-in" in the building and police watch outside as

A crowd Chants. After nightfall, a large number of police arrive and enter the building

and arrest those inside. As the arrested demonstrators are taken to waiting police cars,

the crowd outside chants, "Pigs off campus."

Following the presentation of the film, the children completed a brief question-

naire about the fila and then, in the guise of a "guessing tame," were given the

opportunity to aggress against, one of the cape:It-enters whenever the latter made an

error by presumably subjecting him to different degrees of aversive noise. The

intensity varied from a soft sound ko a highly aversive sound which, as the experirenter

explained to the child. was "so loud and painful" that he did not even want to demonstrat

it to him. The average intensity of sound, administered over 13 error trials, constitute

the primary measure of aggression.

While the sane campus riot film was shown to the Fan.asy and Reality Set groups,

their reaction to the film, as reflected by the aversive noise reasure, sas quite

disparate. It can be seen from Table 1 that the mean aggression for the Reality Set

Condition is almost twice the level of the Fantasy Set mean, the difference between

the two conditions being highly significant (p(.001). This difference holds for boys,

for girls, for each socio-economic level and for all age grosps. Corp/I:loons of the

Reality and Fantasy Set groups with control group that had not been exposed to any

television are particularly instructive. The Reality and Fantasy rears differ signi-

ficantly, in opposing dire,tions, from the no- television control group mean. These

data indicate that the Ruality Set condition stimulated aggression while the Fantasy

Set condition reduced aggressive behavior, that is, the same aggressive film had

diamettically opposite effects depending upon whether the child believed the film was

real or fictional.

There are two effects that need to be explainede-stimulation of aggression

associated with the Reality Set and reduction of aggression associated with the

Fantasy Set. There are a number of possible explanations that might account for the

stimulation effect. These insiude the displacement of aggression as result of

being aroused by the film, disinhibition and modeling of aggression as a result of

observing socially approved aggressive behavior. Of particular theoretical relevan e,

in terms of the function of fantasy, is the reduction in aggression that took place

when the children believed that the campus riot sas fictional. The label fantasy"
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apparently acted as a discriminative sticulus, eliciting a differential ^et of

reactions than the label "teals"

However, the nature of these: differential reactions has only been descried in

general terra and requires core specific delineation. We need to be able to specify

the circumstances wader which the fantasy label is irpottant. For exacple, one night

reasonably conjecture that the fantasy label should cake little difference in the

response of a pre-school age child to the depiction of aggressive interaction; cn

television in as cuch.as the discrimination between fantasy and reality has not yet

been well established at this age level.

Secondly, we need to identify the properties of television stimuli which lead

to the perception and labeling of the television presentation as real or fictional.

The explicit libel given to a program e.g., documentary, play, "any reserblance to

peisons living or dead is purely coincidental", is not the only factor

determining how the program will be apprehended by the audience. Content and stylistic

or structural variables will also affect the reality-fantasy properties of a stimulus.

The stereotyped Western and the hattlm fought in outer space, no less than cartoon

characteriration.have an Important fantasy component. The degree of detail and explicit

depictibn of violent, martial arts is probably mother important sticulus dimension

determiring the extent to which the stimulus is perceived as depicting a real event

and as being appropriate for imitation and rode ling, One might conjecture that the

greater the detail presented, the closer the stimulus in question becomes an approxima-

tion of reality--the communication shifts from fantasy or story to "how to message.

It is the latter type of program that is likely to "teach" violence to children.

The Fulti-dirensional Structure of Auressive Peals Content

The fantasy-reality dimension it of course oily one of a numlrt of pars -ei,rs

that should be taken into account when atterpting to evaluate the impact of 'It'

aggression upon the attitudes and behavior of an audience. There are many other

loportant prograp factors, includiqg the degree to which aggression is reinforced

or punished, the circumstances under which aggressive acts occur, and the tewsica-

inducing versus tension-reducing prirstLes of the story sequence (Tannenbaum, 197.:,.

In additim., sore recent data analyses that we have carried out indicate that there

are systematic differences among children in their preferences for particular types

of aggressive piogracs, and it seems reasonable to hypothesize that these differences

in preferences may mediate differences in the impact of the'ie progars. The p-ogra,

preference anelysis was based on data obtained during the Feshbach And Singer (1971)

experimental field study. The participants in t'1.6 study indicated the degree of

like- dislike on a six point rating scale of each program they observed over the sis

week period. After elicinating those programs that were infrequently seen, the
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preference ratings were -ntercorrelated and the resultant correlation =atria was

factor analyzed.1

The analysis of the program preferences of the experimental group which had

been assigned primarily aggressive programs to observe, yielded four factors. Two

of.these factors, factor 1 and factor 4, can both be labeled as uWestern"types,

with Bonanza, Branded, Twelve-o'clock High and Honey West being anent the programs

with high loadings (abovi .5) on factor 1, and Laredo, Jesse James and Batman

appearing on factor 4. The psychological difference between these two factors is

not apparent--perhaps the critical discrimination lying in the sex difference between

the central characters in Honey West and Batman. Each of the other two factors

constitutes a psychological distinct group. Factor 2 has a clear "crime-fighting"

component (F.B.I. and The Untouchables) while factor 3 has a dominant fantasy,

cieoce fiction element (Outer Limits. Twilight Zone). We.are currently exploring

the personality correlates of these factor preferences and possible differences in

aggressive reactions to these different types of programs.

One cannot infer from the finding of systematic differences in subjects'

preferences for particular classes of aggressive programs that there are systematic

differences in aggressive reactionsto these programs. However, it seems very

likely that the preference for progrars in a particular aggressive category has

0414 functional significance, although it is possible that whether a youngster

likes science fiction, Westerns or crime fighting is merely an arbitrary matter of

taste, like a preference for rice crispies versus corn flakes. At the very least,

the factor analytic results indicate that considerable caution must be exercised

In caking generalizations about the effects of aggressive thematic content per se.

Espirical evidence regaiding the effect of different categories of aggression

progtans as well as different dimensions or parameters of the program presentation

Is required. It is quire possible that programs in one category such as crime-

fighters ray tend to stimulate aggressive behaviors while Western and science

fiction fare have little eifect or even opposite, soderating consequences. More-

over, the effects of these program tees may further vary as a function of variations

In the preference of the audience.

The analysis of even this limited data set makes evident the multifaceted

and multivariate nature of the issues involved when one atterpts to determine the

seaming and impact of exposure to aggressive TV content. One has to distinguish

Ind assess the isteraction between realatively stable aggressive persbnality dispo-

sitions and the aggression eliciting properties of a program. A further distinction

Is required between the normative effects of different types of aggressive programs

,.

e.g., programs representing each of the four factors, and the effects of exposure

to a preferred versus non-preferred program type. And the factor analysis that has

been reported is only one way of differentiating amens different types of aggressive
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Pregrau. Thus, within each factor grouping, there are variations in not only the

frequency, intensity and reinforcement of depleted aggressive interactions but
also

in the fantasy-reality dimension. Although science fiction Progra,s tend to have a

.strong fantasy component,some Versions may be very realistically presented In like

canner, while crime fighter programs ray tend to be higher on the reality dimension,

in some instances the style and story development may facilitate the apprehension

of the progran as largely fantasy.

Further, the extent to wach a stimulus is perceived as real or as fantasy

is not determined solely by the properties of toe stioulu:.' The apprehension of a

atiaullis as real or fantasy, or at some level in between, is a cognitive process

influenced, of course, by characteristics of the stimulus. It is also influenced

by characteristics of the perceiver or audience. These may be generalized petscnality

dispositions such as the inability to discriminate between fantasy and reality (e v.,

some par.. -aid schizophrenics; very young children). Other relevant individual

dispositional variables relate to particular personal experiences of the viewer.

/ Thus a film depicting aggressive delinquent actions of am urban gang may appear as

a fantasy to a rural child but from the perspective of low income city dwellers, may

seem directly relevant to their daily lives.2 Shat is perceived as fantasy, then,

and what is esseilenced as reality ray vary with the viewer.

latAIXProccsse, and the Reduction of Aprressios

The fantasy-reality variable, like many cognitive processes which are assumed

to intervene between stimulus and action, is not a simple, easily assessed contruct.

lit addition, its behavioral properties require further elaboration andmuch more

empirical testing. However, despite the imprecision in definition end in, theoretical

functions that currently prevails in retard to fantasy processes, the fantasy - realty

distinction 07fers an initial step toward a more discriminating
understanding of the

attractions and effects of the mass wedia.

Tote sure, there are symbolic representations transmitted through televisto

and other media that are directly related to the behavioral enactment of these repre-

sentations. Children and adults can learn aggressive solutions to conflict iron

sore aggressive television content, certain children nay acquire aggressivi response

tendencies through identification with aggressive heroes, aggressive r;presentaiin,

on television can serve to stimulate and disinhibit aggressive response tendencies

in the audience, incessant bombardment of the television audience with realistic,,

detailed depictions of violence and its consequences may %lticately produce indifference

to these consequences in reality as well as on film, and thereby brutalize the tele-

vision audience. Yet these processes, all leading to the prediction that the depiction

of aggression interactions on television will result in an in- resent in aggressive

behavior in the audience, by no deans exhaust the psychological mechanisms operating
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when a viewer observto television content, particularly dramatic content which is
an

readily constrsftd and understood as a fantasy representation.

It is these latter processes that are relevant, to an understanding of those

findings reflecting decrements in aggressive behavior following exposure to aggrestive

content on television. Having previously enumerated sore of the conditions whkch

determine the degree to which a television representation is experienced as fantasy,

we turn now to an examination of the specific processes by which diverse fantasy

experiences can help regulate aggressive behavior (Feshbach L Feshbach, 1972). foe

Can distinguish at least five mechanism t7 ,nich a fantasy experience can produce a

diminution in aggression.

1. Substitute Coal

The most widely considered process, and the one which has occasioned the cost

contro9ersy, is the hypothetical substitute goal function of fantasy. This asses -ption

is still a basic tenet in psychoanalytic theory. .1n the sale of aggression, the

fantasy experience is assumed to serge as a substitute for the direct aggressive peal

response of infliction of pain and thereby reduce the intensity of aggressive drive.

Psychoanalytic theory is not ve'ry specific on .he characteristicsZhich a fantasy ray

require in osier to have substitute goal value. From a psychoanalytic standpoirt,

almost a0"type of cognition - -a verbal symbol, a percept, fantasised goal response,

an elabOrate ideational sequence, can serve this function. Of all of the mechanises

to be enumerated. the substitut , goal function of fantasy, without further specification

of the nature of the fantasy, is the rost theoretically arbipuous.

There is little erpirical evidence that can to cited which directly supports the

hipothesiied substitute goal 'notion of fantasy. Also, considerable skepticise has

been expressed orean a psi... level concerning the credibility of this assured process.

To many critics it seems unlikely that the ,.nervation, on television. of acts of

aggression directed towards sore fictional villain could raterial1 reduce one's

motivation to aggress against an actual villain or provocator. If one is angered by

another person, one nay be stirs, td to fantasies of retaliation but these fantasies

nay not affect one's drive to reealiate. To use an older but apt theoretical des-

cription, these aggressive fantasies rai have high attractiveness or substitute

valence but very little substitute value. However, it is possible that aggressive

fantasies may reduce aggresive motivation through several of the other rechanisms to

be elaborated upon.

2. Expressive Value

Closely relat to but theoretically distinct from the substitute goal hypothesis

is the potential emotional expressive function of fantasy. The expression of affect

must be distinguished from rotluated behavior derived from that affect. For exarple,

statements such as "I an angry," "you make no sad" or sta.ping of the feet. pounding
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of the fist, snarling and related grimaces are expressions of anger. Statements as

"you are stupid and despicable" or pressing a button which activates an electric

shock device, or engaging in a physical assault, more closely resemble aggressive

activated behavior. Of course, the latter nay also be expressive of anger. However.

the critical point is that anger can be expressed and communicated without necessarily

inflicting injury or destruction. Thus, while fantasizing injury to some provocaror

say not be a substitute for the actual infliction of injury, it still may provide an

opportunity for the expression of aggressive affect, In much the sane sense as facial

soverents suul overt vocalizations are used to express feelings. An important ioplica-,

tion of this proposition is that a close connection or similarity between an aggressive

fantasy and an anger-provoking stimulus is o t necessary :or the fantasy to produce a

decrement in aggression toward that stimulus. The only requirement would be that the

aggressive fantasy activity provide an opportunity for the expression of aggressive

affect. I would suggest that the concept of catharsis can ultimately be best under-

stood In .eras of expression and discharge of affect through fantasy.

1, Inverse of Action

A core widely recognized cognitive function cf fantasy is its vicarious relation-

ship to action. Both psychoanalytic theory (Rapaport. 1959) and the Werner-Wapner

(1752) sensor! -tonic theory have postulated an inverse relationship between thought

and action sush that a restraint on motor action increases cognitive activity and,

conversely, cognitive activity reduces the impulse to action. This process is

especially important in the case of aggressive behavior because of its typically

strong impulsive component. Mere one needs to distinguish between aggressive behavior

which Is largely instrumental. as In the case of the child who deliberately pushes

and shoves to be first in line and surewsive behavior which is also a response to

strong emotions. The sensor! -tonic function of fantasy .0 not likely to have any

effect on instrumental aggression which involves deliberation and articulation of a

goal but should help reduce the amplitude of affect mediated aggression. The child

who is frustrated and angry has a propensity or !noise to.lash out at tha source

of the frustration and anger. A reflective cognitive response helps, the child delay

acting on impulse. The cognitive response may be relatively siwple, as In "counting

to ten", or nay take the fora of an elaborate aggiessive fantasy. The.cosnitivt

activity may directly reduce the strength of the instigation, as sensor! -tonic theory

would suggest,'and/or nay act as a stimulus for other cognitions which say lead to

a reconsideration of the situation and review of alternative modes of behavior.

It should be noted that unlike the cams for tha expressive discharge of anger

which is probably but served by an aggressive fantasy, the cognitive control or

delay function of fantasy behavior can be served by nes-a' stessive as well as aggressive

fantasies. However, an aggressive, angered individual nay be more attracted to and/or

prefer aigressive fantasies over non-aggressive ones (the substitute valence aspect of
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fantasy), and, for that reason, aggressive individuals are rare likely to utilize

aggressive fantasies -- whether internally sticclatsd or exteivally stirulated through

television, for the control of aggressive behavior.

4, POsitte Reinforcerent

A rediating process, related to but quite-distinct from the aggressive substitute

goal function, is the'satisfaction one nay derive from !nag:native fights . whether

self or media generated. The child engaging in a classic Walter nitty fantasy ray

experience pleasure. Simply conjecturing consequences of various possible actions

may also be a rewarding cognitive activity. When aggressive fantasy is elicited, the

ability to conjecture images of physical prowess without anxiety or embarrasscent.

or to feel mastery over one's impulses as well as power over others ray be an es

satisfying cognitive experience. In the case of media generated fantasies, this

satisfaction is auk's-anted by whatever additional enjoyment is derived from the "enter

tainrent" value of the stimulus. Sihc- the generated positive affect is inco-patible

with feelinga of frustration. annoyan and related aggression - evoking
t.1

Cype of cognitive activity should .... to a Ocrement in aggressive behavior. It

should b^ noted that the content of the fantasy does not have to be aggressive in

order to produce this effect.

The positive affective state produced by fantasy activity, in addition to being

incompatible with aggression-Instigating stinull, has another property 1.11101 could

result in a diminution of aggressive. acting out behavior, The evocation of positive

affect should reinforce whatever behavior led to the satisfying state of affairsin

this instance, a fantasy response. One could argue that reinforcerent of an aggressive

fantasy response could generalize to actual aggressive behavior. However. I suggest

a
that where there is a discrIninable diff*ence between fantasy and reality, strengthedirg

of the fantasy response should decrease the probability of a non-fantasy act, certainly

a proposition open to erpirhal verification, It is also irportant to note tat fantaste

nay vary in the degree of satisfaction they provide and sore are "ore frustrating ass

tension arousing than they are satisfying. however, to the extent that these fantasies

provide satisfaction. chether fror reduced anxiety, feelings of raster/, or en.tertainrent

value, they should result in lowered aggression.

5. CssaW2_,.+e Festcucturine

A sore obvious rechanisn through which cognitive activity can reduce .veression

is the c.portunity for restructuring. evaluation and rational decision daking which

thinking affords. The process of thinking allows for the analysis and reco-bination

of events. new insights and the consideration of alternative codes of action. The

oPPor ,city for these processes would appear to be limited for media generated aggressiv

fantasies. Host current television and rovie fare do not provide rev perspectives or

insights. However, It is possible for drara in general, Including the drazasic depicrior
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of violence, to enhance self-awareness and add to the understanding of the sources of

one's own aggression. In a more modest sense, media depicted violence culminating in

physical Punishment apd the loss of lave objects nay increase one's understanding of

the aversive consequences of violence and thereby tend to reduce aggressive,beaoior

To*iummarlze. the fantasy experience provided by some television programs with

aggressive content can control or reduce aggressive acting out behavior because the

fantasy provides a substitute for aggression toward the actual target (unlikely),

because it provides an opportunity for the expression of anger, because it functions

as a cognitive control. becasue it is satisfying and enjoyable and because it nay

facilitate new insights and cognitive reorganization (the latter unlikely, given the curre,

state of TV fare). In enumerating the various processes which night mediate a decre-

ment in aggression following a fantasy activity. we have only provided a bare outline

of one set of possible relationships between fantasy and overt aggressive behavior.

We have not considered the conditions under which a fantasy activity may stimulate

and facilitate aggression and we have only touched upon the parameters which determine

the degree of cognitive control resulting from each of the indicated mechanims. A

full theoretical and empirical analysis would require a specification of clic content

and structure of the fantasy. pertinent historical and other predispositionr1 factors,

and a comparable specification of the aggressive response as well.

The complexity and demands of this task underline how little is known about the

psychological role and functions of drama, dreams and related amorphous fantasy

-experiences In human development and adjustment. Jut enough is known to suggest

that the behavioral effects of witnessing the depiction of aggressive, violent acts

on television are dependent upon program. contextual and personality variables, and

that the analysis and study of the factors determining whether a propran is apprehended

as a fantasy and of the cognitive and motivational processes involved in fantasy

activity would be a fruitful avenue to pursue.

li*vant to express ny appreciation to the joint Committee for Fesearch on Televi?ion
and Children for providing an additional grant to support this analysis. It shculd

be gratuitous, but unfortunately is not to point out that the grant from this
Committee. which draws its funds primarily from television network sources, h.s no
limiting clauses or hidden agenda. The author has. as did Feshbach L Singer in
their field study grant, earpiece autono-v in the implementation of the Study and
in the ana.gsts, Interpretation and publication of the findings.

21t should also be noted teat the contrary can occur, that because one has extensive
and Intimate experience with some action or issue depicted on television, one nay
be more prone to criticise it and reject the content as inaccurate and unreal.

. -

Table 1

Nban level of aggressive response '

as a function of fantasy versus reality set

Reality set No TV Fantasy se

(OTO) (N.20) (1420)

4.30 3.40 2.29

Reality vs. fantasy F.23.01. p e.001
Reality vs. No TV F. 5.39. p 4.05

Fantasy vs. No TV F. 6.14. po.05.
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Sodal
RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT

Programs

6103 Ellis Avenue
Richmond. Virginia 23228

October 27, 1984

',Senate Judiciary Committee. and
Subcommittee on Juvenile Justice

UNITED STATES SENATE
Dirksen Senate Offide Building
Room 224
Washington, D C 20510

Dear Senators:

Some details about your present concerns have been published in the Richmond
Times Dispatch and I would like to make some comments that might prove
helpful in your deliberations

As for TV's Captain Kangaroo's statement that televised violence teaches
childr ,pn aggressive behavior, he is right.,

As for Jib Fowles' opinion that "fantasy mayhem on the television screen ,
helps the child to discharge tensions and animosities," he is wrong, lie echoes
the ancient ancient thee y of dramatic purgation announced by Aristotle in his
Poetics, calling it "catnarsis," but this theory is inapplicable under present
conditions (indeed, if it ever was), In the mordern scene, children who have
dila...ally distinguishing fantasy from i eality, do not vicariously vent accumulated
stress--they become inured to violence because they experience so much of it,
and seek increasing amounts of it for satisfactionthis is the key to wh't has
been called the brutalization of society,

6
Another unfortunate result of this incessant exposure to r. violence is a growth ,
within the psyches of very young fu ()pie of an urge to do violence for the pleasure
it affords, which might be called, in our society, the birth of sadism,. and a
sharp rise in the fear index. It is the avqwed purpose of certain Hollywood types
to evoke in the audience, i i the name of greed (1,e , profit to backers) the
intensest emotional reactions possible, giving no thought at all to the normal
slow recovery rate that is healthy The consequence is that truncated recovery
is perverted into sadistic Impue, It is analogous to slow poisoning,

Jib Fowles said that . hildren know the difference between ",gust pretend" and
reality, No doubt this is true to a large extent when children are involved in
their own play however, how can ,,hildren distinguish between other people's
fantasying and reality? No one has yet been able to come up with a meaningful'
answer to that one, The increasing 'realism" insisted upon by many directors
of films makes a even more problematic, not even most adults cart distinguish
between what they see as "entertainment" and what is presented ali "news "
%hat dues Jib Fowles have as a basis for making such an assertion? "Fanticsy
aggression via television can be the antidote to the child's real-world pressures
and constraints " What'nonsense
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But hat is not the point Jib Fowles' strategy has been to shift the focus of the
rn uiry The real issue is how the emotions, not only of the child but also of ,
tht adult, art: manipulated in unhealthy ways by tlie_events depicted endltssly
on television, In Bob heeshan's words, "This (steady) diet of violence has
created an immunity to the horror of violence in a nation of viewers over the
last quarter century the young child may elen come to believe that the
use of violent e is ,ustified in problem-solving " This precisely echoes my point
about the brutalization of our society

Pqrhaps most of the 900 studies of T1 violent: in the Iasi 30 years have been
unscientifiittits Fowles states, but I wonder how he can know that for certain
I doubt he flows all of them or has evaluated them sufficiently to be able to say
whether they are scientifit or not But what about those few he agrees were
sc lentifit Dot's he call for th.!..im to be discarded along with the rt.sti AiSd
must every study be st ientifii 2 Is subjective impression of no value at allt It ,
wax once a scientifii fact that "ail swans are white," and there were Otindreds
of sightings of white salans which proved the "fart " let it took only brie sighting
of a black swan rn Australia to thoroughly destroy the law of whiteness

,

Indeed, Mire is sufficant evidence to refute time for all Jib Fowles' contentions
By the way, what does he teach, "Wish-Fulfillment in Twinkle- Land "!

In seeking, to ere use ttlo vision from r esponsibility for tht gent ration of co:dem:e-
on, nted AWN& s, Philip 11 ir ding!, statemi nt tii.it sot ial tonditioua ai count for
mut h an bt sustained, proviiit dthat he is compelled to cease tgignore
tht (Act th d to le vision ,onstitutes.n large part, and an oterly Inflpential part
at that, of soiialonditioning and that it is the stated purpose of television to *
influeio the ,vat people think and bi 11.*%e 1.1.h d CBS laims to belit ve is clearly',
contrtry t9 the evident

Senator-,7I hope this lett. r will prove to be of value in your deliberation:,

Clerepif

trIlt`i C. Roger,:
iirectqr of Iles.% ir,-h
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.ober 29, 1981,

uSenator Arlen Specter
331 Hart Senate Off ice Building
U.S. Senate
Mashinon, D.C. 20510

'Dear Senator Specter:

The members of the American Academy of Child Psychiatry
appreciate your interest In and support for improved television
programming for children. The recent nearing hold by the
Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Justice, which you chair, will
once again point out to broadcasters that there Is widespread
alarm over the amount of violence on television. In spite of
protestations by witnesses who refuse to accept findings of
major studies about the causal relationship between television
violence and aggressive behavior, you have taken time to listen
to children, their parents and teachers, and to professionals
who understand the dangers. The Academy members share your
concern and of fer our cooperation in educating the public, as
well as the broadcasters about the need to provide quality
prograersinoSand reduce excessive viole,nce.

Clhe Issues of television violence and the lack of adequate
programming for children and adolescents have resulted in the
appointing of a special Academy Task Force on Violence and the
Media, which will soon complete its initial report. The report
reinforces the issues that you raised at the hearing -- that
television does not do a good job of serving children, and that
even worse, the programming has a harmful effect or, then. The
report will also summarize current findings and call for
additional action in the form of researth, education, and
cooperation among concerned profestional groups. I will have
a copy of the report sent to you when it is ready for distribution.

I am enclosing, for yoUr. information, an Academy press
release which reviews the recent series of television programs
on teenage suicide victims. The use of television to cite/mine this
tragedy Is a related concern, and I know wee-share support for
educating the public about what can be done to prevent teenagers
from taking their lives.

Thank you again for your concern for children and the,
Influence of television on their lives. I look forward to
the Academy working with you and your staff on this and other
Issues of concern.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEAS
October 2S, 1944

Sincerely,

Helen !Miser, M.D.
Pres I dent

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACD

Melissa Malsolick, American Academy of
Child Psychlatri,(202) 960-1779

John Blamphin, American Psychiatric
As.Wciatleo,l202) 6124138

MEDICAL ORGANIZATIONS LIST TZEN SIRCIDEWARMING SIGNS

With strong concern about the recent increases in teenage and child suicide
lc

throughout the. U.S., the American Academy of Child Psychiatry and the American
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Psychiatric Association issue the following information about the warning signs of suicide

in adolescents, and the contagious nature of teenage suicides, causing them to occur in

clusters.

The broadcast of network television programs on adolescent suicidelieu Me

Cry' on CBS, Wednesday, October 11; 'Silence of the Heart' on CBS, Tuesday,

October 30; and 'Surviving plus a half-hour educational program, on ABC, in January,

19$S wakes it panic-Waxy important that parents, young people and others in the

community be aware of this information at this time.

Even when producers include warning signs in a .dramatisatic viewers

emotionally involved in the drama may miss them. The warning signvof adolescents who

may try to kill theuiselires include many of the typical iydications of the illness of

dessaion:

o noticeable change in eating and sleeping habits.

o withdrawal from friends artd family and from regular activities,

o persistent boredom,

o a decline in the quality of schoolwork,

o violent or rebellious behavior,

o running away,
4.`

o drug and alcohol abuse,

o unusual neglect of personal appearance,

o difficulty concentrating,

o radical personality change,

o complaints about physical symptoms, often related to emotions, such as

stomach ache, headache, fatigue, etc.

A teenager who is planning to commit suicide may also:

o Give verbal 'hints' with statement* such ass 1 won't be a problem for you

much longer," 'Nothing matters,' 'It's no use.'

o Put his or her affairs in br, srfor example, give away favorite possessions,

clean his cr her room, throw things away, etc.

o Become suddenly cheerful after a period of depression.

haveAdolescents from families In which suicide has occurred or which lave a history of

drug or alcohol abuse, are more at risk.

Adolescents who attempt suicide often fee* that no one needs them, that nobody

cares. Teen suicides also may occur shortly after a loss of some kindfor example, the

death of a friend or family member, breahup with a boyfriend or girlfriend, parental

divorce.

The two organizations recommend that if children or teenager. watch a television

program about teen suicide, parents join them in viewing tile program and attempt to

discuss it afterwards.

Depression and suicidal tendencies are treatable. Parents, brothers or slaters,
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friends or teachers who notice any of the above warning signs should make an effort to

discuss them with the child or teenager and seek professional help for that person if

there is reason for concern.

The three organisations also want the public to be aware of the following

information about adolescent suicide:

Events and studies show that media coverage of suicide may increase suicidal

behavior in vulnerable young . In movie representations of teenage suicide,

portraying the suicide victims as attractive Individuals or 'stare can intensify this

effect.

There have been increasing reports of adolescent suicides occurring within the

context of "cluster outbreaks.' When one suicide occurs in a community, several suicides

among young people attending the same high school or group of schools may result.

Research shows that when this occurs, the young people have not always known each

other, but may know of the deaths through media coverage.

A number of communities have witnessed This devastating phenomenon. The

problem has led tie Fedei.. Government to establish a center for the study of cluster

suicides at the Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta, Georgia. In addition, the National

Institute of Mental Health has established a suicide research unit which is sponsoring

research on behavioral and biological risk factors for suicide in young people.

Research has demonstrated the suggestible nature of adolescents who attempt

suicide. Adolescent psychiatric patients who attempt suicide are more likely to have a

close relative or friend who has made a suicideattempt than other psychiatric patients

who have not made a suicide attempt.

Events and studies involving adolescent suicides indicate that the suicides may

occur shortly after exposure to the factional treatment of suicide. While the provision of

adjunctive "hot line' services may be helpful to a proportion of children who are exposed

to such films, there as evidence that the population which makes the most use of hot

lanes--young femalesis not the group which as most at risk.

When depression or suicidal feelings affect a young person, sources of help include

the local medical society, child psychia , pediatricians, psychiatrists, school

counselors, and other mental health professionals

The American Academy of Child Psychiatry headquartered in Washington, D.C.,

has a membership of 1,000 physicians with at .1 fare years of advanced training in

general' and child psychiatry, and sponsor a variety of programs to further the

psychiatric care Of children, adolescents and their families.

The American Psychiatric Association, based in Washington, D.C., represents

nearly 30,03 psychiatrists who share a common interest in the continuing study of

psychiatry and in the search for more effective ways to combat mental illnesses.

O
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